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THE NATIONAL RADAR 
DETECTOR SURVEY:

"Some are good... 
Some are better..,

RADARMASTER is the bestir

RADARMASTER"
The Most Technologically 
Advanced Radar Detector Made

^^^^

N

$295 Value. Now, Yours For Only $159 
Faster Warnings...Greater Reliability...

low, own RADARMASTER'" the
world's most advanced Radar Detector 
and save a whopping $136.00.

State of The Art Technology
Designed with "breakthrough" receiving 
circuitry, RADARMASTER'"1 gives you 
the best protection, fastest warnings and 
greatest reliability at a price well below 
that of other leading detectors.

RADARMASTER™ is built with a 
computer brain that gives you the edge. 
Its superior capabilities sniff out police ra 
dar faster than more expensive detectors, 
interpret the signals with remarkable ef 
ficiency, tell you when they are present 
and how strong they are.

Easiest Detector To Use
fust plug RADARMASTERY" power 
cord into your cigarette lighter and its 
computer brain is activated. Its as easy as 
that. RADARMASTER™ will do all the 
work by alerting you to stationary, mov 
ing, trigger and pulsed radar. If there's 
police radar around a curve, on the 
straightaway or in a tunnel, you can de 
pend on RADARMASTER™ to warn 
you in plenty of time. RADARMAS 
TER'" comes complete with a visor at 
tachment bracket, dashboard mount 
fastener, power cord and an easy to follow 
owners manual. RADARMASTER"11 is 
covered by an unprecedented five year fac 
tory warranty.

World's Leading Manufacturer
RADARMASTER™ is made by B.E.L- 
Tronics, one of the world's most highly 
regarded and experienced manufacturers 
of Radar Detectors. B.E.L-Tronics 
produces more radar detectors than any 
other company and is widely known for 
its leading edge discoveries in radar detec 
tion technology as well as its high grade 
precision manufacturing.

BUY AMERICAN

R A DA KM ASTER 1 "
l> A Supi'rinr 
American Madi1 Prnducl

tmmei or OUHLITY

RADARMASTER'" 
fits easily in your 
shirt pocket.

Handsome Carrying Case
A Plushly-lined Deluxe ease is included 
with each RADARMASTER 1 " shipped.

Act Now.
Receive a Valuable Free Bonus
For a limited time only, 
we'll send you a free 
Driver Safety Compan 
ion'" for test driving
RADARMASTER:" This
revolutionary Life-Saving 
alarm, valued at $39.50 ___ 
fits comfortably behind your ear and 
transmits a signal to keep you awake if

you nod off to sleep as you drive. This 
reliable safety device will be shipped 
while supplies last. Reserve yours by 
ordering today!

Try RADARMASTER™
Without Obligation
On A 30 Day Free Trial
Test drive RADARMASTER™ for 30
days without obligation. If you're not 
completely satisfied, for any reason, with 
the world's most advanced radar detector, 
return it and you owe nothing. Keep the 
Special Driver Safety Companion™ Bo 
nus. You have everything to gain when 
you test drive RADARMASTER™.

RADARMASTER

Only $159
Shipping, Handling, & Insurance FREE

CALL TOLL-FREE 
1-800-845-6000

or write:

Special Products Offer Center 
4931 South 900 East, Dept.TC-05 

Salt Lake City, UT84117
CnpyriRht iyHMhylVTravL'1 ComiL'tmin.
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Some contestants lose game shows 
Our game show loses contestants!

CoNlftOL
Weekdays at Noon and 7 pm Eastern MUSIC TELEVISION
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by Shere Hite,
author of The Hite Report 
und Women and Love

When the boss handed down the order to 
do a sizzling summer sex issue, we 
responded in the usual way: we put down 
our Sports Illustrateds and said, 
"Summer? Already?" Then we decided 
that, with sex on everyone's minds these 
days (as opposed to in (he seventies, when 
it was on their breath), we owed it to our 
readers to assign the editorial to a sexual 
sociologist of the highest order, someone 
who could discuss from a historical 
perspective the socio-sexual infra 
structures of Western civilization, as well 
as having a burrowing insightfulness into 
the social commotion wrought by the 
cascading sexual reform of the last three 
decades. Since Joan Collins didn V return 
our calls, we had Shere Hite write it.

When I was asked ro write this guest 
editorial, I was delighted. This was a 
chance to share with National Lampoon's 
readers—traditionally a demographic 
sector which has not yet enlightened itself 
by reading my books—the bounty of my 
characteristically objective unbiased re 
search, as well as my groundbreaking

opinions in the so-often misunderstood 
field of human sexuality. Let's get to it:

Sex is different things to each gender, 
both women and pigs.

• To a woman, sex is a beautiful, glori 
ous experience, a time of sharing, a won 
derful activity which should be preceded 
by weeks or months of beautiful, mean 
ingful communication, as well as hug 
ging, cuddling, and snuggling, and day 
after precious day of partner-sensitive 
foreplay. Sex to a woman should be a lin 
gering honeybucket of touching and ten 
derness, followed by several hours of af- 
terplay, several weeks of heartfelt 
communication, and a prolonged period 
of sharing household chores.

• To a man, sex is also a beautiful thing, 
but only when it's on his terms: when it 
involves the arbitrary sexing of his 
twenty-two-year-old honey-blond recep 
tionist, an encounter in which he can 
showcase his insensitivity and self- 
centered brutish scum-facedness and his 
consuming instinct to cheapen and de 
grade women and expunge his feelings of 
inadequacy and guilt and hatred for his 
parents.

• To a guy who's down to reading the 
editorial page, sex is an abstract concept,

an unobtainable, distant commodity, a 
vague memory at best, although it was 
probably just something from a dream so 
you really don't count in my research, ex 
cept I'm sure you're a time bomb of 
woman-hating just waiting for 3 chance 
to go off.

* To a woman reading the editorial 
page, what you recall about sex is the rea 
son you are at home alone now: sex is too 
vivid a memory of being baited into a 
degrading physical encounter with a dis 
gusting, swarthy, awful man (i.e., any 
man other than my husband).

• To me, sex is wonderful, because I've 
discovered the secret of female sexual 
fulfillment.

My life partner is young—very, very 
young. I don't know his age exactly, be 
cause 1 haven't asked him, and 1 was em 
barrassed about counting the candles on 
his birthday cake, but because he is so 
young and pure, he is uncorrupted by the 
evils that make full-grown men so 
contemptible.

He doesn't have any of that ugly, dis 
gusting hair on his back or shoulders or 
chest, although he is getting a little on his 
legs, which is very cute.

continued on page 96
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Sirs: '
You liberated American birches don't ;

stand a chance against an Asian tradition ;
of complete submission, female inferior- ;
ity, and bound feet. !

Mrs. Kyoko Smith ' 
What would have been your ;

designer living room ;
(.jreenvale, L.I. '

Sirs:
Anyone got another rhyme for 

"groove"?
Madonna

Diligently working on a new LP 
Malibu, Calif.

Sirs:
The government is going about this co 

caine crackdown all wrong. Cutting it off 
at the source is never going to work. In 
economics class we were taught that if the 
demand falls off, production and prices 
fall accordingly. So the government 
should just convince everyone not to use 
cocaine; then the cocaine dealers will 
have no one but a few hard-core coke 
heads to sell it to and the price will drop to 
about five dollars a pound.

Great idea, huh? Tell them to do it 
quick, before 1 blow the rest of my student 
loan.

"White Line" MacKenzie 
UCLA

Sirs:
It's got nothin' to do with juice color. A 

Slurpee's got much littler granules and al 
ways has a paper cone. A Slush Puppie's 
got big chunks and gives me bad cold 
headaches.

Joe Garagiola 
New York, N. Y.

Sirs:
If she pokes me one more time in my 

soft, pliant, vulnerable tummy, it's cur 
tains for that bitch! I'm a man. I have 
needs. I have desires. I have a large kitchen 
knife.

The Pillsbury Dough Boy 
Looking for a little respect

Sirs:
My husband is a ventriloquist. It 

started innocently enough. He spoke out 
of his dummy. Fine. Next thing you know, 
though, there he is speaking out of peo 
ple's hats, sandwiches, you name it. Let 
me tell you, I'm embarrassed to leave the 
house. My life has become a living hell. 
Uh—what? Oh...my Afghan wants me 
to make some tea.

Mrs. Doris Roseman 
I.wing Hell, N./.

Sirs:
People just aren't as interesting as they 

used to be.
Cathy Lee Crosby,

John Davidson,
and Fran Tarkenton

The cast o/That's Incredible!
watching thirtysomething

Sirs:
Introducing my newest fashion 

breakthrough—socks! That's right, the 
classic look of the American sock: un 
adorned, uncomplicated, and a return to 
the tradition of men putting them on their 
feet.

Ralph Lauren 
The Hamptons, N. Y.

Sirs:
If only I had taken that Playboy center 

fold instead.
The Sun-Maid Raisin Lady

Reassessing Her Career
Oakland, Calif.

Sirs:
"Qu'e pasa?"

"Que pasa?!!" I look out the window 
all day, that's what pasa. It's my damn job 
now, that's what. Sit in little chair and 
look out window. Go look at lottery num 
ber again.

"Time to look out the window again, 
my little friend...." I hated Montalban. 
Now he's in my head....

Herve Villechaize
Fantasy Trailer Court

Sarasota, Fla.

Making a Mountain Out of
a Molehill by Giving It a

Name
NOW IT'S:

NOT THAT LONG AGO 
IT WAS:

chemical dependency ...........drug addiction
cost-effective ...................economical
pasta...........................spaghetti; noodles
cocooning......................vegetating
gourmet deli....................corner grocery
disposable income ..............take-home pay
Type A personality ..............hothead
party animal................... .raucous drunk
networking.....................socializing; telephoning
parenting,......................raising kids
calarnari........................squid
faux ...........................fake
reduction in staff................firing or layoff
journalist.......................newsreader
perfectionist....................fussbudget
gentrification ...................taking over slums
modular interior storage unit.... .shelf
grazing.........................nibbling on appetizers
flatware........................ knives and forks
Epstein-Barr virus ...............sluggishness
convenience store...............the five-and-dime
alternate lifestyle................weirdness

e NATIONAL LAMPOON Paul Cono
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Brit. 
Shtick
The Final Rip-Off:
Two Hours of Python's 
Pithiestln One Absurdly 
Generous Double LP Package
RETURN WITH US NOW TO THOSE 
GLORIOUS DAYS OF THE SPANISH 
Inquisition. Recall the Constitutional Peas 
ant, the Travel Agent, the Undertaker, the 
Four Yorkshiremen. Are you embarrassed 
easily? No? Then sit on my face, if you 
would. Afterward, savor Spam, then wash it 
down with an Australian Table Wine. Expe 
rience Cannibalism. Relive the Argument. 
Laugh again with the Bonzo Dog Doo Dah

Advertisement
Band—scratch that, wrong album. Take a 
course in remedial Novel Writing. Sing once 
more the songs of Finland, Henry Kissinger, 
the Lumberjack, and Eric the Half-a-Bee. 
Apply for a Fish License. Revisit the Cheese 
Shop, the Cherry Orchard, the Swamp Castle, 
and the Cocktail Bar. (Nudge nudge, wink 
wink.) Remember Bruces? Do Wot John? 
Trade insults and swap snot with the French 
Taunter. Take the Famous Person Quiz- 
Marilyn Monroe? Sorry, that's not it. Sit in 
the Comfy Chair with a dead Parrot. Better 
yet, sit on my face again. Have kinky sex, 
making use of String, Bells, a Crocodile, 
Traffic Signals, or other objects found in the 
home. Do not smoke Rock Notes. And finally, 
mind your mum—she knows what's best.

Billy and Albert:
Now They Know How Many 
Jokes It Takes To Fill 
TheAlbertHall
SCOTLAND ISN'T GENERALLY 
THOUGHT OF AS A LAND OF 
HILARITY, but England's neighbor to the 
north does in fact have a rich comic tradi 
tion—the problem is, how can anyone but a 
fellow Scotsman possibly understand the 
punchlines through the impenetrable burr?

Advertisement
In the Seventies, however, after making the 
necessary concessions to the King's English, 
Scottish comedian Billy Connolly scored an 
historic breakthrough, delighting—and 
often shocking—English audiences with his 
irreverent, comprehensibly ethnic mono 
logues. Now, at long last, Americans can dis 
cover for themselves what's so darned funny 
about Connolly and his screwy, skewering 
sensibility. Billy and Albert—An LP 
recorded live during a six-night stand at 
London's Royal Albert Hall. The album pro 
vides an ample introduction to a multi- 
faceted bloke who's liable to do for Scotland 
what Paul Hogan has done for Australia. 
Y'see, Connolly is not only a brilliant come 
dian, he's also a veteran singer/songwriter 
and recording artist, star of stage, screen and 
telly, playwright, devoted bicyclist, and cele 
brated nude pinup. Bottoms up, then, 
Billy—we read you loud and clear.

Available at record 
stores everywhere. 
On Virgin Records 
and Cassettes.

Sirs:
You just can't beat the bustle and en 

ergy of a busy supermarket. Crowded 
aisles. Stacks of canned goods. Peaceful 
Muzak. And a million ways to cop a feel. 

Mr. Whipple 
Roaming the dairy section

Sirs:
Christ's dog died for your clog's sins.

The Dog Bible 
Yowr kitchen floor

Sirs:
My own thought concerning that 

which is at the center (not, paradoxically, 
the center itself, but that which has its 
center elsewhere) of your magazine's 
comic totality is, precisely, although rep 
resentative of coherence, ultimately con 
tradictorily coherent and as such consti 
tuted upon a fundamental comic 
immobility whose desired approach is, 
and I mean this, not an affirmation. Keep 
it up!

Jacques Derrida
Ecole Normals Superieure

Paris

Sirs:
To Ur is human. Tutankhamen divine.

Ancient Egyptian
Graffiti Artist
Cairo, Egypt
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Sirs:
I am not only the president of a hair 

club for men, I'm also a client.
Jack Lord 

Big Coif, Hawaii

Sirs:
We can'l believe how funny everyday life 

s! The other day we were all buying a can 
>f pop when suddenly the cans all seemed 
o explode as we opened them, and the 
top sprayed all over us. Someone must 
lave shaken the cans up before we bought 
hem. It was so funny, we were laughing 

about it for hours!
The Writers for 

The Wi! Shriner Show 
Los Angeles, Calif.

Sirs:
Can I come out now?.. .Please, oh 

ilease, don't lock me in my room again 
and turn out the lights... .It scares me... .1 
see strange things....! feel so helpless.... 
Is George out there? IS HE?! ?.. .NO!... 
NOI...NOOOOOOOOO!

Lou Piniella 
Baseball winter meetings

Sirs:
Goddammit, if I'd known I was going 

to get caught, at least I would have copped 
a feel.

Jimmy Swaggart 
Palm Beach, Pla.

Great Moments in 
Literary History

by Louts Phillips

Jane Austen Mulls Over an Offer from Playboy to Pose 
Nude Next to an Excerpt 
from Her Novel

I want $750,000
up front, and I

expose only my
breasts, and they

have to publish
two chapters from

Emma... .Otherwise,
no dice!

Sirs:
Ah me, the humble charm of our little 

tree house. The smell of baking cookies, 
the peaceful isolation of the forest, and all 
those children we have strapped to bond 
age saddles.

The Keebler Elves 
The Black Forest

Sirs:
Lordy, the glory and efficiency of a 

slaughterhouse. The smell of rotting mat 
ter, the occasional geyser of blood, and 
the make-oui room up on the third floor. 

Frank Perdue 
Bachelor Land

Sirs:
Your problem is you have a bad atti 

tude, I could make you a winner if you'd 
only listen to me. Are you willing to pay 
the price? Are you hungry? Can you 
bench-press four hundred pounds? Can 
you—Hey! Don't you walk away from 
me! Goddammit, if I had an earthly body 
I'd crack you right on the noggin! That's 
right, son, I'd slam you right across the 
windpipe! I'd... I'd...

Coach Woody Hayes
Doomed to wander the earth

and be ignoreo
continued on page 22
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For some people, everything 
comes easy. Even the way they roll a 
cigarette. All it takes is a little twist and 
a flick of the wrist And nothing else 
fits better... than e-zwider:

cigarette rolling papers.
Available in single, l'/4, Ma, double, 1.0 and new french.

e world's easiest way to roll a cigarette.

OWK
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ZEN
BASTARD

by Paul Krassner

When I first hoard about the Safe Sex 
Society, I decided to go to their of 

fices. It turned out to be an apartment, 
and the Society was just one individual, 
an extended adolescent, well-informed 
and articulate, who calls himself Onan 
the Great. Naturally, my interview began 
with a question about his name.

Q. Did you get Onan from the Old Tes 
tament?

A. That's right. I feel that it is better to 
spill your seed than to risk your life.

Q. Are you referring to AIDS?
A. Yes. I think AIDS has put a definite 

end to the sexual revolution. We've all 
seen those public service commercials on 
TV whure they tell you that when you go 
to bed with somebody, you are also going 
to bed with everybody that they've ever 
been to bed with, plus everybody they've 
ever been to bed with. It's sort of like Mal- 
thusian paranoiii. Where does it end? 
Docs it go all the way back to Adam and 
Eve? if 1 have an itch in my crotch, could ii 
have been caught from their fig leaves in 
some kind of weird rime warp? All I'm 
saying is, the sexual pleasure is simply no! 
worth the tension of unknowable risks 
anymore.

Q. And so what is the specific purpose 
of your Safe Sex Society?

A. Triple-S has an 800 telephone num 
ber. Anyone, anywhere in the country, can 
call me anytime, day or night, and if they 
are tempted to indulge in w«safe sex, I try 
to talk them out of it.

Q. How do you do that?
A. The main thing is, I urge them to 

masturbate. I believe that real self-abuse 
is having intercourse with somebody else, 
because at least when you play with your 
self there's no danger—I mean, you know, 
not unless you use sandpaper or some 
thing like that.

Q. I assume you practice what you 
preach ?

A. Of course. I am not a hypocrite.
Q. Well, is it a big sacrifice for you? Did 

you have a rich sex life before you started 
this crusade?

A. Absolutely. In fact, I was bisexual.

"Hey.1 It says here that civilization as you know it has come to an end, but don'( 
wony. Civilization as I know it is about to take over. "

sol happen to be giving up twice as much 
as most people.

Q. Were you fairly promiscuous?
A. God, yes. I used to go to gay bath 

houses where they had those glory holes. 
You would just stick your dick through 
this, like, knothole in the wall, and then 
some stranger's mouth on the other side 
would give you a blowjoh. Now that was 
safe sex—safe from relationships, that is. 
You'd never even see the guy, although I'm 
positive 1 once recogni/ed one fellow from 
a previous occasion just by the touch of 
his tongue. But as a bisexual I was well 
aware of the double standard. I could 
never go to a heiero glory hole. They just 
did not exist.

Q. If you can't see the person blowing 
you, what difference would it make if it's 
male or female?

A. I am a very visual person. Just as I 
get turned on by physical beauty, 1 also get 
turned on in different ways by each gen 
der. It's just my own personal blending of 
fantasy and reality. It would make me feel 
schizophrenic to be blown by a masculine 
mouth while experiencing the feminine 
mystique, or vice versa. I need to be in 
harmony.

Q. I suppose that you're in favor of por 
nography?

A. Yes, not only on a philosophical and 
moral level, but also on a business basis. I 
support the Safe Sex Society with my mail 
order porn business. I have an extremely 
rare item for sale right now. 1 recently ac 
quired a print of a porn flick starring Traci 
Lords.

Q. I thought it was against the law to 
sell any movie with her in it because she 
was underage when they were made.

A. Ah, but she turned eighteen during 
the filming of this one. Which is why 1 can 
sell only the second half of the videotape. 
That's the only part that's legal.

Q. What about the use of condoms?
A. Are you kidding? Did you know that 

the United Stares government imposes no 
quality control whatsoever on the manu 
facturers of condoms? Oh, sure, the Food 
and Drug Administration can test con 
doms, but eleven out of more than a hun 
dred batches of condoms manufactured 
in America failed to pass the PDA tests for 
leakage, and thirty out of a hundred 
batches of condoms imported from other 
countries failed those tests. What kind of 
odds are those? You have a greater chance 
of wearing a condom that might break 
than you have of winning the state lottery.

Q. Yeah, but doesn't the PDA then stop 
those defective condoms from being sold?

A. No. There was a batch of condoms 
that had deteriorated in the warehouse, 
even though the expiration date of the 
spermicide coating was not until Novem 
ber 15, 1990. But the PDA didn't discover 
this. Researchers in California universi 
ties discovered it. Some of the condoms 
broke when they were being removed
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from their packaging. But 7,500 con 
doms from that batch had already been 
sold. I'll tell you, I'm not a gambler my 
self, but I predict that somebody is going 
to sue a condom company for gross negli 
gence. It's like playing rubber roulette.

Q, Are you disturbed by the display of 
casual sex in the media?

A. I certainly am. Look at that TV 
show Moonlighting. Bruce Willis makes 
it with Cybiil Shepherd in this sudden 
burst of passion—you would never know 
there was a worldwide health crisis going 
on. And what about that movie Moon 
struck, where Cher pops right into bed 
with this baker guy she never even met 
before. It's presenting dangerous behav 
ior as socially acceptable.

Q. So do you go out on dates at all now?
A. No, I just stay home and beat my 

own meat, You don't have to shave, or if 
you're a woman, you don't have to put on 
makeup, you don't have to get all dressed 
up. You don't have to take yourself to din 
ner and a movie first so that you won't 
think you just want yourself for your 
body. You know your own rhythm, your 
own areas of sensitivity. You can avoid 
performance anxiety. You never have to 
fake a climax. You can even stop in the 
middle to watch David Letterman do his 
Top Ten list and nobody gets insulted.

Q. But don't you think there is some 
thing a little sad about all this kind of self- 
involvement?

A. Well, I have never been rejected by a 
centerfold. But you're right, there can be 
something sad, which I realized with this 
issue of Penthouse magazine. [He picks 
up a copy of Penthouse from his coffee 
table.} I was trying to decide which photo 
spread to jerk off to. At first I thought it 
would be Crissy "Bo" Bozlee. Here, you 
can see, she's a very sultry brunette. Ex 
cept that she is [reading] "the favorite 
pinup of Oliver North's favorite band of 
counterrevolutionaries—the so-called 
Democratic Resistance of Nicaragua, 
otherwise known as the contras."

Q. And why was that a conflict for you?
A. If 1 had actually come onto her 

pages, it would have been like fraternizing 
with the enemy, since politically I happen 
to be a strong supporter of the Sandinista 
government, which was elected by the 
people. But I have to admit it was a con 
flict, because I got horny from her state 
ment "It's tremendously exciting to feel a 
machine gun going off in your hands. It's 
almost like an orgasm."

Q. So what did you finally decide to do?
A. I chose Krista Pflanzer. [Turning 

pages] Here, take a look at her. She's a 
really voluptuous blonde. I really love the 
untanned parts of her body where the bi 
kini was. And get a glimpse of that sexy 
beauty mark on her right buttock, [Read 
ing] "I can't make love to a person unless I 
really know him," says Krista. "It's just 

continued on page 11 0

Are you a

TWISTED
PARTY ANIMAL?
...or just the heavily socializing type?
Become a Party Commando today and see what the 
other twisted minions are up to.

For only $7.00, you will receive a copy of our chant, an 
original draft of our demented doctrine, and YOUR 
picture identification card which certifies you as an 
official member of the "Non-Elite Corps" of the truly 
deranged Party Commandos.

So, take off that conservative mask and throw away all 
inhibitions! Show your true colors NOW!
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VADM Thomas P. Kelly
The SUPREME Allied Commander

Be a Commander yourself! Send $1 for more Information to:
PARTY COMMANDOS 
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DRINKING
Tl PS

AND OTHER WAR STORIES

This is my last column. I've been fired. 
I'm the only person on record whose 

job has been terminated for not drinking. 
I received an urgent memo recently, call 
ing for an emergency editorial meeting of 
the staff of National Lampoon to discuss 
the future of "Drinking Tips and Other 
War Stories." "What could be wrong?" 1 
thought as I loaded up on Diet Coke and 
seltzer. I tucked my shirt into my jeans, 
which were firmly hugging my newly 
trim, non-boozing, low-caloric body. I 
reached into the drawer which used to 
store aspirin and Percodan and popped a 
B-complex vitamin pill. I dropped to the

floor ro do a quick fifty sit-ups and felt the 
rush of pure oxygen going to my brain, 
revitalizing cells that were once saturated 
with fermented grain. I stood up, 
stretched, cracked my neck (in a motion 
that my girlfriend tells me resembles a tur 
tle), and went to face the critics.

Striding jauntily into the meeting, Ij 
found the editors, the art directors, and 
several of the officers of the company star 
ing glumly at the floor, shuffling their feet 
and twiddling their thumbs.

Larry "Ratso" Sloman spoke up first. 
"The problem is that since you've stopped 
drinking, your column has lost the gonzo 
pizazz it once had. Nobody cares if you're 
sober. Nobody cares that you're happy. 
Sober and happy is dull. Our readers want 
turmoil, trouble, hangovers, outrageous- 
ness...danger! Like the time you hung 
from that balcony at a Steve Earle con 
cert."

"Listen, Ratso," I replied, "sobriety is a 
lot more dangerous than walking the ra 
zor's edge of excess." 1 smiled smugly, 
pleased with the ease with which I'd in 
vented a pithy quotable undoubtably des 
tined for Bartlett's.

"You're the one who drones on about 
the free-spiritness and mind expansion of 
the sixties," my brother, Andy, reminded 
me. "Christ, soon you'll be advocating 
random drug testing and mandatory re 
habilitation programs."

Dave Hanson asked for the floor. I 
handed it to him. "You were more inter 
esting when you rejected the conventions 
of society. Like the time you took the floor 
at your college reunion and announced 
that the entire event was reconvening at a 
local barroom and two hundred people 
promptly filed out of the room. Next 
thing you know you'll be hosting net-

I working parties or joining obscure reli-
; gious cults."
; "You're way off, folks," I argued. "I still 
I reject conformity. I still detest the status 
' quo. I take pleasure in the unpredictable. 
; And I apologize for nothing. Some of the 
; best times I've had were spent plowed un- 
; der a table, upsetting others' idea of pro- 
I priety. Remember, the ability to change is
• the integral element in any rebel's philoso- 
; phy. Let's face it, I've been drunk for over 
; fifteen years."
; Diane Giddis shook her head. "Mi- 
l chael, it's just plain boring around here 
] since you quit drinking. You're polite, 
; your breath doesn't stink, and you hardly 
; ever make lewd remarks anymore. Like 
I the time you came on to a woman on a 
'• flight from New York to Los Angeles and 
; they asked you to leave the plane and you 
; were over Ohio at the time. I miss the lewd 
I remarks." 
'• I admired the blond hair cascading over
• Diane's luscious shoulders and winked. 
; "Well, it's not 'cause I don't think 'em, 
; Diane baby."
I Sheryl Cooper-Lees complained that I 
'• never bother her for junk food anymore, 
; junk food being the main staple of the 
; hangover victim's diet. "I've got cup- 
I boards full of soy sauce!"
• "I retain water," 1 replied.
; "What?" she asked.
; "Soy sauce makes me retain water," I
; explained.
I Everyone groaned and rolled their eyes.
; "Look, Simmons..." Chris Howland
; looked at me sadly. "Saturday night just
; ain't the same. We've got no one to babble
" incoherently with. Fluency in the drunk-
• ard's dialect was one of your great attrib-
; utes."
; "Sorry, Chris." I shrugged. "But I can't'
; miss Saturday Night Life."
' I never, ever thought I'd hear myself say
; that.
; George Agoglia got to the heart of the
; matter with the finesse of Dr. Michael
I DeBakey.
; "I've got a memo here from Matty. Your
; father, remember him? It's addressed to
; you and it reads as follows... "George put
I on his reading glasses, let them slide to the
• tip of his nose, and cleared his throat. The 
; room was hushed with anticipation. You 
; could've heard a shot glass drop. 
; "Drink or look for another job," read 
; Matty's memo. George pulled a bottle of 
I bourbon from his desk. "This came with
• the memo."
; I couldn't believe my ears. I knew then
; how Bob Guccione, Jr. must feel.
I I stood up and addressed my col-
• leagues.
; "My fellow humorists." I scanned the 
; room and saw the hurt in my coworkers" 
t faces. "I hate to disappoint you. I've been 
'. your War Co/respondent for over two 
; years now and I'm yearning to return to 
; civilian life. My mother, my girlfriend,
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my doctor, my liver all want me back, and 
cannot disappoint them."
Some were now weeping openly.
"Remember," I continued, "the life of 

the War Correspondent is full of hazards. 
Some of us don't make it back home. I've 
been in the trenches and I've seen enough. 
Therefore, as of today, 1 shall not seek nor 
will I accept the job of Drinking Tipster 
and War Correspondent."

1 bade farewell to my friends. There was 
much reminiscing and hugging and tears, 
but I think they understood. I cleaned out 
my desk full of bar napkins with phone 
numbers on them, put on my black 
leather jacket, which still smells of the 
time some matron dumped her martini on 
me for making the very lewd remarks 
Diane was nostalgic for, and headed out 
into the sobering, cold February twilight.

As I wistfully strolled through SoHo in 
downtown Manhattan I passed bou 
tiques, art galleries, and trendy restau 
rants. Suddenly I stopped in my tracks. I 
was standing next to Fanelli's, an ancient 
drinking dive frequented by bohemian 
artist types. The gorgeous stench of ale on 
tap and the sound of laughter gave me an 
instant contact high. I remembered the 
hard day's night Kinky Priedman and I 
had spent at Fanelli's, chatting up artists' 
models and holding a contest to see who 
could be the louder drunk. I smiled and 
turned and kept on walking.

See ya later. •

AMERICA'S HOTTEST

LIMITED]
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So much for your boss.... Now we'll do your ex-wife's lawyer.
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Doctor Lucas of West Palm 
Beach, Florida, decided not to call 
the authorities when he found a 
pipe bomb inside a rusted-out 
hole in a used car he was attempt 
ing to repair. Lucas's son had 
given him the Ford Rancfiero tour 
weeks earlier, and Lucas did not 
want to "make a scene." After 
removing the pipe bomb and ex 
amining it, Lucas returned it to the 
car and continued working on the 
vehicle with an electric sander. "I 
figured, well, it hasn't gone off 
yet, so there's no hurry," Lucas 
said.

After driving around in the car 
for two days, Lucas and his wife. 
Helen, finally reported the bomb 
to the police at the urging of their 
daughter-in-law. The Palm Beach 
County bomb squad deputies 
evacuated the neighborhood, 
spent forty-five minutes tying 
ropes to the bomb, and then care 
fully drew it into an explosion- 
proof tank fifty feet away. Accord 
ing to one of the bomb squad 
deputies, "There was a blasting 
cap inside. It was dangerous." 
Lucas was quoted as saying, "!t 
sort of bothers me now." (Bergen 
County) Record (contributed by
Duck Divet) *s>

In Madrid, the Association for 
the Defense of Animal Rights has 
launched a drive to outlaw the 
practice of donkey smashing. The 
animal-flattening event, tradition 
ally part of village Mardi Gras cele 
brations, calls for the town's fat 
test man to ride an old donkey to 
its death. The animal advocates 
also seek bans on hurling drunken 
bulls off cliffs, decapitating live 
chickens, stoning live roosters, 
and similar festival customs. 
(British Columbia) Province (con 
tributed by Kendail Graham)

Sponsors of a Florida contest 
to find the nation's biggest cock 
roach complained to the postal 
service about rough handling of 
the entries. Postal workers were 
hand-stamping envelopes with 
too much force, reducing the 
specimens inside to little more 
than half-dollar-sized brown 
stains. Las Vegss Sun (contrib 
uted by Herm Albright)

A giant lobster purchased by 
the New England Aquarium and 
scheduled for display was irrep 
arably cracked when it fell off a 
scale while being weighed. The 
injury forced aquarium officials to 
destroy the thirty-pound crusta-

EtMed by

cean. New York Times (contrib 
uted by Duck Divet)

«
In Barberville, Florida. Rachel 

Jackson protested an ordinance 
that was dratted to ban her prac 
tice of dining on the dogs, cats, 
rattlesnakes, and armadillos she 
harvested from roadways in an at 
tempt to stretch her food-stamp 
allowance. Jackson, who said she 
ate road kill as long as it was ' 'still 
wriggling" when she found it. 
also said she was considering be 
coming a vegetarian. (British Co 
lumbia) Province (contributed by 
Robert Janyk)

*
The premier issue of the com 

puter magazine PC Clone con 
tained five pages of Playboy'5 May 
Playmate of the Month because of 
a production mistake. The firm 
binding the periodical mixed up 
pages from two separate jobs. 
Ventura Star-Free Press (contrib 
uted by Debbie Waters)

*
Jownspeople in Petrol. Spain, 

have been seeking donations to 
erect a monument to the human 
liver. The idea originated in a con 
ference given by the town's mayor, 
Jaime Quintanilla. who said the 
organ is one of the most ill-treated 
by numans and deserves a shrine. 
Los Angeles Times (contributed 
by Greg Smith)

John Branter, a sixty-five-year- 
old psychologist in Minneapolis, 
was found hanged in his attic after 
colleagues reported that he failed 
to show up to deliver a lecture.

John Bendel

Branter, known as an expert on 
grief and dying, was to address 
the group on the topic of self- 
esteem. Weekly World News 
(contributed by Joseph Forbes)

 ^
Four waiters at the Diamond 

restaurant in London's Chinatown 
used baseball bats, clubs, and 
sticks to beat diners who com 
plained about the food. The men 
were sentenced to two years in jail 
for assaulting customers, who 
were "clubbed like seals." Los 
Angeles Times (contributed by 
David L. Ostovich)

*
Gharith Pendragon. a teacher 

of parapsychology at a commu 
nity college in Honolulu, Hawaii, 
filed a federal lawsuit claiming that 
his critics had defamed him and 
prevented him from speaking at 
the University of Hawaii. Among 
the defendants Pendragon named 
in the suit were the Committee for 
the Scientific Investigation of 
Claims of the Paranormal. Hawaii 
StepJics. and the Quackery Ac Hot) 
Council. Honolulu Star-Bulletin 
(contributed by Kevin Koshiol)

»
According to rock performer 

and militant vegetarian Chrissie 
Hynde of the Pretenders, "The 
practice of killing animals should 
be outlawed. Most people can 
only relate to human emotion. 
They forget animals have emo 
tions. People are so shortsighted 
and narrow-minded about it. Who 
has the right to go out and kill? To 
take another being's fife away 
from it. When I see that crap, I

want to take a brick and bash his 
head in." Vegetarian Times (con 
tributed by Margie Lely)

*
A man repairing a typewriter in 

Etobicoke, Ontario, was rescued 
by firefighters and ambulance at 
tendants when one end of a high- 
tension spring on the machine 
sprang free and shot up his nose, 
connecting him firmly to the roller. 
Etobicoke Lite (contributed by 
Cathy Harrison)

*
The foreign minister of Indone 

sia. Mochtar Kusumaatmadja, 
said at a political rally in Bandung 
that citizens should spend less 
time partying and sitting on the 
toilet and more time demanding 
their political rights. "If you goto 
the lavatory, do not sit there for 
too long." he said. "That is not 
necessary. That kind of attitude is 
not what Indonesia wants.''

He also criticized the Indone 
sian habit of giving a party while 
dating; giving a party when get 
ting married; giving parties for the 
first, third, and seventh months of 
pregnancy; giving a party for the 
birth; then giving a party for the 
first haircut and the circumcision. 
His parting advice included the 
admonition to complain more at 
hotels to get better service. To 
ronto Globe and Mail (contributed 
by Stephen Weir)

*
Bruce Tayfor of Cape Town, 

South Africa, opened a new can of 
coffee at work and found a set of 
false teeth inside. Taylor went 
ahead and made two cups of cof 
fee with the can's contents, but, 
he said," my colleagues were dis 
gusted with me. None of them 
would have a cup." Los Angeles 
Times (contributed by Debbie 
Clark)

Attention, contributors! We now 
send each contributor the sensa 
tional new ' 'True Facts' ' T-shirt for 
every submission used, as well as 
a credit. For every photo used, 
we'll send each contributor a T- 
shirt plus ten dollars in genuine 
American currency and, of 
course, a credit. Make sure to in 
clude the shirt size you want (S-M- 
L-XL) with every group of True 
facts or True Facts photos sent us. 
Send your contributions to

True Facts
National Lampoon

155 Avenue of the Americas
NewYork, N.Y. 10013
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"WHAT I DO AFTER WORK IS MY
OWN BUSINESS, NOT THE F KING

MEDIA'S. GAPISCE?"
What this country needs is a good nine- 

to-five president. George Agoglia, the pub 
lisher of the National Lampoon, is just the 
man for the job. A hard worker, he pulled 
himself up by his bootstraps and got his first 
job shining shoes in the lobby of the Time- 
Life Building. There he caught the eye of 
Henry Luce, who started him on his ascent 
up the corporate ladder of the magazine 
industry As publisher of the National Lam 
poon, lie has reached the pinnacle of his 
profession, but ever eager to serve his fel 
low citizens, George Agoglia is still hungry 
So he's running for president.

From nine to five, you'll never find a 
harder worker. And George is one Italian- 
American politician who's decisive enough 
to say, "Yes, 1 wantto serve my country and 
be the president." There's only one catch, 
something small-minded people, like those

-GEORGE AGOGLIA
in the media, might call a character defect. 
George is a party animal.

Not from nine to five, mind you. For those 
eight hours, George's mind is as sharp as a 
razor, and he'll steer the ship of state with a 
firm but compassionate and evenhanded 
grip. But when 5:01 rolls around, George 
turns into Spuds Agoglia. You might have 
read reports of the wild orgies aboard the 
National Lampoon corporate yacht, the 
Mono Gorilla Business. You might have 
seen photos similar to the one below, de 
picting George and his executive secre 
taries unwinding after a hard day during 
deadline week. You might say to yourself, 
"Is this the kind of guy I want to run the 
country?" Think about it. We think you'll 
say, "Hell, yes!"

Were we better off with a president that 
steeps from nine to five and calls his wife

"Mommy"? Would we be better off with a 
preppie wimp who has to refer to his cam 
paign literature to determine where he 
stands on the issues? Or with one of those 
faceless losers the Democrats are offering 
with their shopping-mall hair and their 
polyester smiles? Wouldn't we in fact be 
better off with a president who'll work his 
butt off during the day and party hearty like 
you or me when the factory whistle blows? 
F-king A, yes!

Agoglia for president. The right man for 
the right job. Don't listen to the small- 
minded puritans who might denigrate this 
man's accomplishments. He asks not what 
his country can do for him, but what he can 
do for his country From nine to five. After 
that, he's outta here. TOGA, TO-GA, 
TO-GA!

AGOGLIA FOR PRESIDENT '88* LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE
Special Offer: With every $8.95 donated to the Agoglia for President Campaign 

Committee, you will receive a one-year subscription to the National Lampoonl
Yes, I want to support Spuds Agoglia, the party 
animal, for president. Here's my $8.95 contri - 
bution.I understand this gives me a one-year 
subscription to the National Lampoon. F—king A!
I have checked the term of the subscription I want, so rush me my first 
issue.

Make all checks payable to: 3 
National Lampoon, DEPT. NL688 "" 

155 Avenue of the Amencas 
New York, NY 10013

Three-year subscription a $30.95 (Deduct $7.00) You pay $23.95 
(A very huge savings of $47.15 off the newsstand price)

Two-year subscription f] $23.95 {Deduct $7.00) You pay $16.95 
(A very huge savings of $30.45 off the newsstand price)

One-year subscriptionD $15.95 (Deduct $7.00) You pay $8.95 
(A very huge savings of $14.75 off the newsstand price)

Add $5.00 per year for Canada, Mexico, or foreign delivery. Make
check or money order, in U.S. funds, payable to National Lampoon. For
even faster service, call toll-free 1-800-331-1750 and ask for
Operator #31.

Name ______________________________
Address _____________________________
City
D Check enclosed 
MastetCard # —_ 
Visa # _____

Stnte Zip
D Bill me a Charge to my: 
_____ MasterCard Interbank #

. Expiration Date
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the Times

CherylGoode
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DISCOVER

, GOLD
CIGARETTE PAPER

THIN, SMOOTH BURNING,
EASY ROLLING,

PURE RICE PAPER.

dxyarette* (jfyfier:

CIQAMKTTB PAPBH

c Republic Tobacco Co.

MANUFACTURER COUPON I EXPIRES JAN 3D, 1989

SAVE 35c
CIGARETTE
PAPERS
RETAILER You are authorised lo acl as 
Our agent for tedcmpltti ol Bus coupon 
Wewllreimwr£eyou.15<plLisatn.w|[in(]i«(M<!irig 
thai you and Ida consumer have complied wild the 
fanis ot our ate Void where orodibiled, [axed or 
(esnicled by law. Good only in U S A Cash value MOt 
The ojnsumer must pay any sales Tax Any older use 
conslilulcs fisuri Mail coupon lo Reuuhdc Tobacco 
Co.PfJ Qo< 730335. El Paso. TX 79973 Limit one 
coupon perpurchite. Q [

35<i
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Sign Writers Anonymous

Mark Pauaa
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Now Offering Shirts, Fine Sweaters, and Sweatshirts from

FROG

The Frog family of fine apparel is 
proud to announce the 
introduction of the Frog 
Sweatshirt. The Frog comes in 
four sizes and is a legend for its 
softness, warmth, and style. And 
Frog Clothing continues to offer 
the Frog Polo Shirt and Frog 
Sweaters. Ail Frog apparel sport

the distinctive symbol of the Frog 
line, a double-amputee frog.

The unfortunate frog is your 
assurance that you have 
purchased the very finest. Wear 
your shirt or sweater with pride  
whether you have legs or not. 
Frog Sweaters and Shirts are 
available only by mail. The price?

Sweaters are just $20.95 plus 
postage and handling. Polo shirts 
are $14.95 plus postage and 
handling. Sweatshirts are $22.95 
plus postage and handling.

Order your sweater and/or shirt 
today and ensure yourself of the 
respect your taste and 
discernment deserve.

FROG
National Lampoon offers the most prestigious 
shirts, sweaters, and sweatshirts in America, 
and at a price prestigious people can afford.
Polo shirts available in: Sweaters available in:

Green Camel Blue

P/ease send me_National Lampoon 
h'my shirts at $14.95 each, plus 
$1.50 for postage and handling.
WHI7E: __small __medium _large

BLUE: ^_small _medlum __large
YELLOW: __small __medium _large

GREEN:  Small  medium __targe
GRAY: __smatl _medium _large
CAMEL: _smatl _medium __large

Please send me_National Lampoon 
froy Sweaters at $20.95 each, plus 
$2.00 for postage and handling.
GRAY: _small  medium _large 
BLACK: _small _medium __large 
CAMEL:  small _med/u/n _targe 
BLUE: _small  medium _large

P/easesendme_ i^.iiional Lampoon 
:-Vi •; Sweatshirts at $22. 95 each, plus 
$2.00 for postage and handling. 
White only: __ sm__ med__ Ig__ x-lg
NAME__________________________ 

ADDRESS________________________

an.______STATE ZIP______
I enclose S_

percent sales lax.
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Letters
continued frtHti page W -

Sirs;
How quickly you forget! Here 1 am sit 

ting in hot water! They fired me! But 
where were you when I needed you ? I AM 
THE MAN WHO PUNCHED BRENT 
MUSBURGER! POW! RIGHT IN HIS 
SELF-SATISFIED KISSER! YOU OWE 
ME ONE FOR THAT!

Jimmy "The Greek" Snyder
Handicapping the handicapped

Out to pasture, Ohio

Sirs:
Soon I shall bring my new mega- 

musical to the Broadway stage. It is called 
; Boogers, and it tells the musical story of 
I four vagabond lumps of phlegm as they 
', roller-skate up and down the nose of a
• young hoy trapped in a wheelchair. And 
; of course there is a hit song: "Cling to My 
; Nose Hairs on a Rainy Night." 
; Andrew Lloyd Webber 
I London, England

; Sirs:
; Oh, the quaint charm of my little 
I beauty salon. The hum of blow-dryers.
• The smell of hair spray. And the shadowy
• promise of a lonely divorcee willing to try 
; something new.
J Madge the Manicurist 
! Palmoiive Salon, fta.

\ Sirs:
; It was wet and sticky and uncomfbrta- 
: ble, and I'll never do it again. 
'• Disgruntled Contestant 

The Love Connection

', Sirs:
I She's back! She's back! I knew she'd
• miss me. Ha-ha! You're jealous, right? 1 
; mean, don't you feel just a little part of 
; you dying when you reali/.e you can't have 
I her? Ha-ha! Well, too bad for you, dude,
• too bad. Ha-ha.

Scan Penn
• Malibu, Calif.

I Sirs:
• I'm very upset because I have reason to 
; believe that Sam Shepard is living the life I 
1 was supposed to have. He stars in movies! 
'. Writes funny plays. Dresses however he
• wants to. Takes a drink when he feels like
• it and smokes cigarettes without feeling 
; guilty. Lives under wide-open spaces, 
; with Jessica Lange, no less. 
: I was supposed to do all of those things
• That was supposed 10 be me. What hap- 
; pened?
; I'll talk to my parish priest about it. 
1 William Smith
• Menial Insurance Clerk
• Brooklyn, N. Y.
• P.S. I didn't even get a good name.
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So you've fust met a hot number a ticket to heaven, a Hve slide that's 
set your watch back to Junior high. You think nothing can go wrong. 
Don't be naive!

YOU may be the victim of...

A Few Cruel and Unusual
Tortures That Women

Perpetrate on Men
by Gena Giobbi

1. Telling you you have a nicely 
shaped penis but never mention 
ing its size.

2. Not saying what is bothering her 
and answering all inquiries with 
"If you don't know you will never 
understand."

3. Deciding to explain what is bug 
ging her at three in the morning.

4. Correcting you, in public, on the 
actual size of the fish you caught 
in Colorado.

5. Lording it over your sister from 
New [ersey.

6. Reminding you of her past 
lovers.

7. Reminding you of your past 
lovers.

8. Insisting she will keep the baby if 
she is pregnant, even if she has 
to raise it alone, and always on 
the first day her period is late.

9. Forgetting to bring her dia 
phragm for the weekend at the 
cabin.

10. Describing in minute detail her 
visit to the gynecologist.

11. Suddenly turning vegetarian on 
you.

12. Hassling you when you get 
drunk.

13. Hassling you when sJie gets 
drunk.

14. Wearing your favorite dress (the 
low-cut one) when she has drinks 
with "just an old friend."

1 5. Playing loni Mitchell records 
while you are trying to get over a 
hangover.

16. Vacuuming white you are trying 
to get over a hangover.

17. Calling her mother and explain 
ing her side of the story after 
you've had a fight.

18. Calling your mother and explain 
ing her side of the story after 
you've had a fight.

19. Packing high heels on a camping 
trip.

20. Cutting your hair herself and tell 
ing you it looks really good.

21. Making you carry all her junk in 
your pockets when you go to a 
party.

22. Insisting you go see Vanessa 
Redgrave movies when you're in 
the mood for Arnold Schwarze- 
negger.

23. Telling you the next morning that 
she didn't really have an orgasm 
the night before.

24. Refusing to kiss you at home, in 
sisting on kissing you while you 
are talking to the most beautiful 
woman at the party.

25. Lining the birdcage with the 
sports page.

26. Shaving her legs with your razor.
27. Wanting to play on your softball 

team.
28. Finding out from the jeweler how 

much her engagement ring cost.
29. Calling you at work in the middle 

of a dressing-down by your boss 
to ask whether you think her 
bridesmaids wouid look better in 
mauve or fuchsia.

30. Wanting you to flirt with her 
mother.

31. Flirting with your father, then 
calling you a bum.

32. Putting you on a diet.

'No need to lookal the mantelpiece when you're poking Ihe fire."
—English saying, used when 

making love to an ugly womanCopyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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Good clean newsprint with |u*i a dollop off smut

Israel Sends in Yentas 
te Occupied Territories

Bowing to international pressure to cease the severe beat 
ings of Palestinians who are protesting in the occupied territo 
ries of the Gaza Strip and the West Bank, the Israeli govern 
ment has initiated a new policy which calls for the deployment 
of yentas, or Little Old Jewish Mothers, in Palestinian homes. 
The policy has been denounced by pro-Palestinian and hu 
manitarian groups as even more cruel than the beatings. In 
fact, some Palestinians have pleaded with the Israelis to rein 
state the beatings.

"I had to clean my room three times before my L.O.J.M. 
was satisfied," said one Palestinian youth, referring to his 
Little Old Jewish Mother.

Indeed, reporters entering the town of Gaza heard earth- 
shattering screams of "Pick up your socks!" resonating 
through the streets like mortars.

Another Palestinian complained, "I was all set to go out 
with my friends and throw rocks at the Israelis when my 
L.O.J.M. began to mope and whine how she would be all 
alone with nothing to do. So I had to stay home and keep her 
company!"

The Israelis admit that while this is a particularly harsh way

to deal with the problem, nagging is still preferable to killing.
The U.N. is expected to address these new charges of

cruelty soon. —A.S.

Yentas, armed with guilt trips, preparing to enter the occupied 
areas.
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Scab Children 
Report to Homes
The thorny issue of free agency 

has recently become a matter of con 
cern to yet another important interest 
group: children. Not a few children 
are becoming aware that perhaps they 
can get better deals with other par 
ents. Take, for example, the shock 
ing story of the Meyers children. Mr. 
and Mrs. LaPonte Meyers (some 
names in this report have been 
changed to protect persons from out 
rageous embarrassment) have three 
children, ranging in age from four to 
ten. The children felt that their bed 
times were too early, their allowances 
too meager, and their chores too de 
manding. They called in their agents, 
but, after several negotiating ses 
sions, it became all too clear that 
both sides were deadlocked.

The Meyers children then put out 
feelers to other families. The Herzog 
family two blocks away offered later 
bedtimes, more generous allowances, 
and three bags of potato chips a 
week. However, because of the small 
print in their long-term contracts, the 
Meyers children were not free to 
move in with the Herzogs. So the 
children called for a walkout. "We 
can no longer endure this penal-like 
servitude," Oliver Meyers, age four, 
declared. "We should be able to offer 
our services to the highest bidder."

Soon every walking child had 
joined the Meyers children. Neigh 
borhoods were left underpopulated. 
Cries of "Hell, no, we won't come 
home!" punctuated the sleep of dis 
traught parents.

The parents in the hardest-hit 
neighborhoods issued a joint state 
ment to the press: "Although we are 
in sympathy with the issue of free 
agency, we feel it cannot be initiated 
until the child has played out the first 
eighteen years of his or her contract. 
In fact, it seems obvious to us that 
free agency will bring financial ruin 
to budgets that are already very tight. 
In addition, some of the more 
wealthy families will be able to buy 
up the more talented and the more 
promising of our offspring. Thus, the 
hope for the future that binds our 
neighborhood together will be se 
verely disrupted."

The statement to the press infuri 
ated the children and their agents.

"We told the parents many times," 
said Elmer Clark, the lawyer repre 
senting the Children's Union, "that 
the children seeking free agency 
would still give their parents right of 
first refusal. This is at the heart of 
our free-agency proposal. Parents 
will be allowed to match the offer 
given to us by any other household."

To put further pressure upon the 
parents, the Children's Union filed a 
class-action suit in civil court in 
Newark, New Jersey.

The suit alleges antitrust viola 
tions. In addition, the children seek 
to overturn their parents' draft sys 
tem. The suit points out that the chil 
dren have been without a collective 
bargaining agreement since the be 
ginning of last December. "We're 
not going to allow our parents to hold 
Christmas presents over our heads," 
declared Randy Blades, age seven.

"Three years ago we went on strike 
too near Christmastime, and the lure 
of gifts made it impossible for our 
union to hold out. This time things 
will be different."

For some families, however, it has 
been "business as usual." Why? Be 
cause parents, in their determination 
to bring the Children's Union to its 
heels, have imported all manner of 
"scab children" to fill the void. Dis 
interested passersby have noticed 
.strange children playing football and 
stickball in the Meyers' neighbor 
hood.

"We will do anything short of vio 
lence to disrupt these 'scab games' in 
our neighborhood," John Meyers, 
age ten, declared. "Scab children di 
lute the quality of the parent-child 
relationship—a relationship that was 
once one of mutual trust."

-L.P&L.B.

Qaddafi Buys True Value 
Hardware Chain

Hot on the heels of his controversial 
sponsorship of West German hockey 
team Iserholm and the team's owner, 
Heinz Weifenbach, Libyan 
strongman Colonel Muammar el- 
Qaddafi announced that he had com-

get this combination 
flashlight/loofah sponge 

the incredible 
price of

pleted a hostile takeover of True 
Value Hardware Stores, a chain of 
two thousand hardware retail outlets 
spanning the United States.

Resplendent in a cape, martial lei 
sure suit, and a fully equipped electri 
cian's belt, Qaddafi claimed this bold 
move was only the start of what he 
promised would be an all-out attack 
on the hardware industry in toto.

Only time will tell if this is a shrewd 
business move on Qaddafi's part, or if 
all America will someday fear every 
can of plastic wood, every extension 
cord, and every Astroturf doormat as 
an agent of anarchy. —MB.

Contributors! Nick Bakay 
Lou Berger

Dave Hanson 
Michael Jann

Tony Kisch 
Louis Phillips

Andy Simmons 
Matty Simmons
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Inside 
Larry King

It's my two cents: when you're talking the 
heady aroma of rotting beef, you're talking Ted 
Kennedy....On the q.t., fallen star Felix the Cat 
recovering at the Betty Ford clinic....Read a 
chilling new thriller/spy novel last week; be 
sure to pick it up, it's called Horton Hears a 
Wno....You-heard-it-here-first department: Abe 
Vigoda to have breast implants to revive a sag 
ging career... .Like to take time out to say 
thanks for all the cards and letters following my 
bypass surgery, but who sent the frightening 
puppets?...Savory, in a word, means a tongue 
sandwich slathered with Cheez Whiz... .1 may 
be an optimist, but don't count out those liber 
tarians come election time... .Is there a finer 
dramatic actor than Bert Convy?...Why is it 
that salad tastes so much better after you pour 
coffee all over it?.. .Hey, let's start an ugly ru 
mor: Moonlighting's Allyce Beasley stole her 
voice from a broken Minion of Satan doll.... 
Wow! I like it when local television news reports 
show the ugly details....Let's appoint Charles 
Nelson Reilly as scoutmaster general to all of 
America's wayward youth and drop the whole 
bunch off in a remote patch of wilderness.... 
Catch me, I'm falling in love with liposuction.... 
Are you as tired of breathing as I am? To heck 
with it....Don't ever get cornered at a party by 
Tom Landry, he's worse than Richard Sim- 
mons... .Did you ever have a dream in which 
you poured white-hot molten pewter down the 
gaping mouth of Shadow Stevens? That makes 
two of us....Close-call department: never lick a 
frozen metal effigy of a pagan god; let me tell 
you, I was stuck there for hours... .What's that 
smell?...I'll take a number and patiently wait 
my turn if you're serving yams and prairie oys 
ters. .. .1 can't get the thought of my own pan 
creas out of my mind....Mailbag: Mr. Ralph 
Sidway writes and asks, "Dear Larry, what are 
your favorite ways to relax?" Well, let's see... 
sipping a cup of malted-milk-ball broth,.. turn 
ing down the volume on Bryant Gumbel and 
hurling rude invective at his guests...teasing 
the neighbors with my crack-addicted intruder 
routines...humming along with anything in the 
Lou Reed songbook.. .walking along with a 
piece of toilet paper stuck to the bottom of my 
shoe...refusing to share my Jim Beam on skid 
row.. .reading the latest epic from the complex 
pen of Dr. Seuss...taking a deep breath of fresh 
air and then staying indoors for week after un 
interrupted week...and sharing this pathetic 
psychobabble with you after swallowing any 
thing 1 can find in the medicine cabinet....Till 
next time, I'm Larry King. —N.B.

DICKERSON ANNOUNCES NEW 
ENDORSEMENT PACKAGE

Last fall, superstar halfback Eric Dickerson rocked 
the football world by demanding a trade which landed 
him on the roster of the Indianapolis Colts. The dis 
gruntled all-pro blamed his unhappiness on the 
unlucrative contract under which he toiled for the 
L.A. Rams.

Now Dickerson has a new reason to complain. 
Leaving the media center of the West for the bland 
pudding called Middle America cost the mercenary 
plowboy all of his major national endorsement con 
tracts promoting such products as Nike, Schick, 
English Leather, and Kotex.

In a desperate flurry of negotiations to replace the 
lost revenue, Dickerson 's manager, Mickey Curley, 
has announced new contracts with several firms inter 
ested in capitalizing on Dickerson's high profile in 
the breadbasket of America.

These interests include Mr. Dondi's House of Hair 
in the Cumberland Mall, Walt's Chili Barn—a chain 
of four drive-in hash houses in southern Ohio, and 
the whopper of the deal, De Kalb Feed and Grain. 
Negotiations are continuing with Uncle Bumpy's 
World of the Curious and Disgusting, a small travel 
ing geek show.

While no official numbers were announced, the 
deals are rumored to be in the high four figures.

-N.B.
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CONDOM 
CORNER
with Connie Condom

The Last 
Hurrah

A lusty but clever young lout
Wore a bag on the end of his spout;
Whenever he 'd sin,
His sperms would stay in,
And likewise, the germs were kept out.

—Traditional Irish Wisdom

Fresh back from a bit of field work and a splash of 
R&R in sunny Antigua, the Condom Capital of the 
Caribbean, where the poor but cheerful natives 
hawk their freakishly huge domestic condoms to 
awed and disbelieving tourists. Here the condoms 
are known as Jumbies, a name which pays homage

to the large throbbing peninsula which juts from 
Antigua's northeast coast, and the name of which is 
appropriate in its generosity. These condoms are so 
capacious that travelers who purchase them as sou 
venirs often use them as soft-sided carry-on luggage 
to transport home liters of the duty-free rum which 
mesmerizes visitors and natives alike with its silky, 
full-bodied smoothness. The condoms, which are 
the lovely island's chief source of revenue, bear on 
the tip a depiction of the British crown that is em 
blematic of the island's rulers. They are hand- 
crafted from the inner shell membrane of the conch, 
whose meat is the most substantial ingredient of 
their savory saltfish fungi conch stew, and whose 
large hard shell is worn by the Antiguan army in its 
frequent clashes with the police force—on the 
cricket field only, of course.

Back on Yankee shores, a strange but happy phe 
nomenon is visiting itself on the Condom Commun 
ity. America is, for the first time, facing a major 
shortage of sheep and rams, which are both key 
sources of non-latex condom material, and with 
Arab immigration climbing...
Editor's note: It is with almost inexpressible sorrow 
that we announce the cancellation of this column due 
to the death of Connie Condom at age thirty-two. Mr. 
Condom was asphyxiated at his desk.

-D.H.

****T*A*U*R*U*S*(4/21-5/21)****

business associates with 
your ability to belch on 
cue those who remain 
unmoved or disgusted by 
this display should not be 
allowed to spoil things... 
remember, this is your day!

GEMINI (5/22-6/21): An 
elderly, incontinent man 
involved in the business of 
curing and tanning animal 
hides will enter your life 
sometime around mid- 
month...you've been 
complaining about 
loneliness and your "bad 
luck" with strangers and 
romance grab this 
eligible fossil quick, and 
savor that "winning feeling' 
for a change! (Also put in 
good supply of rubber 
drawers and plastic seat 
covers.) Time is also ripe 
fora painful swelling in 
the rectum. Ain't it all just 
toooo romantic?

FAMOUS TAUREANS:
Lepke Buchalter, Penny 
Bjorkland, johnny Eck, 
Gertrude Baniszewski, 
Goliath Hanson, Boozoo 
Chavis, Wingy Manone, 
Horst Wessel, Johnny 
Stompanato, Oofty Goofty, 
Bobbie Franks, Jay 
Sebring, and Hjalmar 
Schacht.
Your Birthday: Now is the 
time to astound casual 
acquaintances and

CANCER (6/22-7/23): 
Perfect time to travel and 
collect your thoughts, 
sorting out your present 
situation and future... 
besides that, the police 
have found your wife's 
body. Signs indicate a gift 
will arrive from a former 
love it's a bomb, but 
worry not, it's just as big a 
dud as he was. On the 
glamorous side: those 
insect bites you've been 
scratching with such fury 
will become badly 
infected, necessitating 
drainage of pus details 
look hazy, but I can 
promise at least a 
tablespoon or so.

LEO {7/24-8/23): Forget
what others say the stars 
command you to marry 
that four-hundred-pound 
postal clerk and be happy 
.about it! It seems likely 
that your routine checkup 
will reveal a rare forty-two- 
inch Brazilian tapeworm 
lodged contentedly in your

digestive tract,.,avoid 
exotic restaurants in future,

VIRGO (8/24-9/23):
While in the hoosegow 
overnight on a drunk and 
disorderly, you will be 
repeatedly sodomized by 
your cellmates, "Snapper" 
and Bubba just the kind 
of short, bittersweet 
romance you Virgos relish. 
Third-degree burns over 
80 percent of face and 
neck wilt certainly upset 
an already dismal 
existence around mid- 
month...what the hell, get 
out there and pitch your 
personality! A drunken 
fellow commuter will 
vomit heavily into your lap 
aboard the old 5:37 one of 
these evenings...your fault 
for not giving your seat to 
the elderly or handi 
capped.

LIBRA (9/24-10/23): First 
born child stolen at Disney 
World...stars show said 
papoose held by schizo 
Iranian student at Miami U
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Noriega Admits: 
"I Got My Job 
Through Soldier 
of Fortune"

Panamanian strongman Manuel 
Antonio Noriega recently revealed 
that he in fact got his job as dictator 
after answering an ad in Soldier of 
Fortune, a magazine for merce 
naries. The controversial magazine 
is currently involved in a civil suit 
which charges that it ran ads for 
murderers and other criminals.

"I was working a dishrag in an 
East L.A. restaurant," Noriega 
said, "when I came across this ad in 
Soldier of Fortune:

'"Columbians, loaded with 
money, in search of man looking for 
same and willing to relocate to huge 
presidential palace in Central Amer 
ican nation with large canal running 
through it. Must have knowledge of 
armed forces. Must be willing to deal 
with Americans.'

"I answered the ad and had to go 
up against another guy. But I im 
pressed them with the tenacious 
manner in which I garroted him. 
They said they needed a rotten son of

a bitch like me to help them. And I 
owe it all to Soldier of Fortune. I de 
finitely could not have gotten this 
prestigious job without their 
help." -M.S.

Vice President George Bush denied recently that he was a wimp, 
stating, "If the Russians evertry to invade us while I'm 
president, I'll have a big surprise for them," —M.J.

... he should contact you 
soon with ludicrous 
ransom demand. 
"Favorite" aunt, whom 
you'vejbeen sucking up to 
for years, will die suddenly 
only moments after 
promising to change her 
will and make you heap 
big beneficiary. You'll try 
suicide, but don't bother- 
shiny ball says you'll screw 
thai up, too.

SCORPIO (10/24-11/22):
Visiting school chum of 
your kid turns out to be the 
much-wanted "Aspirin- 
Arsenic Killer" from the 
Midwest... if you get a 
migraine while he's there, 
stay away from that 
medicine cabinet and 
suffer, brother, suffer. New 
Latvian maid will run 
amok, killing all 
household pets and 
severing all cable-TV 
connections with a meat 
cleaver...her apology of 
"No why cut blood big-big 
sad, you call polizei?" will 
prove little comfort, but we

all got troubles.

SAGITTARIUS (11/23-
12/21): Your long-awaited 
trip to Acapulco goes sour 
when you get all your 
cash swiped while 
plastered in the Hotel 
Beltmiramarview's bar... 
things not at all helped 
when the little woman 
latches onto a wicked case 
of the green-appie two- 
step next time listen to 
glowing orb (yrs truly) and 
stay at home...in bed... 
with shades drawn...and 
doors locked, etc.

CAPRICORN (12/22- 
1/20): The moment has 
come to face up to the 
reality of the situation: you 
are secretly a flaming drag 
queen... wife wi 11 probably 
get house as soon as you 
vacate the closet...go get 
'em, tiger! Someone will 
imagine that you, a fearless 
Capricorn, do not 
have the confidence or 
determination to hold your 
place at the local market's

deli counter...in fact, you
will surprise yourself by 
bravely whining to the 
manager, who will rudely 
join in the general jeering 
at your ballsy bid for 
justice advise you hit 
liquor store on way home 
to assuage bruised ego  
ya fairy!

AQUARIUS (1/21-2/19);
The Aquarian lot really has 
not been a happy one for 
sometime now...my sad 
duty to report you ain't 
seen nothin' yet! Your 
youngest daughter will 
marry a former member of 
the Manson family who is 
currently a junkie in 
Indianapolis. However, the 
approaching new moon 
indicates that your 
husband wilt commit 
suicide, leaving you 
heavily in debt, so at least 
you'll have something else 
to occupy your mind. (Hey 
lady, don't blame me, I 
just reads the ball!)

PISCES (2/20-3/20): Bright

news on the horizon for 
some lucky fish out there! 
You will hit the lottery for 
three million dollars... 
unfortunately, signs 
indicate that you will die 
of cocaine overdose 
approximately two hours 
after receiving your first 
installment. For the rest of 
you Pisces, specifics are 
hazy, but it is sure things 
will continue to stink.

ARIES (3/21-4/20): Most
true Aries have no capacity 
for sustained rage or 
grudge holding, but you 
will prove the exception by 
murdering your former 
Army drill instructor and 
his family by introducing 
nerve gas into his house's 
cooling system...shocking 
but original. Contradictory 
planetary aspects continue 
to make you uneasy and 
suspicious...in other 
words, here's a good 
excuse to continue record- 
breaking six-week boozing 
binge.

-T.K.
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THE MOST POPULAR T-SHIRT IN THE HISTORY 
Of THE NATIONAL LAMPOON IS AVAILABLE AS 
A SWEATSHIRT IN TWO DESIGNS THAT WILL 
MAKE

Introducing the new National 
Lampoon's Vacation Sweat 
shirt. On the left U the sweat 
shirt in precisely the same 
design as the enormously pop 
ular Vacation T-shirt. On the 
right is the new "Walley 
World" Sweatshirt as worn by 
the Griswalds in National Lam 
poon's European Vacation.

The demand for both these 
products has been unprece 
dented. Twenty million people 
In the United States and Canada 
saw National Lampoon's Euro 
pean Vacation in theaters, and 
we got more inquiries about 
the sweatshirts worn by 
"Clark" and "Rusty" in that 
picture than for any other such 
product In the sixteen-year his 
tory of our magazine and 
movies.

Now both shirts are available In 
dazzling white with full-color 
illustrations on the front. On 
the back It says National Lam 
poon's Vacation. (What were

National lampoon'* 
Vocation T-itiirt

National lampoon's 
VbeaHonT-ihlrt

you expecting—E.T.?) Abo, still 
available and still selling 
ridiculously well are the other 
movie T-shirts shown on this 
page.

National lampoon's 
Animal MOUH 
Baseball Shirt

r 1 
i

Notfonnl Lompoon't
European Vacation

shirt

Please send me:
DSM DMD DIG 
DSM DA/ID DIG 
OSM DMD DIG 
DSM DMD DIG
OSM DMD OLG

N«fionar Lampoon, Dept, 688
155 Avenue of the America 
New York. NY 1001.1

NL European Vacation shirts @ $6.95 each 
NL Vacation shirts (A) @ $7.95 each 
NL Vacation shirts (B| @ $7.95 each 
NL Animal House baseball shirts @ $8.00 each 

a XL NL Vacation sweatshirts (A) @ $16.95 each
DSM DMD DLG DXL NL Vacation sweatshirts (B) @ $16.95 each
Please add $1.00 per shirt for postage and handling. New York residents, 
please add 8V«% sales tax.

Name___________________________________ 
Address __________________________________ 
City_____ State Zip
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THE THINKING PERSON'S GUIDE TO
PSYCHOTHERAPY

by Neil Evan Handwerker & AndrewTallmer
The vast majority of you have, no doubt, thought about seeing a 
psychotherapist at some time in your life, but you may have shied 
away in the belief that the process was only for "nuts." Nothing 
could be further from the truth. Contrary to popular opinion, 
you do not have to be crazy to be in therapy; you just have to have 
overdraft checking.

To assist you in your therapeutic odyssey, we offer this helpful 
guide. "The Thinking Person's Guide to Psychotherapy" will 
expose many of the myths commonly associated with the proc 
ess, provide tips on maximizing your "experience," and answer 
really important questions such as:
• Why you always get the bad chair.
• What to wear?
• Where should your therapist's office be located?
• Methods of payment. Is tipping permitted? Can you p;iy in 

feed?
• What does your shrink actually think of you?
• Freudian, behaviorist, Jungian, primal screamist—what 

school of therapy to choose? And why your choice makes 
absolutely no difference.

• Should you bring your own coffee?
• What happens in August?
• From doorman to waiting room: how to avoid those embar 

rassing moments at your therapist's building.
• Do you have to leave your car to be treated? Has drive-up 

therapy come to suburbia?
• The importance of bad-mouthing psychiatry when mixing 

with townies.
• How to deal with the trauma when you discover that your 

small-town shrink is also the person who bags your groceries.
"The Thinking Person's Guide" should prove invaluable to:
1) those who are contemplating therapy for the first time 

(known in psychoanalytic terms as "live ones").
2) those who have been in treatment for a brief period of time 

(to your shrink this means less than five years or $20,000, 
whichever comes first).

3) those "normal people" who insist on forcefully interjecting 
into any conversation about psychotherapy "Oh, I don't 
need that—1 can handle my own problems," but who 
would like more ammunition to be better able to sadisti 
cally torment their friends in therapy. These same people 
can usually be seen on Sunday mornings quadruple- 
checking their New York Times or Witiesburg Eagle to be 
sure that they haven't been taken ad vantage of by their blind 
newsdealer.

This guide is not recommended for those who have been in 
therapy more than five years, since, as with Las Vegas gamblers, 
people losing thousands do not like to be laughed at.

Choosing Your Mental Health Professional

As in commercial real estate, there is only one criterion: loca 
tion, location, location.

If you live in any big city, you will find that there are more 
working psychotherapists per square foot than garbagemen.

(Please do not draw an inference from our comparison—it's just 
stream of consciousness.) Prices in urban areas can vary widely, 
depending on the exact location of your therapist's office, Let us 
use New York City as an example, as it has more neurotics and 
psychotics than any other city.

The map below shows the gold coast, the psychiatric equiva 
lent of Long Island's splendid "miracle mile."
FEE RANGE
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S80-$i70 89th
$80-5170 89th
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96lh
CENTRAL PARK

MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

S75-S140 (96th CENTRAL PARK |

S80-S170 CENTRAL
PARK SOUTH

WEST 65th

Fig. i
As a general rule, the closer your therapist is to the Guggen- 

heim, Whitney, or Metropolitan Museum the higher the fee will 
be.

In the course of your treatment, you will, at times, bore your 
friends, coworkers, loved ones, acquaintances, and the mailman 
with insufferable stories of the "breakthroughs' 1 '' char you have 
made in your therapy. This is quite normal, but be aware that 
they couldn't care less. Their only concern will be where your 
therapist's office is located. In fact, as you compare notes with 
others that you know in therapy, you will see that the sole basis 
for determining whose therapist is more competent is the office 
site.

Aesthetics are important. You will be spending a lot of time in 
your therapist's neighborhood, so choose wisely. Through care 
ful selection, you will be able to visit beautiful areas of the city 
which, were it not for the cost of your therapy, you too might be 
able to live in or at least shop in.

For those of you who live in suburbia, the illustrations below 
should prove helpful.

FOOT- 
LOCKER

COSTER 
PUCE
SUT 
HUT

MAO'S

FRItWV 
WEST

N CHRISTMAS 
NJ STORE

FATHER* SON RECORD 
SHOES EXPtOSION

FANNY FARMER 
CANDIES

SHRINK plAsnc piASIlc 
SHRUBBERY SHRUBBERY

"WIDE WORLD OF SPACKLE" EXHIBIT AND RAFFLE

PUSTIC PLASIIC 
SHRUBBtRV SHRUBBERY 

SHRINK SHRINK   

S X. t fftKNDLVS
s; / SOUTH

A mTfiUS GODFATHER HALLMARK 

BEDS PIZZA tARDS

UZt
SEARS

HICKOBV 
FARMS

JUST 
SHIKTS

ORLAN 
STORE

[///

PIPE 
STORE

Fig-2

This is .( term used by ihvnlftists to ensure thiit patients whti ,ire thinking nj 
quitting remain. Breakthroughs rarely fast more than five minutes.
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PARKING

\\t
MALL

Fig. 3

Please note that the above maps may be applied to any shop 
ping mall in the United States, since all malls are alike— 
comprised of the same dreary, tiresome, and unimaginative 
chain stores such as Hickory Farms and Father & Son Shoes.

The optimal locations for therapists' offices arc those closest 
to the parking lot. The second-best choice is any Sears. Take an 
escalator to the second floor, make a left past the electric blan 
kets, go through the swimming-pool and billiard-supplies sec 
tions, turn right at small hand-held appliances, and then straight 
past the riding mowers until you reach the series of so-called 
"professional offices," including Dean Witter, Coldwell Banker, 
and Jacoby & Meyers. At the far end you will find the therapist's 
office, as indicated by a sign such as this:

Dr. Goldberg
Dr. Gold 

Dr. Goldstein
3 COUCHES NO WAITING

SE HABLA ESPANOL 
WE ACCEPT MASTERCARD AND VISA 
TUESDAY IS SCHIZOPHRENIA NIGHT- 

10% DISCOUNT PER PERSON(S)

Session Schedule
Garden-Variety Personality Disorders—10 Sessions 
Home Shopping Club Obsession (Capodimonte

Syndrome]— 5 Sessions 
Bestiality (Cotton Mouth)—8 Sessions 
Separation Anxiety—1 7 Sessions 
Fear of Weather vanes—3 Sessions 
Fear of Removing "No Radio"/"Mother-in-Law in Trunk'

Signs—2 Sessions 
Inability to Decide Between Hi-Pulp and Low-Pulp

Orange Juice—2 Sessions 
Phase of Life Disorder: Switching from Sweet 'n Low

to Equal—4 Sessions 
Multiple Personality—10, 20. or 30 Sessions

Depending on Who You Think You Are

Note that therapists with prime locations in the mall com 
mand higher fees. Those of you who prefer cheaper therapy are 
advised to seek ouc the pirn ply-faced counterman at the Nut Hut 
who has developed a substantial practice treating those mistak 
ing the store for a therapist's office.

In small towns location is key in that self-preservation of both 
patient and doctor requires that the office be extremely well 
hidden. The office will almost always be in a home or apartment 
building. As shrinks and the people who frequent them are 
viewed with the same tolerance as IRS agents and Iranians, you 
certainly do not want to go to a therapist with an advertised

office. To do so is to risk being the main attraction at the weekly 
public stoning, lynching, or latest form of good oF boy amuse 
ment.

How then, you may ask, do you locate your small-town thera 
pist if his office is "underground"? It's simple—just look for the 
one person in town exhibiting three or more of the following 
characteristics:

1) Owns a tweed jacket.
2) Wears Rockport walking shoes.
3) Sports a close-cropped beard (as opposed to the white- 

trash hillbilly type seen all over town).
4) Wear horn-rimmed glasses.
5) Owns hardcover books other than the Bible.
6) Owns a European car.
7) His Sunday-go-to-meeting clothes are not polyester.
8) Does not own a shotgun.
9) Does not know who Hulk Hogan is.

10) Drinks Moussy.
11) Has never set a deer trap.
The other way co find a psychiatrist is to locate the one person 

in town who has a subscription to The New Yorker.
It is of little relevance how old your therapist is, whether your 

shrink is a man or a woman, what he looks like, who his mentor 
is, where he was educated, or his nationality. (Do not be taken in 
by an accent or degrees written in foreign languages.) There is no 
difference in service rendered. Location remains the critical is-

Getting to Your Therapist's Office
This can be a harrowing ordeal, unless you have "golden 

time"—the 8:00 A.M. or 6:00 P.M. slot—for your weekly ses 
sions. Be aware that unless you schedule at least two sessions a 
week, you have as much chance of being accorded this time as 
Joel Stetnberg has of being named Father of the Year.

Without golden time you will have to sneak out of your work 
place during the day. This means making up excuses for your 
absence to your boss, secretary, coworkers, foreman, wife, as 
sistant, etc. Some favorite excuses include:

1) Appointment with a physical therapist. "It's that darn 
shoulder of mine—1 go each week, you know." This is a good 
choice because it's almost impossible to verify, and once said it 
should squash questions for weeks. This excuse is also the easi 
est on your conscience, as you are only telling a white lie— 
merely substituting useless physical exercise for useless mental 
exercise.

2) Going to work out. Good thinking, but requires you to 
carry a gym bag and paraphernalia inside (jockstrap or sports 
bra, etc.). Also, it will be necessary for you to wet your hair down 
after every session to give the illusion of having showered.

3) Client lunch. Only available to those engaged in parasitic 
professions such as advertising or investment banking. Law firm 
associates are strongly cautioned against using this one, as ev 
eryone knows that the cleaning staff is more likely to have client 
contact than you.

4) Tryst with a prostitute. Only available to those engaged in 
parasitic professions such as advertising and investment bank 
ing.

5} "The cable guy is coming, I've got to run home." On the 
surface, a good excuse, as everyone knows that one must be 
home to be serviced. The downside is that you can only use this 
excuse twenty to twenty-five times. Beyond this, as incompetent 
as the cable companies are, your boss will not believe you. Of 
course, this excuse is unavailable to those living in certain parts 
of the U.S. While residents of Bangladesh are hooked up, you 
may not be.

6) If you are uncomfortable with any of the above excuses, 
simply take a job with any city, state, or federal agency, where 
unexplained absences in the middle of the day not only go 
unnoticed, they are encouraged.
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7) Farmers are strongly advised to use that old favorite "Yeah, 
the heifer's down again, I've got to find oP Doc _______."

Note: Those working for television networks, motion picture 
studios, radio stations, talent agencies, or record companies 
should never make excuses for seeing a therapist. On the con 
trary, you should alert as many of your superiors as possible to 
this fact. It can only help you in climbing the corporate ladder, as 
the chart below indicates:

Entertainment Company

|ob Title
Chairman/CEO/President 
Senior V.P./Executive V.P. 
Vice President 
Assistant Vice President 
Mailroom Clerk/Gofer

Average # of Sessions 
per Week

5
4
3
2
1

Entering Your Therapist's Building
For the city dweller, this could be more ;inxiety-provoking 

than any discussion you could ever have with your therapist. As 
all therapists have offices in "doorman" buildings, you will have 
to say something to the uniformed personnel each time you visit. 
This could be an embarrassing moment.

Every doorman knows several things:
a) Who every tenant in his building is sleeping with.
b) How to hang Christmas lights.
c) The location of every Blarney Stone, Shandon Star, and 

Buy-Rite liquor store within a twenty-block radius of his 
building.

d) Which tenants stiffed him on his holiday tip.
e) That the sign "No Hot Water, Servic (sic) Called" actually 

means that the superintendent is on a bender, passed out in 
the basement.

f) How to park a tenant's eleven-foot Cadillac in an eight-foot 
space.

g) The exact location of every mental health professional in 
the building.

Therefore it is useless to try to fool the doorman by rushing by 
and mumbling an apartment number ("Going to 3D") rather 
than simply saying "Dr. _______." In either case the door 
man will consider you a fruitcake. Further, it is a safe bet that 
after he's seen you several times you will henceforth be an object 
of ridicule for the entire building maintenance staff.

Once you get past the front door, you are by no means clear. 
There is still a very good chance thac you will encounter tenants. 
Even though it is midday, you are no doubt in a luxury building 
where there will be idlers who have nothing better to do than 
make frequent trips to the lobby to see if the mail has arrived and 
to check out the daily parade of patients. There is nothing to fear 
while simply waiting for the elevator. You could be a caterer or 
an SEC investigator—who knows? The moment of crisis occurs 
when you enter the car and must select your floor. Every tenant, 
like the doorman, knows where the shrinks are located. If you 
choose a floor having an office, you will be immediately scruti 
nized for possible vicious propensities. This is not as bad as it 
sounds, as you will be given plenty of room on the ride up.

Suburban residents need feel no such anxiety. You merely 
enter the mall along with the thousands of other people passing 
through each day and no one has a clue as to your business. You 
might be there to purchase a porcelain Dalmatian at the House 
of Ceramics or a new waterbed liner at Aquarius Waterbeds— 
who knows? If your therapist has an office in Sears, other subur 
banites visiting the "professional suite" may see where you are 
going. This is not a cause for alarm. As it is supremely embar

rassing to use a lawyer, broker, or banker relegated to working 
out of a department store, anyone employing these second-raters 
will certainly keep his mouth shut as to your own activities.

If you are a small-town citizen "in treatment," you have a 
different hurdle to overcome. Since your therapist's office is well 
hidden to begin with, the problem is not with entering his home. 
Rather, the concern is keeping quiet during the week so as not to 
tip off any of the townies that you are in therapy. This is easier 
said than done. Patients have a natural tendency to want to talk 
about their treatment and all the "interesting" things that they 
arc learning about themselves. In fact, in urban locations this is 
somethingof a cocktail party sport, ranking right up there with 
talk about AIDS and the stock market. If you reside in a small 
town, keep your fancied progress and insights to yourself. The 
mere mention of the word "psychiatrist" is enough to subject you 
to an unmerciful beating.

What to Wear
Anything goes, with one exception. Never wear battle fa 

tigues, the time-honored clothing favorite of mass murderers. 
Your therapist will not risk being gunned down and will refuse to 
see you. This remains true regardless of how good your credit 
rating is.

The Waiting Room
You now enter that five-by-seven cubbyhole, designed to mini 

mize comfort and maximize anxiety, known as the waiting 
room. Most likely your therapist will share space with one other 
shrink, with each one having an office opening onto a common 
waiting area. Therefore, be prepared to encounter another per 
son in the waiting room. Treat him or her with the same respect 
that you would want to be afforded. Do not become alarmed if 
you are stared at. It is only natural for you to look each other up 
and clown and try to guess which of you is crazier. Feel free to 
speak with your fellow patients. Remember they are "more 
afraid of you than you are of them." To a certain extent, however, 
you must tailor your conversation as follows:

1} Do not try to prove that you are "normal." Example: "Yeah, 
I wouldn't be here except chat my parents, wife, and child were 
killed in a car crash two weeks ago. I'm just trying to deal with 
IE." This is pointless, as the other patient will assume that you are 
lying and have some major illness to hide.

2) Do not inquire as to your fellow patient's abnormality. "So, 
what are you in for?" is a great icebreaker at Sing Sing, not in the 
waiting room. Phrases such as "So, what's your problem?" or 
"So, you crazy or what?, "even said in a joking manner, are to be 
avoided. They are prying, impolite, and can make the other 
person uncomfortable. Worse, they may enrage him. After all, 
where else is there a better chance that the person with whom 
you are conversing is the proverbial "powder keg." A fistfight is 
simply not the best way to relax before your session.

3) Do not ask your fellow patient for a date. There are many 
places to meet people-, museums, film courses at the university, 
coffee shops, and supermarkets—so look elsewhere. This can be 
difficult if the person sharing the waiting space is appealing, 
since you will see him or her each week, thus reinforcing the 
attraction. Nevertheless, do not be tempted. It is enough to 
worry about whether your partner has AIDS or herpes without 
also having to wonder whether she is an ax murderess.

It is a good idea to bring something to read with you to your 
session, as rhe only magazines ever found in a shrink's waiting 
room are back issues of The New Yorker. This is to make you 
believe that your therapist is an intellectual. Do not be intimi 
dated. In reality your shrink only reads the cartoons, same as 
everybody.

One final word of caution regarding the joint waiting room. 
Do not leave behind personal belongings. As embarrassed as you 
might feel lugging your coat, briefcase, handbag, umbrella, etc.
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into your shrink's office, do so. Kleptomania is among the disor 
ders most commonly afflicting your fellow patients, especially 
when it's raining outside.

The Therapist's Office
You are almost in, but one hurdle remains—the dreaded en 

counter with your shrink's prior patient. To the extent possible, 
avoid all eye contact with that person, as you want to maintain 
the fantasy that you are your therapist's only and cherished 
patient.

The door opens, and from inside a bored, monotone voice 
calls "Next" (not unlike the deli counter guy at the local Food 
King) and you're in. Below is a diagram of the standard thera 
pist's office.

I

• M
H

Fig. 4
A) Double Doors. You will note that your therapist locks two 

doors behind you. This is to create the illusion that your 
session is private and can't be heard outside. In reality, a 
paper cup applied to the waiting room wall will allow the 
next patient to hear your most intimate thoughts.

B) Therapist's chair. Overstuffed, plush Victorian wing chair or 
sleek Scandinavian leather multi-positional model.

C) Patient's chair. Stuyvesant High School wooden reject or 
Woolworth's plastic model.

D) Coffee table. Containing box of tissues and other 
nonbreakables.

E) Tissues. Usually the generic brand. This box is supposedly 
there for you to use to dry your tears. It is actually more for 
your therapist to use to dust off the de rigueur "mentor bust."

F) Mentor bust. Freud, Homey, Adler, or Jung, etc.
G) Desk. Contains your therapist's phone, answering machine 

(used to screen especially dull patients), financial records, 
coffee mug with cute phrase on it like "You don't have to be 
crazy to work here but it helps," patient files containing long- 
since-abandoned treatment plans for you, August plane tick 
ets, BMW payment coupon book which, surprise of sur 
prises, mirrors your fee schedule.

H) Calculator. No therapist's office is ever without one. (Those 
seeing a Chinatown therapist, substitute abacus.)

I) Bookcases. Containing never-read medical journals, never- 
read psychology treatises, and usually a well-thumbed Time- 
Life series (How the West Was Won is the current favorite).

J) Clock. The timepiece is always directly behind your head and 
always five minutes fast. It is never in your line of sight. The 
clock is strategically placed so that not even the rubber man in 
the circus could get a look at it while still seated. Your thera 
pist is the official timekeeper. Never, ever question him on 
this. In case you are curious how much time is left, merely 
wait for the ceremonial throat clearing—the psychoanalytic 
equivalent of football's two-minute warning. This is an indi 
cation that you must wrap up whatever thoughts you are 
pursuing no matter how relevant to your getting better.

K) Cuckoo clock. A humorous addition found in most offices. 
The time on this clock is irrelevant. Its major function is to 
provide your therapist with an amusing distraction while

you're describing how your life is falling apart.
L) Landscape. Every therapist's office contains a forest scene 

painting. Your fraternity brothers or sorority sisters would 
not bother stealing this kind of picture from the local Ra- 
mada Inn.

M)Couch. A very comfortable piece of furniture, which is off- 
limits to you unless you are in analysis, which means going at 
least four times a week.

N) Hanging plants. A vain attempt to symbolize life in an atmo 
sphere where death is the number-one topic of conversation.

Fees and Session Length
Patients should be aware of the distinction between paying a 

fee and paying money. The word "money" will never, ever be 
mentioned by your mental healrh professional. The main benefit 
of earning an advanced degree is that you may charge a fee. 
Plumbers ask for money.

You will pay a fee for a fixed number of minutes per session. 
Your therapist will refer to this time as your "hour."Of course, as 
everyone knows, this does not mean sixty minutes. Since the 
1950s, the standard measure has been the fifty-minute hour. 
This is still largely the case today. An alarming trend, however, 
appears to be developing among some practitioners whereby the 
fifty-minute hour is becoming the forty-five, forty, or even 
thirty-minute hour. The new shorter, short hour is actually ben 
eficial, as it encourages you to talk twice as fast and allows your 
therapist to pay half the attention. Given the new shorter, short 
hour, your therapist will be seeing upwards of sixteen patients a 
day. Therefore, do not be angry if she forgets your name or if 
you're assigned a number. Do not be concerned if you receive a 
bill containing an uneven amount (Example: Session 4— 
$125.90). Remember that session last month when your thera 
pist "gave" you a Coke?

It must be stressed that the meter starts running from the 
moment the door opens. Do not expect extra time to be tacked 
on no matter what outside interference takes place during the 
session. Interruptions such as emergency calls from other pa 
tients (never taken), calls from therapist's spouse (seldom taken), 
calls from therapist's broker (always taken) are frequent occur 
rences. These distractions, which can last anywhere from five to 
fifteen minutes, are to be expected as part of the normal course 
of your therapy. If this troubles you, take solace, as your shrink 
will be more than happy to discuss your feelings with you next 
session.

Clinic and mall patients should be aware that potential inter 
ruptions are virtually limitless. Do not be surprised to see 
Chinese-food deliverymen, Jehovah's Witnesses, or lotto agents 
traipsing through your session.

Where your therapy dollar goes:

A) Alimony to spouse #1—9%

B) Alimony to spouse #2—14%

C) Third spouse's therapist—7%

D) Your therapist's therapist—6%

E) Therapist for your therapist's 
children—7%

F) Membership in ullraliberal 
political club—3%

G) Videocassette rentals—5% 

H) Opera and ballet tickets-2% 

I) Tweed jackets—1 %
Fig. 5
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J) Malpractice insurance—9%

K) Office rent—8%

L) Co-op payments—15%

M) Summer-home mortgage payments— 
12%

N) Hanging plant maintenance—1%

O) Books, periodicals, seminars to help 
your therapist to better trea! you—1 %

You are strongly advised to plan all major life decisions, anxi 
ety attacks, and nervous breakdowns before or after the month 
of August, because your therapist will not be in town then. Just 
as the swallows return to Capistrano in March, every living, 
breathing mental health professional vanishes in August—as in 
nowhere to be found. The good news is that you will not be 
charged for missed sessions. The bad news is that should you 
actually need help, the "cover" guy is some first-year resident 
whose only exposure to therapy has been The Dr. Ruth Show 
and the psycho ward. Great, if your problem is that you are an 
impotent Napoleon.

While it is difficult to determine the duration of your therapy, 
the following factors are influential:

1) The number of mortgage payments remaining on your 
therapist's summer home.

2) How much money your shrink's classmates who went into

plastic surgery are making.
3) The exchange rate and how much yen your therapist was 

holding when you began therapy.
4) Your therapist's spouse's inheritance.
5} The cost of tulips at the local Korean salad bar.
6) The actual seriousness of your illness.

What to Do If Your Therapist Dies
This can be a very painful experience for you. Unless your 

therapist dies a sudden violent death (e.g., hit by a bus) there is a 
tendency to blame yourself. Did I wish my therapist dead? Or the 
more likely thought, Did I bore him to death? This can lead to 
immense guilt. Worse, it means the outlay of more money, as you 
now have this concern added to the existing problems to be 
discussed with your new therapist.

If you see a Freudian analyst, you may ask yourself during a 
session, How do I know whether my therapist is dead or simply 
silent and motionless—his usual completely unresponsive self? 
This can be a quandary. There is only one sure way to tell. If your 
therapist allows your session to continue even one second be 
yond your allotted time, you can assume that he is in fact dead.

If your therapist does pass away, you should continue making 
weekly payments to his estate. He or she would have wanted it 
that way.

Do not worry about locating a new, living therapist. One will 
find you, and soon, usually at the funeral of your old therapist. 
"Hi, I'm Dr. _______, I know the loss is difficult for you. I 
loved Dr. _______ and 1 too will miss him.... Oh, by the way, 
if you need someone to talk to, here's my card." •

The newest trend in psychotherapy: drive-through analyst's office.
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No Bull.
• NO OBLIGATION! MOTHER JONES magazine will send you a free copy of TO ERR IS REAGAN: Lies and 
Deceptions from the President, when you mail in the attached coupon. In the three years since the publication 
of his eye-opening book, "There He Goes Again: Ronald Reagan's Reign of Error," writer Mark Green has continued 
to chronicle lies, tall tales and sheer lunacies from the mouth of President Reagan. Now that 
President Reagan has had to repudiate nearly everything he originally said about the Iranian 
arms sale, everyone other than perhaps the First Lady knows that our 40th president is a chronic 
dissembler. TO ERR IS REAGAN provides recent instances of dissembling—prime examples 
of Reaganality. This indispensable 24-page publication is a MOTHER JONES exclusive and is 
not available in any store.
B WHY ARE WE GIVING AWAY THIS FREE BOOK? Because we'd like you to try a trial 
subscription to MOTHER JONES, Fill out the attached coupon and we'll send you your free 
copy of TO ERR IS REAGAN, and a free issue of MOTHER JONES. If you like MOTHER JONES, 
you'll pay only $12.50 for a one-year subscription. If MOTHER JONES is not for you, just 

write "cancel" on your invoice and return it to us. You've spent nothing. 
You owe nothing. Your free copy of MOTHER JONES and your free copy of TO ERR IS REAGAN 
will be yours to keep.
• RIDE OUT THE REST OF THE REAGAN ERA WITH MOTHER JONES. The Reagan 

administration doesn't like MOTHER JONES. They haven't liked us since July of 1980 - the 
week Ronald Reagan was nominated as the GOP candidate —when we revealed Richard 

Alien's connections to fugitive financier Robert Vesco. Alien, of course, was eventually forced 
'.V to resign his position as National Security Advisor, as one scandal followed another. Since then, 

^^__ we have kept our readers abreast of the news behind the news about the Reagan administration. 
^m ^f&\ An d we will continue to do so. Join us now! A one-year subscription will take you to the
•• .^Ek i^^h end of the Reagan era, and into a whole new political era.

Name..

Address.

I_I Send me my free copy of TO ERK IS REAGAN and my free 
issue of MOTHER JONES and enter my trial subscription to MOTHER 
JONES. If I like MOTHER JONES, my price for a lull year's subscription 
(10 issues) is only $12.50-48% off the regular rate of $24.00. 
If MOTHER JONES is not for me, I simply write "cancel" on the 
invoice anil return it within two weeks. I've spent nothing. 1 owe 
nothing. I get to keep my free issue and my free copy of TO ERR 
ISRIiAGAN.

MAIL TO MOTHER JONES, 1886 HA\MARKET SQUARE, MARION, OH 43305

State. .Zip_

DE8NL
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Your Way with Women
Cockatoo Press Announces

the Publication of 
Robert Chambers's Explosive New Guidebook:

How to Have Your Way with Women

After you read Robert Chambers's new book, noth 
ing will stop you from enjoying the same extraordi 
nary success with women that he has.

Chambers, the handsome young New Yorker whose 
sexual prowess has received attention in such na 
tional publications as Time, Newsweek, and People, 
shares for the first time his secrets of the passion arts 
in his eminently readable new guidebook, How to 
Have Your Way with Women.

You'll learn his secrets on
Selecting the Right Girl for You: Using Chambers's 
never-before-published compatibility chart, which 
takes into account such variables as height, weight, 
reach, and windpipe diameter, you can instantly de 
termine if a woman is a proper physical match for you. 
You'li learn what type of girl is right for you, and then 
you'll learn
How and Where to Meet Her: You'll learn how to 
meet the girls you've always wanted to meet- 
beautiful, wealthy, three-sheets-to-the-wind girls. 
Chambers reveals that where you meet a girl isn't 
nearly as important as where you take her. You'll 
learn how to meet a girl you want to take a roll in the 
dirt with, and then how to hold her interest by identi 
fying what she's high on and promising her you've got 
plenty more of it. Then you'll learn about 
Wooing and Foreplay: And how to get a girl wasted 
enough so that she'll be putty in your hands, trem 
bling to your touch. And then you'll be taught how to 
decode
What Women Say, and What They Really Mean: 
Women are famous for being coy about their true de 
sires, and Robert Chambers will help you decipher 
just what they are trying to communicate when, at 
pivotal times in your encounter, they feign indiffer 
ence. You'll learn what they really mean when they 
say," Oh please, stop," and what they mean when they 
say, "Ouch! If you don't stop that I'm gonna call a 
cop!" An then you'll learn
The Erotic Secrets of Robert Chambers: The 
vastly experienced Chambers shares with you his per- 
sonalKamaSutra. He reveals his favorite sexual posi

tions, including the Half Nelson and the Cold Fish, as 
well as the sexiest places to make love. You'll learn 
why sex under the stars is sexier than on any bearskin 
rug or fourposter bed... and why the atmosphere of the 
great outdoors brings out the sexiest in them. You'll 
learn the value of fear as an aphrodisiac, why fright 
ened women are the most animated sex partners, and 
how the proverbial "fear of being caught" heightens 
sexual excitement. Chambers also touches upon sex 
ual dysfunction, sharing his thoughtful views on how 
to handle girls who are active during foreplay but cool 
down during actual lovemaking. And you'll learn 
about
Female Reactions During Lovemaking: Just as 
women are often awkward in conversation, so are they 
often inarticulate during lovemaking. You'll learn 
what she really means when she emits that muffled 
squawk...and what she's actually saying when she 
tries to pull the sock out of her mouth to express the 
magnitude of her passion.
Guaranteed Results: If you follow Chambers's ex 
pert advice, there's no reason why your sexual ex 
ploits can't be in the headlines in just a few short 
weeks!

"It made me wish I was eighteen again."
-George Burns

"The finest expression of bachelorhood since 
they locked up Richard Speck."

-Ted Bundy, Attica Book Review

Robert Chambers's previous writings include a 
report, on Henry VIII in seventh grade and a research 
paper on the coca leaf in eleventh grade.
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Are you ready for

NICHOLSON SENSIT1
Listen, babe, ain't

it about time you
stopped fucking

worrying and
started fucking

living?
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ITY TRAINING (NST)
Let's be honest with each other, babe. If 

you're like most guys, you're probably liv 
ing a piss-poor excuse of a life. You're 
saddled with a boring job, your wife 
thinks her ass is a gold mine, and you're so 
busy you only have time to get drunk on 
the weekends. Let's face it: life is fucking 
passing you by.

It doesn't have to be that way, babe. 
Attend a Nicholson Sensitivity Training 
seminar (NST, pronounced "nest"), and 
I'll show you how to get a rewarding, ful 
filling life. It's easy! All you have to do is 
acr like me, Jack Nicholson.

Wouldn't ya love to be me? I can drink 
and smoke and screw around all 1 want— 
and nobody says a goddamn word about 
it! I go as I please, and I please as I go, 
babe. And when it comes to sex—forget 
it! I get so much that I donated some to the 
Salvation Army last Christmas!

What the hell are you doing with these 
tilings, babe? The world is full of 
beautiful women and whiskey, and you're 
going to work. Are ya crazy or 
something?

"But Jack," you're probably saying, 
"how can you help me? I'm not a world- 
famous pussy hound like you."

You're calking cra/y, babe. I am with 
you. You've got to remember, 1 wasn't al 
ways the stud of Hollywood Boulevard. I 
was once in your shoes.

Years ago, I was married and broke—I 
led a life of hassles, like you. One morn 
ing when I had the d.t.'s, 1 saw in a flash 
(more like a blurry vision) the problem 
with my life. 1 figured out that if you want 
to find happiness, you've got to eliminate 
the pink elephant!

The Pink Elephant
Think about it. Living a life of hassles is 

like sharing your house with a pink ele 
phant! Ain't that wild? Troubles with 
your wife, problems on the job, broken 
lawn mowers, all that crap.. .it's like hav 
ing a goddamn gigantic pink elephant in 
your living room. You try.to relax and 
watch a little TV, but you can't because 
the elephant's big pink ass is in the way! 
You can't invite your buddies in for a game 
of five-card because the goddamn ele- 
phanr will drink the beer!

You get it?! Haa-haa! Yeah, a pink ele 
phant, babe. Never gives you a moment's 
peace. The average guy puts up with the 
elephant his whole life. He's too god 
damn scared to try to chase him away. 
The elephant follows him to his grave, 
babe. And then it takes a shit on it.

You have to ge: rid of the elephant, 
babe! Shout, kick, curse, cry, do whatever 
it takes. Don't worry about being polite! 
That's just human nature!

Be a Tough Baby
Remember when you were just a little 

baby? Ah, hell no, you probably don't.

Okay, have you ever seen a little baby? 
When he's hungry he screams until he gets 
fed. He isn't goddamn polite, but he gets 
dinner. And that isn't the end of it. If he 
doesn't like what he's eating, he gets really 
pissed off...throws the spoon on the 
floor, chucks the jar of baby food against 
the wall, and slams his hands on the tray! 
That's a natural reaction, babe! That's 
how you have to act every time you see the 
elephant.

If that doesn't work, try looking at the 
elephant from a different point of view. 
Like, down the barre) of a pink fucking 
elephant gun.

We Gut the Shit
Maybe you've already tried one of 

those other awareness seminars and the 
results were less than expected. Hell, 
babe, I'm not surprised. The scenario for 
all those other places is about the same. 
Some asshole from California tells you his 
life story. You shell out half a grand and 
they don't even buy you a goddamn drink. 
You hug the shit out of strangers, and 
everybody cries. Then they feed you a 
bunch of horseshit about the importance 

continued on next page

Goo goo dah dah stick it between your knees!
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Most people think of this as it-responsibility. I ceill it Nirvana, and yon can reach it too.

When it comes to success, I wrote the goddamn book.

of "enhanced communication" and 
"heightened awareness levels."

In other words, you play ring around 
the fucking rosy. We don't do that at NST, 
babe. We don't care about hugging, com 
munications, awareness levels, or any of 
that crap. We care about having a good 
time. And ain't that what it's all about?

One Zoo Equals the 
Cuckoo's NST

A NST seminar is more than jusr a 
learning experience. It's a full-scale blow 
out, babe. We hold them in large aban 
doned hotels. They're great places for get 
ting weird, and there's nobody around to 
bug you with rules and regulations.

Just like the other awareness seminars, 
our sessions are long. Four days, twenty- 
four hours a day. But you won't mind the 
time, unless you don't like drinking and 
telling dirty jokes.

The first day I'm always on hand to 
personally greet you and hand out name- 
tags. (It's easy to keep them sorted—every 
one of them says BARi:.} You'll also receive 
a seminar kit that includes a pair of sun 
glasses, a comb (so you can practice 
throwing it away), a tacky shirt, and a 
copy of my bestseller, How to Goddamn 
Win Friends and Influence People.

This is a standard schedule:
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DAY1
10:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M.
4:OOP.M.-Midnight
Midnight-2:00 A.M.

4:00 A.M.-8:00 A.M.
DAY 2
8:00 A.M.~9:QG A.M. 
9:00 A.M.-2-.00 P.M. 
2:00 P.M.-3:00 P.M. 
3:00 P.M.-6:00 P.M.

6;OQP.M.-Midnight 
Midnight-7:OOA.M.

DAYS 
All Day

DAY 4 
7-.OOA.M.-Noon

Noon-2:OOP.M.

Noon - Midnight

Get Acquainted Party, (open bar)* 
Lecture: "Dress like a Mess." (open bar) 
Lecture: "The Importance of Winking."

(open bar) 
Video: Lakers' Highlights, (open bar)

Sleep, (open bar) 
Lecture: "Dirty Jokes." (open bar) 
Lecture: "The Bars of Aspen." (open bar) 
Lecture: "How to Befriend John McEnroe and

What to Do with the Little Shit." (open bar) 
Demonstration: Breaking Things, (open bar) 
Lecture: "The Pros and Cons of Dating

Directors' Daughters." (open bar)

Group Participation: "All right, what the hell's 
bugging you?" (open bar, open drugstore)

Lecture: "The Importance of Sunglasses."
(open bar) 

Demonstration: How to Laugh with Your Mouth
Open and Your Tongue Sticking Out.
(open bar) 

Farewell Bash, (open everything)

"In some cases we jusi keep Ihe party going for all lout days and skip everything else.

As you can tell, it's a hoot, babe. And 1 
even let you go to die bathroom. In fact, 
you can go anywhere you want to, do any-

tabledoth out from under the drinks, go 
ahead! Want to drive your 'vette around 
the parking lot and steer it with your feet?

thing you want to. If you want to pull the Go ahead! What the fuck do I care?

Is this man solving his problems? Who knows and who cares? He's having the time of 
his life, even if lie is stuck with Shirley MacLaine.

Another of my recent graduates. This 
man knows how to get everything he 
wants out of life.

The Postman Always 
Sings Nice
Now, you're probably wondering, 

"Jack, will NST really change my life?"
What the hell kind of question is that? 

Listen, babe, what do you think I'm doing 
here, pissing in the wind? Of course NST 
will change your life. But why should /tell 
you about it? Why not peruse some fan 
mail from recent graduates?

Before the seminar, I was the 
meekest little wimp who ever walked 
the earth. Critics were hostile, and 
nobody respected me. My life was a 
living hell. I spent hours crying at my 
desk.

on piige 110
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PARABACILLUS'S 
NIGHT OUT

by Larry Sloman and Ed Subitzky
It's happening everywhere. All around you, on your skin, in your mouth and nose and ears and eyes. Not to mention your kitchen 

table, your couch, your bathroom sink, and even in the roots of Phyllis Schlafly's hair. It's a ceaseless, undulating orgy of sexual 
activity. Only, until now, it's been too tiny for anyone to see.

Today, though, thanks to a cascade of improvements in electron microscopy, as well as the development of ultrasensitive chemical 
recording techniques, scientists are at last beginning to document the sex lives of the untold zillions of tiny one-celled animals that 
inhabit our bodies and our environments. And they're learning some pretty shocking things!

The following photographs, annotated with English equivalents of the meaning of the microorganisms' biochemical ways of 
communicating, are reprinted, with permission, from the journal Nature. Read them and then, even when you're not getting any 
action, you can revel in the fact that countless tiny beings all over you and around you are doing very well indeed.
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Painstakingly translated hy Drn'k /V//

The Martfuis de Sade
With Revisions, an Introdu£twn> 

and a Chapter on Writhing
BY

E. B. WHIPE

THIRD EDITION

"Sade...[his] pornographic messages 
are embodied in sentences so pure they 
might be used as grammatical 
models."

—Roland Barthes 
The Pleasure of the Text

TEN DAYS PRIOR TO THE STORMING 
of the Bastille, and long before I had 
learned to read or write, the Marquis 
de Sade, France's foremost adult edu 
cator and disciplinarian, went on a 
sabbatical to the Charenton lunatic 
asylum. There, despite inadequate 
accommodations, he began writing a 
textbook called Les Elements du 
Style. The manuscript soon became 
known among the inmate population 
as "Cent Pages d'Ennui"—a title 
prompted less by the author's worthy 
message than the prose in which he 
imparted it. Indeed, the work was 
marred by pedantic repetitions and 
insufferably bad puns. Such sins 
might easily have been overlooked 
had Sade chosen to include illustra 
tions.

In 1957, while I was browsing in an 
adult bookshop on the Champs Ely- 
sees, I stumbled upon the first (and 
only) edition of Les Elements du 
Style, bound in a fellow inmate's 
flesh. I immediately expressed my dis 
dain at the fact that the slender vol 
ume contained not a single picture. 
The proprietor simply shrugged and 
spat at my feet. Still, 1 detected among 
the book's yellowed pages rich de 
posits of gold amid the dust and rhe 
torical debris. It was, I realized, the 
Marquis de Sade's parvum opus, his 
attempt to cut the French student 
body down to size and to instill a 
sense of badly needed discipline.

What struck me then was the real 
ization that the American academic 
community could greatly benefit 
from the master's instructions. I de 
cided to take a crack at the work, to 
edit it and whip it into shape, so to 
speak.

In the English classes of today, this 
"little book" is surrounded by longer, 
harder, better-end owed tomes, Per 
haps it has become something of a 
curiosity, for even though few stu 
dents heed its advice, they certainly 
study the pictures. For me, this "little 
book" maintains its original stature, 
standing erect, resolute, and assured. 
I still find de Sade's cruel wisdom a 
comfort, his rancor a delight, and his
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penetrating insight into right and 
wrong a blessing. His last words lin 
ger on:

"Education smarts."
E.B. Whipe

ACHEKNOWLtDGLMENT

ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OF 
COMPOSITION

Omit needless words.

Madame de Gernande, aged nineteen 
and a half, had the most lovely, the most 
noble, the most majestic figure one could 
hope to see. Not one of her gestures, not a 
single movement was without graceful 
ness, not one of her glances lacked depth 
of sentiment: nothing could equal the ex 
pression of her eyes, which were a beauti 
ful dark brown, although her hair was 
blond; but a certain languor, a lassitude 
entailed by her misfortunes, dimmed 
their eclat, and thereby rendered them a 
thousand times more interesting; her skin 
was very fair, her hair very rich; her 
mouth was very small, perhaps too small, 
and I was little surprised to find this de 
fect in her: 'twas a pretty rose not yet in 
full bloom; but teeth so white... lips of a 
vermilion. ..one might have said Love 
had colored them with tints borrowed 
from rhe goddess of flowers; her nose was 
aquiline, straight, delicately modeled; 
upon her brow curved two ebony eye 
brows; a perfectly lovely chin; a visage, in 
one word, of the finest oval shape, over 
whose entirety reigned a kind of attrac 
tiveness, a naivete, an openness which 
might well have made one take this ador-'i 
able face for an angelic rather than mortal \ 
physiognomy. Her arms, her breasts, her V 
flanks were of a splendor.. .of a round 
fullness fit 10 serve as models to an artist; 
a black silken fleece covered her mons 
veneris, which was sustained by two su 
perbly cast thighs; and what astonished 
me was that, despite the slenderness of 
the Countess's figure, despite her suffer 
ings, nothing had impaired the firm qual 
ity of her flesh: her round, plump but 
tocks were as smooth, as npe, as firm as if / 
her figure were heavier and as if she had ft 
always dwelled in the depths of happi- * 
ness. However, frightful traces of her hus 
band's hbertmage were scattered thickly 
about; but, I repeat, nothing spoiled, 
nothing damaged...the very image of a 
beautiful lily upon which the honeybee 
has inflicted some scratches. To so many 
gifts Madame de Gernande added a gen 
tle nature, a romantic and tender mind, a 
heart of such sensibility!

The paragraph above may be reduced 
to the following sentence:

Madame de Gernande was a piece of ass.

Avoid a succession of loose sentences.

Make an unbreakable habit of dainti 
ness. Always start the day with clean un 
derwear and hosiery. If you haven't time 
or strength to iron crepe slips and panties, 
wear the knit variety that needs no press 
ing. But don't gel an "extra day's wear" 
from your lingerie. There is little differ 
ence between dirty underwear and 
slightly sotted underwear.

Apart from its triteness and emptiness, 
the paragraph above is bad because of the 
structure of its sentences, with their me 
chanical symmetry and singsong. Com 
pare these sentences;

"Wait one moment," says the berserk 
monk, "I want to flog simultaneously the 
most beautiful of behinds and the softest 
of breasts." He leaves me on my knees 
and, bringing Armande toward me, 
makes her stand facing me with her legs 
spread, in such a way that my mouth 
touches her womb and my breasts are ex 
posed between her thighs and below her 
behind; by this means the monk has what 
he wants before him: Armande's buttocks 
and my titties in close proximity: furi 
ously he beats them both, bur my com 

panion, in order to spare me blows which 
are becoming far more dangerous for me 
than for her, has the goodness to lower 
herself and thus shield me by receiving 
upon her own person the lashes that 
would inevitably have wounded me.

Use definite, specific, concrete language.

These groupings were frequent; for when 
a monk indulged in whatever form of 
pleasure, all the girls regularly sur 
rounded him in order to fire all his parts' 
sensations, that voluptuousness might, if 
one may be forgiven the expression, more 
surely penetrate into him through every 
pore.

Place the emphatic words of a sentence 
at the end.

The proper place in the sentence for the 
word or group of words that the writer 
desires to make most prominent is usually 
the end.

...You, Eugenic, bestow two good 
smacks upon Madame your Mother, and 
as soon as she gains the threshold, help 
her cross it with a few lusty kicks aimed at 
her ass.

A FEW MATTERS OF FORM
Quotations.

When a quotation is followed by an at 
tributive phrase, the comma is enclosed 
within the quotation marks.

"On your knees," the monk said to me. "I 
am going to whip your litties."

Titles.

Les journees de Vlorbelle, on la Nature 
devoilee, suivies des Memoires de I'abb'e 
de Modose et des /^ventures d'Emilie de 
Volnange servant de preuves aux asser 
tions, ouvrage orne de deux cents gra- 
v u res.

For the titles of literary works, a good 
rule of thumb: a title should never exceed 
the length of the author's cat-o'-mne- 
tails.

Exclamations.

Do not attempt to emphasize simple 
statements by using a mark of exclama 
tion.

I engaged fifteen men, alone; in twenty- 
four hours, 1 was ninety times fucked!

The exclamation mark is to be reserved 
for use after true exclamations or com 
mands.

Oh, please, dear friend, allow me to frig 
this splendid member!

WORDS AND EXPRESSIONS 
COMMONLY MISUSED

vir-tu-ous. Might mean "objectionable," 
"disconcerting," "distasteful." Select in 
stead a word whose meaning is clear: 
"frigid."
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fo lick into shape. Use it sparingly. Save it 
for specific application.

finishing school. Often unnecessary.

split infinitive. There is precedent from 
the fourteenth century down for interpos 
ing an adverb between to and the infini 
tive it governs, but the construction 
should be avoided unless the writer 
wishes to place unusual stress on the ad 
verb.

to diligently whip to whip diligently

to flog a dead horse. Means one thing 
when applied to men, another when ap 
plied to horses.

bugger. Often used because to the writer 
it sounds more impressive than "bum 
ming." Such usage is not incorrect but is 
to be guarded against.

AN APPROACH TO STYLE 
(WITH A LIST OF REMINDERS)

Write in a way that comes naturally.

Write in a way that comes easily and 
naturally to you, using words and phrases 
that come readily to hand.

"And now spread them, Madamc," the 
Count said brutally.

Do not affect a breezy manner.

The volume of writing is enormous 
these days, and much of it has a sort of 
windiness.about it, almost as though the 
author were in a state of euphoria.

The impure monk uninterruptedly occu 
pied with me in like fashion, then cold me 
to give the largest possible vent to what 
ever winds might be hovering in my 
bowels, nnd these 1 was to direct into his 
mouth.
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The breezy style is often the work of an 
egocentric, the person who imagines that 
everything that pops into his head is of 
general interest.

Make sure the reader knows 
who is speaking.

Dialogue is a total loss unless you indi 
cate who the speaker is. In long dialogue 
passages containing no attributives, the 
reader may become lost and be compelled 
to go back and reread in order to puzzle 
the thing out.

"But the man you describe is a monster." 
"The man ! describe is in tune with Na 
ture."
"He is a savage beast." 
" Tis impossible." 
"Impossible?" 
"Absolutely." 
"Could you explain..." 
"No, that's our secret."

Avoid fancy words.

Avoid the elaborate, the pretentious, 
the coy, and the cute. Do not be tempted 
by a twenty-dollar word when there is a 
ten-center handy, ready and able.

asphyxiation 
Stockholm syndrome

victimological 
crime passionnel

guillotine
pornokitsch

assault and battery
poetic punishment

bludgeon 
post mortem

garrote 
sadomasochist

^V Be clear.

In the very thick of disorder and corrup 
tion, ail of what mankind calls happiness 
may shed itself bountifully upon life; but 
let this cruel and fata! truth cause no 
alarm; let honest folk be no more seri 
ously tormented by the example we are 
going to present of disaster everywhere 
dogging the heels of Virtue; this criminal 
felicity is deceiving, it is seeming only; 
independently of the punishment most 
certainly reserved by Providence for those 
whom success in crime lias seduced, do 
they not nourish in the depths of their 
sou! a worm which unceasingly gnaws, 
prevents them from finding joy in these 
fictive gleams of meretricious well-being, 
and, instead of delights, leaves naught in 
their soul but the rending memory of the 
crimes which have led them to where they 
are?

Clarity, clarity, clarity. When you be 
come hopelessly mired in a sentence, it is 
best to start fresh:

To these horrors Madame de Lorsange 
added three or four infanticides.

Avoid the use of qualifiers.

Rather, very, little, pretty—these are 
the leeches that infest the pond of prose, 
sucking the blood of words.

Upon the first day of every month each 
monk adopts a girl who must serve a term 
as his servant and as the target of his very 
shameful desires.

Use a dash to set off an abrupt break 
or interruption.

"Therese,"hesays,"you are going to suf 
fer cruelly"—he had no need to tell me so, 
for his eyes declared it.

Prefer the standard to the offbeat.

The young writer will be drawn at every 
turn toward eccentricities in language. He 
will hcarche beat of" new vocabularies, the 
exciting rhythms.

A third girl, kneeling before him, begins 
to excite him with her hands, and a 
fourth, completely naked, indicates with 
her fingers where he must strike my body. . 
Gradually, this girl begins to arouse me, 
and what she does to me Antonin does as 
well, with both his hands, to two other 
girls on his left and right.

Use orthodox spelling.

In ordinary composition, use orthodox 
spelling. Do not write Maine for maim.

Do not explain too much.

Two nights later, I slept with Jerome; I 
will not describe his horrors to you; they 
were still more terrifying.

r

It is seldom advisable to tell all. D
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China Thrusts into Modernism China Once Stood Tall in Sex

China was very long impoverished for consumer goods and items from the 
world market. But now the many New Economic Zones are established in 
many parts of the Great Socialist Nation. Here is the lifeblood of New China. 
Here the enterprising "Good Capitalist" of China can introduce the amazing 
wonders of Western civilization to the Workers: Kentucky Fried Chicken, 
Coca-Cola, Wham! music, and even the triumph of food technology, Skippy 
Peanut Butter. —*•

The Tools of Occidentals 
Reach Further

But while China's fame grew small, 
the fame of the West rose and swelled! 
No further did the world talk of 
Shanghai and Macao. Now only New 
York, Amsterdam, San Francisco, 
London, and West Hollywood.

Is the Westerner superior to the 
Worker of China? Only in his tools! 
Miniature vibrating engines 
stimulate his economy. Vigorous 
entries into rubber technologies 
protect his large investment. Film 
and video arts keep one hand always 
on the forward-pointing phalanx of 
the industry.

Workers Desire for American 
Equipment

Even the dedicated Socialist has an 
eye for bulging Western assets. All 
American visitors attest that young 
Chinese crave their equipment. But 
the People's policy has not allowed 
the gratification of modern desire. 

So smugglers came, and kept on 
coming, leaving a filthy stain on the 
clean sheet of Chinese policy.

Smugglers slipped Western marital 
aids into the unguarded cracks in the 
People's Custom Service, Illicitly 
lubricating the economy in hidden 
regions and greasing the palms of 
many grasping officials! Now our 
Great Leaders cry "Enough!" Before 
our Republic can rest peaceful, this 
track of scum must be mopped up!

China Opens to Big Western 
Deliveries

But it is not the way of New China 
only to deny the Worker's need. It is 
not our way to leave our men and 
women high and dry. So our 
Benevolent Custodians of the 
People's Government announced this 
year that shipments of Western

China is also long impoverished in 
the market of sex. But this was not 
forever the case! Before the victory of 
the Great Leader, all the world 
gossiped for the "fleshpots of the 
East." Shanghai they called "the 
world's wickedest city."Harbin 
earned the name "the Paris of the 
East," and not because of its art 
museums! Western men whispered 
awestruck of the horizontal skills of 
Chinese women.

But in the stress of Revolution, our 
glorious sexual heritage was forgot. 
Our national vigor sagged—fell- 
shriveled away!

sensual aids will be admitted through 
our borders in limited shipments. 
And, in the spirit of courage which 
inflames our Revolution, they 
volunteered that themselves and 
their administrative assistants alone 
would test these dangerous devices!

Now courageous Workei's are 
selected to receive these devices, 
made politically correct to faithful 
Party specifications. What salutary 
effect do Workers see by opening 
themselves to the introduction of 
these foreign objects? Let us turn 
inquisitive eyes to our next page to 
witness them!
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Wearily trudges the Worker of unreconstructed era, 
coming home from Labor in the People's fields without 
eliefin Socialist reward.

Witness the extraordinary joyous Worker finding his 
spouse and Loyal Partner in Household Economics to 
meet him with the new aid in Marital Institution—the 
"Tickle Object of France"!

Here is the forward-driving tip of Eurocommunism 
applied to upward thrust of the New China! Here the 
reach of Asian Socialism gain an extra length as the 
Worker confidently penetrate the unknown territory!

Loudly they moan latest popular erogenous anthem, 
"Only the Magnanimity of the Great Leaders of the 
Revolution Could Get the Workers So Thoroughly 
Fucked,"

Witness the extraordinary gleeful Worker and satisfyingly 
worked spouse as they report Intense Orgasm (one 
permitted each married couple per seventy-two hour after 
registration with Recreation Board),

Today the Worker stand proud to pound away at joyous 
Labor with renewed firmness, thanks to bounteous gift of 
New China!
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Party Heads Swell with Excitement The Worker 
Now Pays Attention

to Necessary 
Socialist Lessons!

The satisfying penetration of Chinese areas by Western sex-things brings joy 
to all the Republic! This year our Benevolent Leaders of Continual Revolution 
proudly proclaim the New Erogenous Zone! In it is available erotical devices, 
pornoffrapliical entertainment, and sensual services of the most scientifically 
advanced nature, as approved by the Chain-Smashing Vanguard of the 
People.

But reactionary critics ejaculate that this will open our portals to raging 
Western decadence. "Come, come!" shout our party heads. "Planned 
sexuality furthers the march of equality and unity! Soon all New China's 
parts will throb in rhythm to one national thrust!"

The ingenious Western "peep sltow" 
also matures into a tool of 
Reconstruction. Here a 
representative from Party 
Information Bureau ensures the 
Worker derives the proper political 
interpretation from videotape of men 
and women closely uniting to oppose 
imperialist barbarism. This tape is 
Two Cooperative Women Will 
Hasten the Male Party Member in 
Rising to the Call of Historical 
Imperative (produced in America as 
Three-Way Lust).

//( history, China earned the awe of 
the world for its modernistical back- 
scratching technology. Now the New 
Erogenous Zone lead the way in 
creating erotical playthings from 
that same cottage industry. For 
woman there is the vibrator! For man 
the artificial fellatio device! Both 
handmade in Communal Handicraft 
Mass Production Centers. And most 
advanced of all, rural Farmer now 
have the same advantage of urban 
Worker and exporting foreign 
dog...because none of the devices 
need electricity!

All competition and ineguiti/ is removed in sexual assignations also, as 
Pleasure Coordination Board processes all requests for erotical relief. Any 
Worker may apply, and in only six months will be issued his fifteen-minute 
Ecstasy Permit. And our "Party Girls" are drilled for endurance by Red 
Army discipline! Once Chinese women made the Long March. Now they pull 
the Long Train!

continued on page 102
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The
Incompleat 

Guide to Sex
by Larry Sloman and Ed Subitzky

Make Your Own Perfect 
Man or Woman!

Simply take a scissors and cut out the body form of your choice along with the body parts and accessories. 
Then build up the dveam companion you could never meet in real life!
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Safe-Sex Positions 
for Teens and 
Young Adults

Tlie standard "missionary " position.

Female dominant position.

Classic "69 " position.

'Doggie-style."

Digital intercourse.

Sex Tips for 
the Elderly

1. Always lock the rear
wheels of your wheelchair when 
engaging in sexual activity. 
Much embarrassment and many 
injuries have been caused by 
wheelchairs that skidded out of 
control during particularly exu' 
berant sex.

2. To spice up a somewhat 
routine sex life, try an out-of' 
mouth experience (OME). liv 
stead of performing oral sex in 
the usual manner, with your 
dentures in your mouth, simply 
place your dentures in your 
hand and, with your fingers, ma 
neuver them around your part' 
ner's genitals while imitating the 
natural motion of your lips.

3. Allow sufficient time for 
arousal. If you want to have sex 
to celebrate, say, Thanksgiving, 
begin satisfying mutual manipu 
lations around July 1.

4. Don't get frightened by the 
normal signs of sexual arousal. 
Remember, heavy breathing and 
moaning do not necessarily sig' 
nify an incipient heart attack. If, 
however, these symptoms per 
sist for more than a few seconds, 
consult your doctor immediately.

5. Under no circumstances 
should an elderly person have a 
cigarette "afterward." Dade 
County records show thousands 
of deaths from acute emphysema 
occurring from active and pas 
sive smoke inhalation following a 
sexual act.

"One NhnulU ir) everything once, ou-cpi JIICOM 
and folk Jiindnit." -Sir Arnold B;i

IMPORTANT
NOTICE

FOR MALE
READERS

ONLY!
READ THIS BEFORE 

TURNING PAGE

W e have to face it: sometimes men—even 
readers of this magazine— have trouble 
getting laid. It seems that women can 

think of a thousand good reasons to say" No " and 
very few indeed to say "Yes."

Why is this so?
The answer is complicated, but basically it 

stems from one fact: women's conscious minds 
are often afraid of sex. even when their subcon 
scious minds wouldn't mind a few moments of 
throbbing ecstasy to cap off the day.

Believe it or not, the editors of this magazine 
have actually faced similar problems on occasion. 
So we've corne up with something that can help us 
all get laid by reaching women on this remote 
subconscious level. And you'll find it on the next 
two pages, ready to be put to use whenever you 
want.

If you remember the brouhaha about subliminal 
advertising some years back, you'll know why 
people were so all-fired afraid of it. it works. That's 
why. When you reach people on a subconscious 
level, when your messages can bypass their direct 
awareness (and the resistance it engenders}, then 
those messages can go to work totally unhin 
dered.

Therefore, the next two pages contain special 
messages that will penetrate deep into the sub 
conscious of any woman you desire (even women 
with big tits, because the subconscious is located 
in the brain and has nothing to do with tits).

Now we know, of course, that a woman isn't just 
going to sit back and willingly read an article in 
National Lampoon just so your subliminal mes 
sages can get to her. So we've cleverly designed 
the next two pages to look like an article in one of 
those women's magazines. Just fold the covers 
back and hand it to any female of your choice. The 
content of the article is designed to hook a woman 
immediately and keep her reading right until the 
end.

Remember, fold the pages back so she can't tell 
she's reading National Lampoon. Just hand it to 
her and say something casual like "Hey, I hap 
pened to come across this magazine with this 
really interesting article. I thought you'd enjoy it.'' 
When she finishes reading, just sit back and relax. 
Her subconscious rnind will do all the rest, and 
your long dry spell will be over at last.

The Editors
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The Modern woman's
Guide to

Good Old-fashioned 
Relationships

How do you reconcile them any 
way?

On the one hand, there's you, the 
modern you. The with-it, successful 
woman of the eighties. You're strong, 
sure, confident. You're moving ahead 
in the business world. You've fought 
for equality, achieved it, and you both 
use it and display it proudly. In the of 
fice or on a weekend trip, you wouldn't 
dream of letting a man talk to you in a 
condescending fashion, and you've 
practically wiped words like "honey" 
and "babe" out of Webster's Dictio 
nary. (And just where was Mrs. Web 
ster when he wrote it? In the kitchen or 
at the spindle?)

That's one you. But then there's an 
other.

That you isn't really modern at all. 
That you, in fact, is primitive. She was 
forged far back in the mists of antiq 
uity when evolution was experiment 
ing and trying to find ways to make the 
human race work. That you kind of 
likes to be cuddled, to be taken care 
of, and even, let's admit it, at times lo 
submit to a man sexually. This other 
you—and, if you look deep inside 
yourself, you will find her — 
sometimes would prefer to be weak 
rather than strong, to lose yourself in 
the ecstatic merging of two identities 
rather than asserting your own.

The you of the 1980s. The you of 
billions of years ago. How do you rec 
oncile them? How do you make them 
work together? Can you even, just pos 
sibly, make them like each other?

Perhaps no question, no issue, gets 
more in the way of successful male- 
female relationships than this one. 
There don't seem to be any rules, be 
cause the call of the moment depends 
upon which of the two you's is in con 
trol. The modern you insists that you 
split the check. The primitive you is 
disappointed when he readily agrees.

by Cheryl Feinstein
He doesn't know how to react to you 
because he doesn't know what you re 
ally want. And you're a battleground 
of conflicts, not always sure what you 
want either.

How do you make peace? We took 
this question to Dr. Leo P. Monestrin, 
chairman of the Department of Hu 
man Sexuality at Barnard College and 
author of the new book Living with 
Your Selues: The Modern Woman's 
Guide to Reasonable Expectations. He 
gave us six guidelines for maintaining 
satisfying emotional relationships 
with the opposite sex in an age that has 
made them so consistently difficult. 
These are the "peacemakers" that Dr. 
Monestrin suggests both to his pa 
tients and to you:

1. In any situation, accept the idea 
of internal conflict. If you know that 
you're not really of one mind about 
something, don't try to pretend that 
you are. Admitting a division inside 
you is the first step in reconciling it.

2. Fall in love every five minutes. If 
you're with someone you care about, 
remember that love has to be con 
stantly renewed. On a regular basis— 
Dr. Monestrin suggests every five 
minutes—remind yourself of one of 
your partner's good points. Like 
Pepto-Bismol soothing a churning 
stomach, these positive thoughts will 
drip down into your psyche and relax 
conflicts.

3. Never forget the three C's— 
Communicate, Communicate, and 
Communicate. First, communicate 
with yourself. Then let the two dispa 
rate parts of you communicate with 
each other. Finally, when all is re 
solved, communicate the results with 
your partner.

4. Remember that the more women 
are different from men, the more they 
are the same. It's a truism to say that, 
just as they possess external differ

ences, men and women have internal 
differences. Yet externally much is the 
same—two hands, two legs, two eyes, 
two ears—and internally much is the 
same too. We all share hopes, fears, 
doubts, and a basic need to be loved.

5. Try to match moods just as you 
would match biorhythms. One day 
you're feeling animalistic and primi 
tive, but on the same day he's feeling 
civilized and sophisticated. Obviously 
the day is just made for a clash. Or if 
you're the one who's feeling twentieth 
century and he's back in the Stone 
Age. it's a time of danger too. But 
when you're both in touch with your 
animal selves, you'll groove 
beautifully-—just as when you're both 
in touch with your more poetic, civi 
lized aspects.

6. Finally, remember that experi 
ence may not be the best teacher, but 
it's the only one that never gives you 
a report card. Being afraid of the fu 
ture is really being afraid of what's 
happened. Look back to the past with 
an appreciation for the fact that, if 
nothing else, it helped you grow as an 
individual. Then you can look forward 
to a future that will surely do the same.

Dr. Monestrin is the first to admit 
that these rules won't work for all indi 
viduals in all circumstances. "No hard- 
and-fast rules will," he explains, "or we 
wouldn't be individuals. We'd be pro 
grammed machines." Still, he sug 
gests using the six rules as a starting 
point. Work with them. Modify them 
to suit your needs and your circum 
stances as well as those of your part 
ner, See if they don't make a real dif 
ference in your life. "Just give them a 
test run," the good doctor urges. 
"Within each of us there are really 
many selves. My six peacemakers can 
help to keep these different selves 
talking even when they're not actually 
getting along too well."
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SEXUAL 
FRUSTRATION

SECTION
by Larry Sloman and Ed Subitzky 

with Nera K. Dale and Amelia DeWitt
Let's face it. For the nextJew years, and maybe forever, you're going to be horny. Not that you haven't had some 

great times in the past maybe you're not as handsome as Richard Gere or as sexy as Kathleen Turner, but what 
the hell, we're all human, and you've been able to grab your share. You've fornicated enough to know just how 
great it can be, and how you never ever want to stop doing it.

But now the big stop sign. The little bugger of our age. The ever-present possibility that there could be a 
certain virus particle around with your name on it.

You may have already begun to put the brakes on your sex life and, as you hear more and more news reports, you 
know you're going to have to grind it to a complete halt. How will you endure the upcoming period of sexual 
frustration, the return to a way of life that we thought had evaporated in the fifties, a style more befitting a priest or 
a nun than a hot-blooded swinger like you?

This special Sexual Frustration Section will help you get ready. Created by a team of psychologists at the 
Human Sexuality Clinic at Johns Hopkins University, it will enable you to partake in a variety of sexually 
frustrating experiences without even leaving the comfort of your home. Once these episodes have been pro 
grammed into your psyche, you will be much better equipped to endure real-world sexual frustrations.

So plunge in and get used to it. There are worse things than being horny, like, uh, uh, well, uh, umm... getting 
your dick caught in a meat grinder. That's worse for sure.

The Wet Nurse
Who Couldn't

Say No
It's funny, but you would never think 

that a trip to the hospital would turn out 
to be the biggest pleasure of your whole 
life. In fact, I'm thinking of deliberately 
breaking my other leg just to get back 
there!

It all started on the ski slopes of Hunter 
Mountain. I had just moved up from the 
novice run to the intermediate, and I 
guess I wasn't ready. Before I got even half 
way down, I was lying in the snow, and 
the bone on my left leg was as broken as 
the ski lying a few feet away.

They rushed me to a hospital in Kings 
ton, and I thought, Shit, man, a week in
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some hick town hospital. I was fully pre 
pared to die, not of the broken leg, but of 
boredom. Especially when I thought 
about the chicks I had left behind at the 
lodge.

Then, suddenly, she was there. I think 
they called her a candy striper, but 1 know 
what I call her. The best damn female I 
have ever come across in my life. The best 
lay, the best blowjob, the best of every 
thing, all wrapped up .in a package that 
was spectacular even before she took a 
single thing off.

I never knew blondes even came that 
big. I mean, she didn't have tits, she had

universes. She didn't have legs, she had a 
sculptor's dream of perfection. I didn't 
know how they grew that kind of woman 
in a town like Kingston, but my eyes were 
too busy for my mind to ask any ques 
tions.

All she ever said to me was seven words: 
"I'm here to wash you down, sir." She 
slipped off my gown, carefully and gently, 
so as not to disturb my leg. Right from the 
start, I noticed the way she was looking at 
the cast, almost as if it turned her on. Sick 
chick, maybe, but who cared? All I knew 
was that her long, tapered fingers were 

continued on page 108
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The Sexual 
Desensitization Procedure

Although we realize that mv&l National Lampoon readers have absolutely no problem in attracting members of the opposite sex, a small 
minority, probably no more than 98 percent or 99 percent, actually face a lifetime of rejection due to such trivial imperfections as full body 
wans, terminal halitosis, ingrown toe jam, and various clinical difficulties in relating to other human beings.

To help inure these few readers to the difficult limes ahead, we present a painless, simple desensiti/ation procedure. Just stare at the 
following pictures intensely and pretend that the women shown are talking directly to you. Then, in the future, when you hear these same 
kinds of tilings from real-life women, you'll be so used to them that you probably won't even cry for more than a few hours.

Me?
Go out with you?

Am you kidding? I don'l euen
wrfni to be in the same room

with you. I don't even want to be
m the same town as you I don't want
lo even be on the same planet as you.

In (act, I don'l want to share any
part of the space-lime continuum

with you III had a lime machine, I'd go
back into the pasl before you were born.

Now slop staring ai my
tils, creep, before I call

a cop!

Whal's 
that Oifor? Is

something burring? Please, pul
your arm down. Haven'1 you ever

waicherJ any of Ihose deodorant commercials
on TV? Didn'i yoor mother ever leacli you

what soap was lor? Hey, maybe
you could sell your lace to Hie

planelarium. They could use it lor a siar map
Isn't thai the Big Dipper on your
lell cheek? What do you mean.

do I want to go see a
horror lilm? I'm
watching one

now

Hey,
listen, don't he 

'so nervous You don't have to stammer
Aw. come on, I know it's awkward for 

a ijuy to ask a woman out. especially someone
who's kind ol sensitive and shy I like shy 

men, really. Go ahead. Look, it I do go out with
you. can I deduct il olf my income tax? 

You knmv, like a charitable contribution or something?
Hey. what the hell. I guess I could

take it lor an evening Maybe hall an hour.
Maybe ten minutes. In lact, why don't we

just have our date over the phone? As long
as neither of us
says anything,

okay'

Is it
in yd? Don'1 tell

me we losl it again. Here, let me 
put Ihe light on. Got a magnifying glass'

I knmv I saw it before, or was that 
lust a speck ot lint in your underwear? Maybe an 
electron microscope would help. Oh, there it is!

Okay, let's keep track oi it this time. 
Maybe we tag it with a radioactive dye and

make it glow in Hie dark On second 
thought, we might gel it confused with a lirelly. 

Okay, ready? Put it m. Good. Ahhh. yes., yes 
I can almost fed it, I think. ..Why are 
you reciting baseball statistics? Thai's 

not very romantic. Whal QD you 
mean, you came already- 

belore I answered 
the door'

GIRLIE 
GALLERY
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Frustrating Fun
1

If you take enough time, trouble, and care to 
pul the pieces together, you'll see one of the 
world's most beautiful women without a 
stitch of clothing on. If you don't take the 
time, trouble, and care, you'll never see her 
at all and have to spend the rest of your life 
wondering what she looks like.

See if you can get Peter Pecker to
Virginia
Vagina!
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STORY; 
NICK BAKAY

ART :
ALAN K UPPER BERG

•me RASCAL
BILLY BAHTY? PON'T TALK TO ME= 
ABOUT BtLLY BARTV .' HE'S A 
GOPPAMN MIDOET..,.I'* TALKING

SEEALOTOFPAIN IN 
MY WORK. IT'S (-ONELY. I 
HAVE NEFPS LIKE ANY 
OTHER/WAN. PO YOU 
UKE PUPP&TS ?

GOOP- GOOD FRENCHY, PHONE'S THINK IT'S YOUR
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LISTEN, PRENCHV, 
I HATE TO 
INTERRUPT A 
G.OOD TIME, BUT 
WE JUST &OT A 

COUPLE OF 
OFFERS-

IT
BE WORTH 

IT-

OGPtCATEf
TO
OTHERS,

TO G£T 
TO THAT 
HOSf*IT AL 
AND CHESK 
THOSE 
UP FAST'.

rue
REAL GOOD-,..

PLEASE, 
IW\ NOT S'P0Se& TO 
LAUSH

CO/ME OUT

I SEE OUR 
TUMMV STILL LOOKS LIKE A 
STRIPPER'S CORSET/ 
HA / HA.'

....SO THS
TEACHER
SA1S

'f/Vf»T
I'l

... SO HE
STUCK IT (N

DISGUSTING
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z
WHO 

UNDERSTANDS THE

HATS TO BUMP "N'fffUN, BUT ? GOT THIS
GIG
LOVE. AffA/a WITH

I'M SORRV.FRBNCHy, 
BUT TIME'S UP. 
HEV/ARE YOU OKAY ?

OU ABE,SIR-NOW THBsne ALSO LETS we
SPANK H£* WITH AN 
ARTIFICIAL L/MB.

PAIW
r COULP 

A Hue
VOU COULP PO SOME BALLOON

MAKE 
ALL THAT HURT GQ 
AWAV. SHAKE HANPS

EASE UP-BUS, VOU GET WHAT 
VOU PAY FOR. SAY,THAT'S SOME
BABC vou GOT THERE, BET
LOVES THE SNAP OF THE
TOWEL .THE MEN OF THE MlPWAV-

I've seEN sorte ROUGH nouses
TIME/BUT THIS TOOK THE CAKS. J HAP 
TO SHOW THZSe fGfSON DWARFi 
THAT THE MAN WITH THE PAff&LE

ALL RIGHT/ L&T'S > 
HAVe A LITTLE- 
QUIET AND A LITTl£ 
taeSPGCTff! IT'S 
TIME FOR THE 

CLOWN SHOW.

/T WON'T TAKE LONG f*Of* 
PeaSONAL B&AN0 
MAGIC TO CAP~TUK£ 
ATTENTION C3F MY

NO, NO
...LOOK

CLOSER...
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NO,
HUNCHBACK MANDRILL 
STOP TOUCHING ME SAIO BARNACLE 

BILL THE SAt LOG f

HA.'HA! HERB'S ANOTHER.. 
PURPLB HAZie IN MY BRAIN...

RASTEFl! PASTER.' BUT POM'T FALU 
IN THE L-AVA PIT'

YOU KNOW,GANG, IT'S NEVER
TOO EARLY TO LEARN HOW TO

BLOW SMOKE RINGS' .

COME Ot\,GeTH/M!YAAAAAt ^ YAAAAA.' ) ( KILL? PEAK 
GOD/ 
NO '

HEV, MR. 
WATSON / 
LOO* OUT
FORTHE 
LAVA PIT'
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z SAW THAT Looff IN HEK
IT FZI&HT AGA/N. ...

I THINK I 
KNOW SOMEONE 
WHO COUUD 
USE A MUG.

VOU NEED A 
MAN AROUND 
MERE AT A 
TIME UIKE 
THIS. MY BAGS 

RE IN THE CAR.

WHERE 
YOU U.EAPN 
TO DO THAT?

HE'S... 
<3ONE .

WAS A
YOttAtGJOPY

ANO Ger &ACt< TO

TtfAE FOR At. i- Of? US- PICNICS , FUPfGTS, AND OF COUGSB A PATHS* F/GU&e 
TWO PAYS JT WAS ITCHING TO &U/AP TH€S£ PATH&riC, WEAKUN&&

1*0 Ler=r
HERE HE 
COMES-IT'S 
CATHV'S
CLOWN,. 
EMBH.VO
Boy, you 

A
SPOT /

WILL YOU GET THAT, POLL? MY FEST ARE KILLING MES. )

OF=F(CEEp:,WHAT CAN I (TO FOR VOUMRS. 
WATgON «

MRS. WATSON, VOU ARE UNPEK ARREST 
FOR TH6 MURPeR OF VOUR HUSBAND. 
VOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO REMAIN SILEI

Z ALWAYS Ten. MYSELF THAT ever*Y ̂ oYftiee HAS TO GNO WITH A FLAT Tifte, BUT IT STILL
OOeSN'T ANSWER. TH& NAGG/NG QWeST/OA/S . IS THERS A GO&? A&S THERE MGfZE BEE&S (N THE 
FRIDGE* &O T HAVE ACCeSS TO HGfH BANK ACCOUNT ? BUT WHEN THE GtUesT/ONS G«OW 
TOO L.OUO, ANO THE MAKEUP 5TWQS YOUG £=YeS.., YOU 'JUST LAUGH .CLOWN, t-AU&H .

OTHKRGVIL CLOWN COMICS1 ON THC CAf+PAtGMTRAtl., IN£tC>£ f>f*OWftGSTLIfJ&, THOSE f>SVCHe0etle
s/xr/es* GuesT-Htwtf/& THE FOX LATE SHOW* x MAantee* JOANCOLLMS FOB rue MONEY f HOLLYWOOP pac>c>uc.eK,SAV£Asout. /A/ eve&y TOWM, RUNN/NG WITH
•J-G&&AB ffOOVefi :Tft£ SeCKSTMAHAND MG , CAatJ/VAl-
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BENNNSTON'S 
DREAM LIFE

ennington liked to stand on 
the corner of Tenth and 
Main and move his fingers 
about in his pockets. He be 
lieved that lie was fondling 
women us they walked 
across the street toward him. 
To him, they always seemed 

surprised at first, but he could tell by the 
way they moved their hips that they liked 
it. He would smile as they passed and they 
would smile back.

"Yes sir, got them old magic fingers," he 
would say to himself.

Bennington thought thai his life was a 
dream and that he could do whatever he 
wanted with impunity. He had begun to 
think this two months earlier while work 
ing the supper shift at Long John Silver's. 

"Get these hush puppies out to cable 
seven!" Darren, the assistant manager, 
had screamed.

Bennington turned from the Dr Peppers 
he had just poured and moved to Darren's 
outstretched hand and the tiny cardboard 
cradle of hush puppies. As he was reach 
ing for it, he stepped with one slick-soled 
shoe into a puddle of grease and, with 
Michael Jackson-like quickness, lurched 
forward and then backward, his arms 
pumping mightily and his free leg kicking 
to provide balance, and then he fell.

Darren squatted beside him and patted 
his shoulder and told him that he was a 
piece-of-shit pirate who wasn't fit to wear 
the LJS bandanna. And it was at that mo 
ment that Bennington first began to feel 
warm and comfortable and acutely aware 
of his surroundings, as if he were separate 
from himself, in the corner watching ev 
erything. He knew that the top third of 
Darren's butt was visible as he crouched, 
that, like a slovenly television repair 
man's, his pale cheeks and dark crack 
would be straining upward from the low- 
slung blue trousers. He knew that he him 
self lay belly-down on the floor, that he 
was breathing softly and studying the 
slender lines in the yellowed tile while 
Darren spoke and two ponytailed junior 
high girls leaned over the counter and gig 
gled.

He I iked this feeling. He wasn't certain, 
though, if ii had actually begun just at 
that moment or if it had been with him all 
along—his entire life—and he had only 
then noticed it. But he liked it and he 
decided to try to keep it. He would lie on 
the floor of Long John Silver's forever.

"Get up, you asshole," he heard Darren 
say.

This was certainly pleasant—lying 
warm and safe and staring at the floor, 
knowing that Darren's butt was exposed

and reddening with each passing second, 
that the ponytailed girls would grow up to 
be fine women.

"Get up now, asshole, or you're fired."
But Bennington continued to lie there, 

even as Darren rose and began nudging 
him in the side with one of his black high- 
topped Kcds, even as the nudges gained 
force and became kicks.

"Get up HOW!"
Soon a crowd gathered on the other side 

of the counter, whispering and staring; 
the junior high girls hopped and squealed 
as if all of it were being staged for cheir 
delight, and a heavyset boy with dirty 
knuckles kept asking for "more crunchy 
things" while pointing to the chips of 
fried batter surrounding his Chicken 
Phuiks.

Darren eventually tired and he said, 
"Fine. Stay there." And then he stepped 
forward and stood on Bennington's back 
and rang up the waiting order on the cash 
register.

After an hour or so Bennington got to 
his feet, handed Darren his LJS kerchief 
and earring, pushed his way out of the 
saber-handled door, and strode down the 
gangplank to his car.

At home his mother asked him why he 
wasn't still ar work.

"I can't-really explain it yet," he said.

by Mark Walters 
Illustrated by Joe Coleman
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And he went up to his room and lay down 
on his bed and listened to Zamfir, Master 
of the Pan Flute records until he fell 
asleep.

Ihc next morning Bennington felt like 
himself again, and this disappointed him. 
He lay in bed and stared at his hand lying 
next to him on the pillow. He studied the 
webs of fine pink and white lines and the 
soft brown hairs growing from the knuck 
les and he considered the futility of his 
life.

I'll have to get out of this bed and live, 
he thought. And he knew that the day 
would be hot and the sky pale and that he 
would gel dust and grit in his eyes and 
mouth from the wind thai never died. 
And if he stayed inside, his back would 
begin to ;iche from sitting and he would 
have to hear the voices of soap opera char 
acters and he would feel guilty for not 
being outside, doing something, any 
thing, in the heat and the dust.

"Bennington! Get out of bed!" his 
mother called.

And Bennington continued to lie in 
bed: he visual i/ed his mother standing at 
the foot of the stairs wearing khaki trou 
sers and a plaid shirt and holding a dust 
rag and smell ing of Pledge, yelling for him 
to get out of bed.

"Bennington!"
He saw her wipe her brow with the 

back of the hand that held the dust rag.

"Bennington! Get up nouA"
And then he could no longer see her-, he 

could see only his hand next to him on the 
pillow and he once again felt warm and 
untroubled.

Her voice is coming from my own head, 
he decided.

How can your life be a dream when I'm 
in it and 1 know I'm not dreaming?" asked 
Chesapeake. She was Bennington's girl. 
They were at Pix/.a Hut, sharing a Pria/7.o 
and a pitcher of Coors.

"Never mind," he said. He knew that 
he shouldn't have confided in her.

"Sometimes," she said, "1 just don't 
know about you." She took a drink of 
beer and then—with her thumb—wiped 
away a piece of cheese that stuck to the 
rim of the glass. Bennington stared at her. 
He knew that she knew that he was aware 
of the cheese on her thumb, and so he 
decided that she would remove it with her 
napkin—already pink and wadded into a 
ball—slowly and deliberately, as if she 
weren't conscious of doing so at all but 
were just naturally and instinctively tidy.

Chesapeake did this and Bennington 
looked at her and arched his brow in tri 
umph.

At noon on Saturday Bcnnington's 
mother asked him if he was going out 
with Chesapeake that evening. Ben 
nington had gone out with Chesapeake

every Saturday night except one for two 
years. The only reason he had missed even 
that Saturday night was that he was sick— 
poisoned, he believed, by the noon crew 
at Burger King. He had spent that night in 
the bathroom, draped weakly over the toi 
let, envisioning the double Whopper with 
cheese, ketchup, and mayonnaise fester 
ing in his swollen belly.

"Earth to Bennington," bis mother 
said. She seemed pleased with herself. "1 
asked if you were going out with Chesa 
peake tonight."

Bennington stared at her and chewed a 
bite of his peanut butter sandwich. He 
had been feel ing warm and pleasant much 
of the time now; it felt, as he described it 
to Chesapeake, iike just before one allows 
his bowels to ease themselves, when one is 
sitting there, unhurried, mildly resisting. 
But, he said, this was better because it was 
sustained and there was no mess. It was as 
if he were dreaming, he said, which he 
was entirely convinced that he, in fact, 
was.

"Yes," he answered.
His mother smiled.
"What do you two do every Saturday 

night?" she asked. "God knows there 
aren't that many places to go in this 
town."

Bennington stared at her. Well, Mom, 
he thought, we usually stop by the Quick- 
Mart and buy a six-pack, and then drag 
Main Street for an hour, and then, oh, 
about ten o'clock, we head out to the 
country and park the car on some lease 
road and then climb in the backseat and 
fuck.

While Bennington had been thinking 
this, he thought that he heard someone 
talking, and when he saw his mother's 
face flush and saw her recklessly push her 
self away from the table, it dawned on 
him that the voice he had been hearing 
was his own.

Bennington was horrified. But he re 
mained seated and continued eating his 
sandwich and watching his mother reel 
about in the kitchen.

When she left the room, walking 
quickly and pressing her fingertips to her 
temples, he got up from the chair and 
walked to the window and stared out at 
the pale sky and at his white underwear 
whipping madly on the clothesline.

Maybe it's deja vu," Chesapeake said. 
"Does it feel like deja vu?"

"It's not deja vu," Bennington said.
"Maybe it's an inner ear infection."
They were walking along Main Street 

after having seen a movie, Fatal Attrac 
tion, during which Bennington repeat 
edly whispered to Chesapeake that if all 
those terrible things that were happening 
on the screen happened to him, he would 
just laugh, because it would only be a part 
of the dream. Now her lack of under 
standing was beginning to weary him.
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"Just forget it, Chesapeake. Okay? Just 
forget it," he said.

Bennington had parked his car on a 
side street three blocks from Main—so no 
one screws with it, he always told 
Chesapeake—and as they approached it 
they noticed that two teenagers with 
shaved heads and leather jackets were sit 
ting on the hood.

"Uli oh," Chesapeake said. She 
clutched Bennington's arm.

Bennington's first impulse was to turn 
and walk away, but the warmness in his 
head stopped him.

'This, my dear Chesapeake," he said, 
"is an anxiety dream. Watch how I handle it."

He marched to his car, to the right side 
of the hood, grasped the radio antenna 
around the middle, bent it down until it 
snapped off at the base, and with it 
whipped the closest youth across the fore 
head.

Bennington watched the thin silver an 
tenna embed itself in the white forehead 
and then spring away. He saw a white line 
appear on the white forehead and then he 
saw the line turn pink and then red and 
then he saw it widen and run into the 
blinking eyes below it.

The entire time Bennington was watch 
ing this, he felt and heard his own feet 
shuffling about on the street, as if he were 
dancing, he thought, but he knew that he 
wasn't. He didn't know, however, why he 
would even chink such n thing, except! h;?r 
he had the time to think while his feet, 
unaware that none of this was really hap 
pening, could only thrash about in excite 
ment.

The teenagers jumped from the car and 
ran, the one pressing his palm to his fore 
head as if furiously trying to recall some 
thing.

Chesapeake ran to Bennington.
"Are you all right?" she asked.
"Yes," he answered, trying to calm his 

feet.

1 he next evening, Bennington met Sa- 
bine, Chesapeake's best friend, at the 
Centennial Bowl. He was playing pinhall 
and drinking a Dr Pepper when she came 
up behind him, reached around and 
placed her hands in the front pockets of 
his jeans, and asked him to guess who it 
was.

"Sabine," he said. When he'd come in 
he'd seen her, standing by the candy ma 
chine, chewing gum and combing her 
straight black hair.

"Right!" she said. She stayed where she 
was and Bennington could feel her press 
against him. He imagined her breasts 
touching his back. He felt her hands push 
deeper into his pockets.

"So. How have you been?" he asked. He 
watched one steel ball roll easily past his 
unmoving flippers.

She kissed his neck.

Bennington began to feel warm. He 
tried to remember what color underwear 
he had on. He hoped it was blue, like 
Sabine's eyes.

"I've always been attracted to you," she 
whispered.

"Oh?" he said.
"Yes," she said.
Bennington drove home, borrowed 

twenty dollars from his mother, and 
then—with Sabine—drove to the Motel 6 
out by the Interstate.

"A single with a double bed," he told 
the night clerk, a fat man with dirty eye 
glasses and bad breath.

Bennington met Sabine outside.
"That guy must've just eaten a catshit 

sandwich," he said.
Sabine stared at him and blinked her 

blue eyes.

Jiennington forgot himself in their love- 
making. In fuct, it felt so real that when 
they were finished and Sabine was stand 
ing naked before the mirror, combing her 
black hair and smoking a cigarette, he 
had the urge to check himself for a wet 
dream, for the small puddle of semen that 
would be lying on his belly and would 
quiver and begin to thread heavily down 
his side as he moved. He closed his eyes 
and tried to forget his dream-life body, 
tried to wake and see his real one. But he 
couldn't.

"1 don't know who I am," he said.

And Sabine turned to him and smiled.
"We can make coffee!" she said, and 

pointed to a small percolator on the rust- 
stained counter by the sink.

It was three days later when, in front of 
Woolworth's on Main Street, Chesapeake 
slapped Bennington's face.

"I can't believe you'd do that!" she 
screamed.

"What?" Bennington asked. He felt 
nervous and so he decided to crouch 
down in his head and let his body handle 
this.

"Don't give me that shit," she said, and 
she turned and walked away.

Bennington watched her angry back 
move away from him and he stood there 
with his hands in his pockets and repeated 
"What?" Poor Bennington, he thought, 
poor, poor rJennington. But the farther 
Chesapeake moved from him, the less 
troubled he felt: he could stand in front of 
Woolworth's indefinitely, watching Ches 
apeake grow smaller, feeling a pleasant 
warmth in his head and a pressure in his 
bowels.

No. He ran after Chesapeake and 
caught her by the elbow and she turned to 
him. But it was not her face that he saw; it 
was a face twisted and red, a face left too 
long in the back window of a car.

"Leave me alone," she said.
Bennington smiled. "It never even 

on (Jiii>t' 104
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then Yd put 
other fraud on your 
Knee and slowly.....
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Three Men
of the 

Eighties:
Trump, Gotti, and Bush

A Profile for Today's Women

hroughout the ages, there 
have always been men.

Big, strong, hulking 
men. Men wet with sweat 
from a day's work, purg- 
ing themselves of un- 
seemly fat to make room 
for muscle. Then, of 

course, there are those post-work showers 
they have to take. Beadsof water playfully 
galloping across their pecs, coyly hiding 
within the deep forests that are their hairy 
chests. Then the water free-falling down, 
down, down... tickling the tummy on the 
way to,.. you know where.

If men weren't so big and massive and 
muscular, they'd be cute and cuddly and 
you'd want to pack them away in your 
purse and take them out every so often 
just to give them a little hug, like a cute 
gerbil or a small patch of cashmere.

When men were first discovered, they 
were found crawling naked about filthy 
caves, stalking fierce animals, snout to 
snout with the other creatures of the wild. 
Sweaty, hairy, savage beasts. The kind 
that make you tremble as they kiss you 
hard on the lips.

After closing our eyes and opening 
them again some millennia later, we find

by Missy Wheatthins

that men are still here. Although most of 
them have not changed dramatically from 
their Paleolithic state, there is a class of 
men who are not just cavemen with a sub 
scription to GQ. These men, whom we 
shall call collectively "the eighties male," 
embody those virtues that make us gals 
stand up and shout, "Zip-A-Dee-Doo- 
Dah!" They all share one attribute, a dog 
ged determination to be the best they can 
be! S-U-C-C-E-S-S are their call letters'. 
And what modern woman doesn't enjoy a 
success-oriented guy?

But today's woman also enjoys a wide 
variety of men. She is the type who buys 
mixed nuts instead of a single jar of bland 
peanuts; chooses the Kellogg's party pack 
rather than stifling herself with a family- 
size box of corn flakes.

Here now is a party pack of men. Men 
of different flavors. Yet men who won't 
wilt when smothered in mother's milk.

In this profile, we introduce you to 
three men, all of whom possess certain 
attributes women find desirable. They 
are:

Real estate maverick Donald Trump. 
The provider. Trump, a wealthy entrepre 
neur and philanthropist, is a self-made 
man. He began with only a few million

dollars in his pocket and parlayed that 
pittance into billions. He is a man whose 
only enjoyment in life is to give of himself.

Mobster John Gotti. The sensitive 
type. A shoulder to cry on... a man who 
enjoys cooking...a man some would call 
a "mama's boy" due to his close relation 
ship with his mother, Knuckles Gotti.

Vice President George Bush. The Pro 
tector. The macho type. Hemingway was 
his hero. George has never read any of his 
novels; he just enjoys listening to stories 
about the man. His favorite story about 
Papa was the one where the alligator bit 
his head off and swallowed it whole. 
Ernest was so upset, especially since he 
was going to a party that night and 
needed his head to keep his brand-new hat 
up, that he killed the alligator with his 
bare hands, ripped open its stomach, 
pulled his head out of the bowels, and 
then performed surgery connecting the 
head back to his body. He then went to the 
party, got drunk, insulted everyone, and 
threw up in a fountain.

After learning a little about each man 
and the type he represents, you should 
have a better understanding of what kind 
of man of the eighties will be your man of 
the nineties.
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Donald Trump

Donald Trump is a 
busy man. One 
minute he is build 
ing a skating rink 
for the people of 
New York City. 
The next minute 
he is scam mi ng the 
same city out of 

millions of tax dollars as he pulls in bil 
lions from such choice properties as the 
Trump Tower and the Trump Plaza, to 
name only two. So it is truly amazing chat 
Donald Trump finds the time to do any 
thing, let alone build the tallest structure 
in the world in his own likeness!

"I just thought it was something 
Donald deserved," said Donald Trump, 
referring to himself. He always speaks of 
himself in the third person. "It astounds 
me the amount he's done in his lifetime. 
He's really a remarkable guy if you stop to 
think about it."

But there's no stopping to think about 
anything for this typical man of the eight 
ies, who is so busy toiling away at his 
hobby, his hobby being himself. "Some 
people love opera, others collect baseball 
cards," said Donald. "I enjoy following 
Donald Trump's career. I find him end 
lessly fascinating. Here he is, like Atlas, 
with the weight of the world on his shoul 
ders. Yet he's such a nice man. He's done a 
lot for my wife and me. Because of that, I 
like to do things for him."

Does he ever! I asked him about the 
skyscraper he's building on the site of the 
old Grand Central Station, which he 
bought and tore down for this project.

"It's not a skyscraper," he corrected me. 
"We're calling it a spacescraper. It's going 
to be that tall. And it's not a building. It's 
a mausoleum. I was going to build 
Donald the largest pyramid in the world, 
but I wanted to leave the city with some 
thing spectacular as well. So I'm leaving 
Donald. He'll be buried in this huge 
statue of himself. When times get rough 
and it seems only a Superman can save the 
day, New Yorkers need only look up 
where Donald will be, watching with a 
smile, reassuring them that all will be 
well."

He paused to collect himself. 
"While all that crap is well and good," 

he continued, "the really exciting part is, 
like the Pyramids of the Pharaohs, this too 
will be built sans modern technology. 
Only manual labor. That means sixty-ton 
blocks of granite will have to be hauled by

The proposed blueprints for the Donald Trump Mausoleum.
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hand to the very top. No cranes will be 
allowed on the job site. Isn't that a fun 
idea? To add to the mystique, all the 
slaves—we're calling the construction 
workers slaves to add authenticity—have

to dress like the ancient slaves who built 
the Pyramids. So what if it's snowing!"

Because of these stipulations, Donald 
thinks the project will take forty years to 
complete. "We've just completed the

twentieth floor, which means we're right 
about at the top of the toenails. So we're 
on schedule."

He contemplated the blueprints, then 
looked up and sighed. "I hope he likes it."

John Gotti

John Gotti. When 
we think of him, 
we don't think of 
murders, drug traf 
ficking, numbers 
running, or prosti 
tution. We think of 
a man obsessed. 
Obsessed with his 

work. Obsessed with his family. Ob 
sessed with his looks. Obsessed with be 
ing the very best he can be!

Of late, the law has also been obsessed 
with him. But being a man of the eighties,

he has taken it all in stride. The old capos 
might have tried to pay off the jury. Kid 
nap the judge's wife. Buy a condominium 
for the prosecutor at Forest Lawn.

And that'sexactly what John will try to 
do.

But did you know that John has a 
hobby? That's right. His predecessors 
never had the time. Being godfather is a 
demanding job, after all. But John makes 
the time.

John likes to design things. Shoes, in 
particular, in fact, the very same cement 
shoes his employees use on the job. Let's 
let John tell his story.

"I got into it as a kid when one of the 
old bosses asked me to 'take out' this one 
guy, 'Big Fatty' Nicoleo. Well, Big Fatty 
was an old family friend and 1 didn't want 
him to leave this world without knowing 
he had some friends. So after we kid* 
napped him at gunpoint, then bound and

gagged him, we brought him to the pier 
where I had a vat of cement ready, not to 
mention the Hudson River. Before we 
proceeded to give him the longest bath in 
history, I asked him, 'Big Fatty, what is 
your favorite shoe design, as I would like 
to give you a going-away present?' He re 
plied as how he'd always fancied those 
boots the Beatles wore, but he could never 
find them in his shoe size, which was a 
size 18 EEE. I told him not to worry, as 1 
had to make the shoes large anyway so as 
to make sure he stayed down.

"Anyway, I made him the boots and 
they were beauts. He looked like a fifth 
Beatle. I even kidded him and told him to 
say hi to John when he saw him.

"But the biggest reward came when the 
cement hardened and he saw my handi 
work. If you could have seen him smile as 
we chucked him into the river! I swore 

continued on page 101

Three Gotti originals.
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n two of its newest releases, the iconoclastic comics publisher Fantagraphics Books lampoons 
tnerica from sea to shining sea. HoHywoodland, from the acid pen of undergrounder KIM 
SITCH, tells the mysterious and fantastic tale of an old-time movie star in today's Hollywood, 
riginally serialized in the LA. Header, "Hollywoodland" is collected here with a behind- 
e-scenes look at the genesis of the book. And on the other side of the continent, PETER 
pPER's New York, New York offers a series of paranoid visions and meditations on the diffi- 
ilties in making your home in the city that never sleeps. East Coast, West Coast—Two modern 
jrtoon collections from the comics publisher who brought you Love and Rockets!

|Plus Laughs From The Rest of the Country...
[These books also available: The Best of Neat Stuff, presenting the cream of the crop 
:rom PETER BAGGE's satirical comics title, with an intro by none other than R. Crumb,.. 
liny Similarity to Persons Living or Dead Is Purely Coincidental, DREW and JOSH ALAN 
FRIEDMAN's paean to the ugly and the disenfranchised of showbiz.. .and At Home 
With Rick Geary, short strips from the idiosyncratic National Lampoon contributor.

AT HOME
KICK

Please send me the following:
D Hollywoodland, tor $7.95 plus $2.00 
postage.
D New York, New York, for $9,95 plus $2.00 
postage.
Q The Beet oi Neat Stuff, for $9.95 plus 
$2.00 postage.
Q Any Similarity to Persons Living Or 
Dead..., for $11-95 plus $2.00 postage.
Q At Home With Hick Gaary. for $9.95 plus 
$2.00 postage.
D Please send me your catalogue of other 
comics publications.

address

city

state zip

Send to; NATIONAL LAMPOON, 
Dept. 6-88, 155 Avenue of the Ameri 
can, New York NY 10013. Please allow 
six to eight weeks for delivery. Foreign 
orders add $1.00 per book.
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Nude with the Wind
Ted Turner Goes One Step Beyond Colorization

by Larry Sloman and Ed Subitzky
" M hin k this'II gel 'em away fromLetterman and Ted Koppel." a suprenu-ly confident Ted Turner said as 

he flicked on the thirty-six-inch Sony projection TV in his palatial office in Atlanta.
Seconds later. I here I hey were on the screen. Rhett andScarlett. But as we've never seen them before. 

Khett was as stiff-lipped and resolute as ever, Scarletl as fascinatingly amoral. But there was one differ 
ences. They were both nude.

"The technology w<is really waiting, till we had lo do was put Ihe right pieces together," said Arnold 
Meyer, Turner's head of research and development. "Colorizalion was child's play, because all you did 
was alter the chroma. (Jut ihis involves complex computer-generated matte effects, and the result is 
absolutely first-rale. You can't tell they weren't filmed naked in the first place."

Indeed, except fora few minor glitches, the film on Turner's huge screen looked to tally au nature!. The 
first four films slated for the new nudization process are Gone with the Wind, it's a Wonderful Life, The 
Sound of Music, and Annie Hall. Turner plans to introduce them this fall on his WTBS superstation.

Which prompted an immediate roar of indignation from Annie Hall's writer, director, and star. Woody 
Alien. "This is an outrage to the integrity of the cinema. If the great directors had wanted the people in 
their films to be naked, they would have filmed them that way. Nudity can completely overpower and 
destroy the fragile mood of a masterful cinematic moment." Alien fumed during recent testimony 
before the \ louse Subcommittee on Broadcast Standards.

Turner, however, makes light of the criticism of nuclizarion. "They laughed ai Alexander Graham Bell 
loo. but show me one movie critic who doesn't use the tele-phone."

Who wouldn 't give a damn after seeing 
a partially nudized Vivien Leigh in the classic Gone with the Wind.
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Ilie nudization ofjulie Andrews in The Sound of Music drew roars of outrage, even though Andrews actually
did appear nude in one of her later films.

Washington seems to be craning /its neck to get a better look at a newly nudized Eva Marie Saint in North by Northwest.
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The process still has a few 
pugs to be worked out, 
as evidenced by this stilt 
from the nude version of 
It's a Wonderful Life.

The nudization of Annie Hall made director-star Woody Alien see red and rush to Washington to testify against this new technique.
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"My Parents Went to
Haight-Ashbury and All I Got

Was These Lousy T-shirts"
Now, for a limited time only, you can wear the T-shirts that made San Francisco famous. Handmade by one of the 

last surviving communes, these 100 percent cotton shirts are replicas of the same shirts worn by the hippies 
during the summer of love. Be the first on your block to shock and offend the straights. Turn on, tune in, and drop 
out in an authentic underground T-shirt.

Harvester A.A.
155 Avenue of the Americas

New York, N.Y. 10013

Please send me:
1. Tommy Toilet Sez: @ $12.00

{ )SM ( )MD ( }LG
2. Vomit Glossary @ S12.00

1. Tommy Toilet Sez: Don't Forget to 
Wipe Your Ass Folks! A limeless 
message of social hygiene from the king of 
underground comix, R. Crumb!
2. Vomit Glossary Peter Bagge's helpful 
illustrated glossary for those times when 
you just can't keep it down.

3. Zippy in '88 It's election time, and that 
means it's time to cast your T-shirt vote for 
everybody's favorite pinhead.

4. Zippy Surreal T Another absurdity 
from Bill Griffith's Zen pinhead.
5. Basic Couch Potato T The classic 
Robert Armstrong shirt that started the 
wiiole craze! Put this on, sit back, and 
vegetate!

6. Couch Potato Life Imitates 
Television Yet another Armstrong creation 
to wallow in while watching Honeymooners 
reruns.

7. Bad Habits A compendium of the 
antisocial. Just say "Yes" to this sordid 
collection of vices by Norman Dog.

ONLY $12 EACH, TWO FOR $24, OR ALL 
SEVEN SHIRTS FOR ONLY $84!!!

8. SPECIAL OFFER FOR NATIONAL 
LAMPOON READERS!
The 1988 ZIPPY CALENDAR WITH A 
BONUS OF FOUR ZIPPY TEAROUT 
POSTCARDS. YOURS FOR ONLY $8.95 IF 
YOU ACT NOW!!!!

3.ZippyirT88@S12.00
SM ( )MD (

4. Zippy Surreal T @ $12.00 
SM < )MD (

5. Basic Couch Potato T @ S12.00 
( )SM ( )MD ( ) LG

6. Couch Potato Life Imitates Television @ 
$12.00 
( )SM ( )MD ( )LG ( )XL

7. Bad Habits @ $12.00
( )SM ( )MD ( )LG { )XL

8. '88 Zippy Calendar @ $6.95 ( )

Please add $1.00 per shirt for postage 
and handling. New York residents please 
add 8'/4% sales tax. Amount enclosed.

NAME__________________________

STATE. ZIP
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BOOKS
D National Lampoon Tenth Anniversary

Anthology, Volume I Hall of our best tenth 
• anniversary book ever—and the first half. S4.9.S
O National Lampoon Tenth Anniversary

Anthology, Volume II Tlie sequel is even better.
$4.95

D National Lampoon Tenth Anniversary, 
Deluxe Edition This one is hardbound, for 
painful dropping on one's foot. $19.95

D National Lampoon Foto Funnies The first 
edition of funnies told through fotos, published 
in 1980. S2.95

H National Lampoon Foto Funnies All-new, .ill- 
brilliant 1-oto Funnies. If you liked them in the 
magazine, you'll really love them in the book. 
1986. $2.95

G National Lampoon High School Yearbook
Parody Critically acclaimed across America, this 
one still has its surviving writers chuckling. 
$4,95

n National Lampoon Sunday Newspaper 
Parody A sequel to the High Srhottl Yearhaok, 
though the two have nothing in common. $4.95

D The Best Of National Lampoon, No. 4 Just 
the good shit from 1972-197,?. $2.50

G The Best of National Lampoon, No. 5 The
best stuff from 1973-1974. $2.50

n The Best of National Lampoon, No. 7
Encompassing 1975-1976. $2.50

D The Best of National Lampoon, No. 8 Jokes 
started getting more expensive in 1976-1977. 
$3.95

D The Best of National Lampoon, No. 9 But wc-
managed to hold the line on prices during 1978- 
1980.53.95

D National Lampoon True Facts The original, 
unccnsored work, now available in English, li all 
happened. $2,95

G National Lampoon True Facts '86 The third 
all-new collection not even we could dream up. 
$2.95

D National Lampoon Deluxe Edition of Animal
House The full-color, illustrated book on which 
the movie was not based. This came later. $4.95

D Cartoons Even We Wouldn't Dare Print Not
in the maga/ine, anyway. Disgusting. S2.95

G Son of Cartoons Even We Wouldn't Dare
Print II: A Sequel Even worse than the first.
$2.95 

D National Lampoon's Very Large Book of
Comical Funnies It's comical and it's a reprint.
It's some of the best damn comics you'll ever see,
$3.95

G National Lampoon Comics Not the stand-ups, 
just the lay-downs. $2.50

Q National Lampoon Dirty Joke Book The
filthy, the funny, and the farmer's daughter. 
S2.95

G National Lampoon Dirty Dirty Joke Book
Collection of ribald stories, limericks, one-liners, 
cartoons, and other off-color works. $2.95

D Encyclopedia Of Humor Everything funny from 
A to Z. Hardcover, $4.95

D National Lampoon's Story of the Iran- 
Contra Affair Just when you thought it was safe 
to sell arms to Iran. $2.50

MAGAZINES 
$5.00 EACH

D APRIL 1973 / Prejudice
D MAY 1973 / Fraud
n JUNE 1973 / Violence
n JULY 1973 / Modern Times
HI SEPTEMBER 1973 / Postwar
D OCTOBER 1973 I Banana Issue
D NOVEMBER 1973 / Spurn
D DECEMBER 1973 / Self-indulgence

D JANUARY 1974 / Animals
l~l MAY 1974 / Fiftieth Anniversary
D AUGUST 1974 / Isolationism and Tooth Care
n SEPTEMBER 1974 / Old Age
D NOVEMBER 1974 / Civics
H FEBRUARY 1975 / Love and Romance
P MAY 197S / Medicine
P AUGUST 1975 / Justice
n OCTOBER 1975 / Collector's Issue
LJ JANUARY 1976 / Secret Issue
!1 FEBRUARY 1976 / Artists and Models
I ] MARCH 1976 f In Uke a Lion
D APRIL 1976 / Olympic Sports
D MAY 1976 / Unwanted Foreigners
D AUGUST 1976 / Summer Sex
IJ SEPTEMBER 1976 / The Latest Issue
D OCTOBER 1976 / The Funny Pages
n NOVEMBER 1976 / Is Democracy Fixed?
n DECEMBER 1976 / Selling Out
D JANUARY 1977 / Surefire Issue
n FEBRUARY 1977 / JFK Reinaugural
l~l MARCH 1977 / Science and Technology
D APRIL 1977 / Ripping the Lid off TV
D JUNE 1977 / Careers
L) JULY 1977/Nasty Sex
I 1 AUGUST 1977 / Cheap Thrills
n SEPTEMBER 1977 / Crow Up!
n OCTOBER 1977 / All Deatles
D NOVEMBER 1977 / Lifestyles
H DECEMBER 1977 / Christmas in December
n JANUARY 1978 / The Role of Sex in History
H FEBRUARY 1978 / Spring Fascism in Preview
[~[ MARCH 1978 / Crime and Punishment
! : APRIL 1978 / Spring Cleaning
I ' MAY 1978 / Families
n JUNE 1978 / The Wild West
n JULY 1978 / 100th Anniversary
n AUGUST 1978 / Todays Teens
LI SEPTEMBER 1978 / Style
n OCTOBER 1978 / Entertainment

$4.00 EACH
H APRIL 1979 / April Fool
I 1 MAY 1979 / International Terrorism
I 1 AUGUST 1979 / Summer Vacation
n OCTOBER 1979 / Comedy
n DECEMBER 1979 / Success
H FEBRUARY 1980 / Tenth Anniversary
H MARCH 1980 / March Miscellany
H APRIL 1980 / Vengeance
n MAY 1980 / Sex Roles
n JUNE 1980 / Fresh Air
n JULY 1980 / Slime, Swill, and Politics
n AUGUST 1980 / Anxiety
D SEPTEMBER 1980 / The Past
D OCTOBER 1980 / Aggression
D NOVEMBER 1980 / Potpourri
[1 DECEMBER 1980 / Fun Takes a Holiday
G FEBRUARY 1981 / Sin
D MARCH 1981 / Women and Dogs
D APRIL 1981 / Chaos
n MAY 1981 / Naked Ambition
R JUNE 1981 / Romance
n JULY 1981 / Endless, Mindless Summer Sex
D AUGUST 1981 / Let's Get It Up, America!
D SEPTEMBER 1981 / Back to School
n OCTOBER 1981 / Movies
n NOVEMBER 1981 / TV and Why !t Sucks
n DECEMBER 1981 / What's Hip?
D JANUARY 1982 / Sword and Sorcery
D FEBRUARY 1982 / The Sexy Issue
D MARCH 1982 / Food Fight
D APRIL 1982 / Failure
n MAY 1982 / Crime
n JUNE 1982 / Do It Yourself
G JULY 1982 / Sporting Life

D AUGUST 1982 / The New West
G SEPTEMBER 1982 / Hot Sex!
D OCTOBER 1982 / O.C, and Stiggs
D NOVEMBER 1982 / Economic Recovery
D DECEMBER 1982 / E.T. Issue
D JANUARY 1983 / The Top Stories of 1983
G FEBRUARY 1983 / Raging Controversy
G MARCH 1983 / Tamper-I'roof Issue
G APRIL 1983 / Swimsuit
G MAY 1983 / The South Seas
G JUNE 1983 / Adults Only
n JULY 1983 / Vacation!
G AUGUST 1983 / Science and Bad Manners
n SEPTEMBER 1983 / Big Anniversary Issue
D OCTOBER 1983 / Dilated Pupils
G NOVEMBER 1983 / No Score
n DECEMBER 1983 / Holiday Jeers

S3.0O EACH
n JANUARY 1984 / Time Parody Issue
G FEBRUARY 1984 / All-Comics Issue
D MARCH 1984 / The Sixties' Greatest Hits
D APRIL 1984 / You Can Parody Anything
D MAY 1984 / Baseball Preview
O JUNE 1984 / This Summers Movies
D JULY 1984 / Special Summer Fun
CI AUGUST 1984 / Unofficial Olympics Guide
D SEPTEMBER 1984 / Fall Fashions
Tl OCTOBER 1984 / Just Good Stuff
G NOVEMBER 1984 / The Accidental Issue
D DECEMBER 1984 / The Last of the old HI.
G JANUARY 1985 / Good Clean Sex
G FEBRUARY 1985 / A Misguided Tour of N.Y.
C I MARCH 1985 / The Best of Fifteen Years
D MAY 1985 / Celebrity Roast
G JUNE 1985 / The Doug Kenney Collection
G JULY 1985 / Youth at Play
G AUGUST 1985 / All-New True Facts
T; SEPTEMBER 1985 / Lust Issue
H OCTOBER 1985 / Music Issue
G NOVEMBER 1985 / Mad As Hell
G DECEMBER 1985 / Reagan and Revenge
G JANUARY 1986 / Good Clean Sex
G FEBRUARY 1986 / Money
G MARCH 1986 / All About Women
G APRIL 1986 / Doctors and Lawyers
H MAY 1986 / Sports
Tl JUNE 1986 / Horror and Fantasy
Tl JULY 1986 / Hot Summer Sex
n AUGUST 1986 / Show Biz
H SEPTEMBER 1986 / Sleaze
G OCTOBER 1986 / Back to School

$5.00 EACH
G DECEMBER 1986 / 200th Anniversary 
G FEBRUARY 1987 / Things You Cant Do 
[1 APRIL 1987 / Crime Pays 
D JUNE 1987 / Sex and Unusual Practices 
G AUGUST 1987 / All-New True Facts 
G OCTOBER 1987 / Back to School 
G DECEMBER 1987 / Woman of the Year 
G FEBRUARY 1988 / Winter Inventory 
D APRIL 1988 / Television 
D National Lampoon Binders Vinyl binders with 

tough metal "rods." $6.50 each, SI 1,00 for two, 
$15.00 for three. ____ Quantity 

G National Lampoon Case Binder Fits many
types of magazines. S9.95 each. ___ Quantity 

D National Lampoon Binder With all twelve 
issues from a given year. Well, not exactly given. 
$24.00 each
_1975 _1979 _1983 _ 1987 
_1976 _19SO _ 1934 _ Vinyl binder 
_ 1977 _ 1981 _ 1985 _ Case binder 
_ 1978 _ 1982 _ 1986 
If issues in any given year arc nol listed 
above, please select replacements for missing 
issues.

It is imperative (hat I acquire ihe items checked above in order to keep my home humor collection complete. I am enclosing 
SI..SO in postage and handling foi my order tin's under S.I.00, and $2.00 (or said charges II the order totals more than £5.00, 
small price to pay for US. postal delivery. If I'm a New York State resident I'm lidding 8'Ai percent sales [ax, which is another 
nutter entirely.
Name (please print) __________________________________________________________ 
Address ________________________________________________________________ 
City ___________________________________________ Stjte ______________ Zip ______________
Total aiinnin
TC.II out the whole page with items checked, enclose check or nioncj (inter, and mail m:
NATIONAL LAMPOON, Dept. 688, 155 Avenue of theAmericas, New York, NY 10013,
It you don't wanl to GUI up this publication, print or type all necessary intonnation on a separate piece of paper and 
send it along with your check or money order.Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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©1987 Excolibur Entertainment. Inc

FILMS

Starring: Porsche Lynn, Porsche lynn, Sharon Mirchell. Joey 
Silvera, Demi White. Robert Bullock, Tara Blake, Randy West. 
Music by: The Mentors in Stereo Hi-Fi.

"BEST ADULT MOVIE EVER PRODUCED"
HEY MAX! HAVE I GOT A GIRL FOR YOU! She'sa real inter-face nasty - 
guaranteed to charge your ions, blow your tubes and dump your 
program. Analog is her favorite position!

The time is 69 minutes into the future and there's been a dramatic 
increase in population copulation. Ihe beautiful PORSCHE LYNN 
stars in the dual role as the crack news reporter Allison Karter and her 
computerized alter-ego, Maxine Bedroom. Reviewers have called 
this the "BEST ADULT MOVIE EVER PRODUCED!"
Since we feel that this is cteartv the best adull movie of all time WE 
GUARANTEE THAT YOU WILL ENJOY IT COMPLETELY! Period! If you 
disagree |ust send It back, no questions asked, and we will exchange 
it for the adult movie of your choice - all you pay is shipping.

TO ORDER TOLL FREE:

1-800-BUV-MOVIES
— Recorded in STEREO/HI-FIDEUTY for Ihe highest 

quality playback In all video systems.

FREE!
PREVIEW
MOVIES

As an exlra added bonus, 
when you order any one 
$38.95 movie; or any two 
$28.95 movies; or any three 
$18.95 movies - you will 
fecerve a FREE PREVIEW VIDEO 
- an $18.95 value!!! 
VOLUME 2, 3 4 4 also available.

LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED!!!
Tired of buying $1.95 "No Name'Videos with grainy pictures, 
poor sound & third generation quality from some of those 
Midwest scorn outfits? Only Excali bur Films gives you the LOVE IT 
OR LEAVE IT GUARANTEE, plus the 100% LOWEST PRICES 
GUARANTEE. We guarantee that our prices are at least S1-00 
lower than any of our competitors. Period!

EXCHANGE ANY TAPE PURCHASED - AS LOW AS

EXCHANGE
plus S3 00 per lope shipping and dandling

* The world's largest selection ot adull video movies.
* No 'Club' fees. * All orders shipped promptly.

* Exchange as often as you like. * Lifetime quality guaranteed!
* We sell only BRAND NEW MOVIES, no! used!

GREAT
MOVIES
AS LOW AS
HOT NEW RELEASES - FROM CABALLERO TO VGA 
TO WESTERN VISUALS-ONLY$38.95 NONE HIGHER!!

D pleose send Maxine at $38.95 plus $3.00 Posfage & Handling, j 
n Please send me the movies I have checked below. (Please add

$3.00 per movie for snipping & handling. Exchange forms will be
sent with order.)

111 have enclosed $ ——————————————————————
D As per your BONUS offer, also include my FREE PREVIEW VIDEO.

n VHS formal n BETA format n Please send color catalog

SIGNATURE.
I AM OF LEGAL AGE

NAME.

ADDRESS 

CITY___

STATE -ZIFL
DVISA n MASTERCARD n MONEY ORDER L'I CHECK 

Card ft _______________________________ 

Banh________________Exp. Date ______

EXGAUBR IMS
3621 W. Commonwealth, Hullerton, Ca. 92633

PTEN LITTLE MAIDENS*
Q BROS. GRIME AOUL1 CARTOONS I *
P BROS. GRIME ADULT CARTOONS II»
P SEX WARS •
P TABOO I «
D TABOO II »
P TRACI, I LOVE YOU
D MISTY BEETHOVEN
Q NEW WAVE HOOKERS
P GOOD, THE BAD & THE HORNY*
D BEHIND THE GREEN DOOR
P ANY TIME...ANY PLACE*
a ALICE IN WONDERLAND
D INSIDE DESIREE COUS1EAU*
P PINK LAGOON
P NASTY GIRLS *
D BAD GIRLS
P FHAT HOUSE *

P SURRENDER IN PARADISE
D LONG RANGER*
a HIGH SCHOOL MEMORIES*
P DEVIL IN MISS JONES II
LI BARBARA BROADCAST
D1001 EROTIC NIGHTS
P LITTLE AMERICAN MAIDW
D GIRLS ON FIRE*
DECSTACYGIRLS
a I LIKE TO WATCHD"H"#
P COED FEVER
P FANTASY*
P8TO4
D SEX BOAT*
PHOT DALLAS NIGHTS*
P CHARLI O
PUTTIE GIRLS BLUE I *
GUTTLE GIRLS BLUE II*
D CROCODILE BLONDEE II
P NEVER SO DEEP*
P BODY TALK *

$18.95

* Offer void alter midnighl of last day of issue monlh

D DEEP THROAT
DDEBBIE DOES DALLAS*
D DEVIL IN MISS JONES I
D INSIDE SEKA
P DIRTY WESTERN*
a INSIDE LITTLE ORAL ANNIE
DTASIE OF MONEY*
D EROTIC ANIMATION FESTIVAL
P STORY OF JOANNA*
Q INSIDE JENNIFER WELLES
EJ AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A FLEA*
D RAMBONE THE DESTROYER
D FOR RICHER FOR POORER*

-D CANDY STRIPERS*
-D ROOMMATES

LEGEND OF LADY BLUE *
-D LITTLE FRENCH MAID * 
,p VIRGINS DREAMS *» 

X-RATED CARTOONS *
P TIGRESSES
D EXPENSIVE TASTE «

D LADY MADONNA *
PTHE BLONDE*
P UNTAMED *
D BLACK SISTER WHITE BROTHER*
D DOCTOR GINGER «
D AIL ABOUT GLORIA LEONARD
G TAXI GIRLS*
D CROCODILE BLONDEE I*
P LIKE A VIRGIN II*
D REEL PEOPLE
a FOUR X FEELING
P HEAVENLY DESIRE »
P JACKS JILL
P RX FOR SEX *
D STAR VIRGIN*
P NIGHT HUNGER *
P LITTLE ORPHAN DUSTY
P TANGERINE*
P CHINA DESADE*
D SATISFIES OF ALPHA BLUE*
a DEEP RUB*
P TAKE OFF
P MIAMI VICE GIRLS
D BLAZING MATTRESSES •
P NUDES AT ELEVEN »

HIRE THE HANDICAPPED - IT'S JUST GOOD BUSINESS!Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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Now! Tomorrow's Shirts 
from the Ibmorrow Magazine

These are not "promo" shirts—these have elegance and taste. They look good and feel 
good on you. One was created by the fabulous Italian illustrator Gaetano Liberatore, the 
others by Spanish artist Daniel Torres. These shirts are so creative and attractive you 
could frame them. Don't! Wear them instead.

RANXEROX T-shirt. (Liberatore.) Comin' right at you is the forceful 
Heavy Metal antihero. Made of 100 percent cotton with a reinforced 
neck, deep armholes, extra body length and fullness. White with 
design in full, blazing color.

THE FAN. (Torres.) If there is a "new look," this is it! A ten-color 
T-shirt as different and distinctive as any you own. A very special 
shirt from a more than special artist.

SAXXON. (Torres.) Three-panel, full-color drop-dead art—you're a 
walking art gallery! This one has dash, spirit, elan... and comfort.

SHOOK!. (Torres.) Funny! Eye-catching! A traffic stopper as Saxxon 
and his robot come alive in this eight-color T-shirt.

Please send me:
D SM D MD 
D SM D MD

DIG 
DLG

D XL Ranxerox T-shirt @ $12.95 
D XL The Fan T-shirt @ $12.95

DSM 
LJSM

DMD 
UMD

II LG
LILG

LI XL Saxxon T-shirt @ $12.95 
L! XL SHoom T-shirt @ $12.95

Heavy Metal, Dept. 688NL, 155 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10013
Please add $1.00 per shirt for postage and handling. New York residents, please add 8'/4% sales tax.

NAME

ADDRESS. 

CITY__ STATE. ZIP.
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NOT FOR
THE 
TIMID!

It's true! These original, uncensored 
corntx are not for those among us 
who might blush at the sight of skin 
or shy away from —shall we say— 
unusual situations. These comix are 
for those of us who have normal ail- 
American red-blooded corpuscles! 
Those of us who can look a joke in 
the eye and laugh! The collections 
here are by the same underground 
cartoonists who set the comics world 
on its ear with their uninhibited hu 
mor and other-worldly visions.

688
155 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10013

Dirty Comix KGPAC2

YOU MUST BE 18 OR 
older to order these 
cotnix! The packages 
contain at least 4 books 
with a retail value of at 
least the listed price.

11.50
Humor Comix KGPAC3 7.50 
Drug Comix KGPAC4 8.50 
Newest Comix KGPAC5 12.00 
New Sexy Comix KGPAC6 11.50

Please add $1.00 for postage and handling. All checks must 
be payable within the continental U.S. (New York state 
residents, please add 8%% sales tax.)

Address

City__ .State. .Zip.
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PRIVATE DETECTIVES

MM UP To BE EATEN! AM 
ITINERANT f REACHED

Dear reader, 
TMs coadc strif

seems to fce destny- 
ing itself. I

Once again we 
are fared to insert 
an 
strip-.-

TRUE TALES OF THE

POCTOR, I 
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(^MAVVUviCT)
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IC STKIP HA^
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~v———— x
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>Ui.P You?!" 
V
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HOURS&HOOftS 
& HOURS of 

Hardcore

Non-stop - x-tra
hard action! 100% sex

- no filler!

(WITH GIRLS, DA!.
'""'iAL Tftfchia , AULJIJ uuii i . 

•RST TIME. DOUBLE PEN an*

(M.n Of
Q 24 (or $30 — (J All 36 lor S3fl

ALL 
BLACK 
VIDEO

Our hottest black on 
black movies featuring 
big black studs and 
honey skinned choco 
late mamas. 

MOVIES ONLY $3.50 EACH iN QUANTITY 
(Min. Order) D ANY 2 FOR $15 — D 4 FOR $20 

D ALL 8 ONLY $28

ORIENTAL 
LUST

Beautiful Oriental girls 
teamed up with big white 
Sluds. — (Win. Order]

D Any 2 for $15 
D All 6 only $23

INTERRACIAL
HOT SALT & PEPPER SEX 

(Min. Order] O 3 for $15
D 5 for S20 

P All 10 only $25

Hollywood's hottest stars in 
their wildest, wettest movies 
featuring Ginger Lynn. Stacy 
Donovan, Taija Rae 4 dozens 
more.

f
WATCH AND DIVE INTO PLEASURE!
(Mirr. Order) D Any 3 for $15 — D Any 10 for $20 

D All 20 movies only $25

All movies 'Produced in Hollywood' your guaran 
tee ot receiving the highest quality adult erotica. 
Feature length cassettes, not cut up preview 
tapes, seconds or rejects.

PACIFIC VIDEO SPECIFY D VMS O BETA
Dept.HL 688
Box 1560
Studio City. CA 91604

TOTAL ORDER S ———————————

D Cash a Check POSTAGE e. HANDLING s 
D Money Order IN CALIF AND

QS2 RUSH SERVICES,FREE CATALOG 
WITH ORDER ENCLOSED S.

Signature -1 am over 19 8 request this material

Address

Citv/State/Zip.

CALIFORNIA GIRLS
Don'1 set lie lor second basl. We picked only the 
cream of the crop. The pretties) and sexiest 
starlets and stars teamed up with Hollywood's 
biggest sluds. We don't sell seconds, rejects or 
cheap copies that may be offered by other dealers.

Buy direct from the source! Pro 
duced in Hollywood and shipped 
from Hollywood. Your guarantee 
of the highest quality video avail 
able anywhere at any price!

1.SAMANTHA STRONG

5. CHRISTY CANYON

9. HEATHER ADAMS 10. SEKA 11. KRISTARA BARRINQTON 12. BUNNY BLEU 13. NICHOLE WEST

14. NIKKt CHARM IB. BRITTANY 8TRYKER 18. JOANNA STORM 18. J. CAHRINaTOH

32. 8HARON HITCHELL 23. ERICA BOYERIB. QINA VALENTINO

24. KIM CARSON 29. OCHRES LANE

29. STACY OONOVAN 30. SUMMER ROSE

16. PATTI PETITE 27. JEANNE PEPPER 21. TRINITY LOREN

I^VILD WEST VIDEO" Deptm." 688 ~~ "" ~ " ~
I Box 1426, No. Hollywood, CA 91604
| Specify D VMS D BETA NAME ————————————————— 

| D10for$1B D 20 FOR $25 *OC)HE8S———————————————— 
( D 30 FOR $30 C;TV—————————————————— 
, Add $4 for shipping STATE/ZIP________________ 

PLEASE CtRCLE SELECTIONS
123456789 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

I 16 19 20 21 22 23 24
> 25 26 27 28 29 30 
J—————————————————————

SIGNATURE

D RUSH SERVICE ADO 12 
AMOUNT ENCLOSED I.
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Editorial
continued from page 6

He is always eager to have sex, and ap 
proaches it with enthusiasm and vigor.

He's not looking for a mother, since his 
own is very nice, and packs him a nutri 
tious lunch every morning.

Though my lover may not be all that 
learned and cultured, he is curious and 
fresh and unpretentious and not arro 
gant.

He never ejaculates prematurely, be 
cause he isn't old enough to ejaculate.

He doesn't have macho hang-ups like 
always having to drive the car, since he 
rides his bicycle everywhere.

Unfortunately, our society docs not en 
courage such joyous liberation to flourish 
widely, and so most women are still sad 
dled with boorish, despicable men. Why? 
Take a look at your TV set, grand pur

veyor of evil to the masses whose genitals 
titter even as their brain lobes atrophy.

Icall what I see on TV the New Porn. It 
is as degrading to women as conventional 
pornography is and, according to the 
results of my recent, very scientific survey, 
a million times more insidious. The New 
Porn is mostly under the guise of 
advertising—beer-peddling dogs running 
around in bimbokini heaven; beaches full 
of girls wearing almost nothing beyond 
the suntan lotion they're selling; and, as a 
lead-in to any product in the world, girls 
in aerobics classes adorned in little other 
than the glistening sheen of their freshly 
wrought perspiration. And then the TV 
shows—a special on a woman sculptor 
who just happens to be a former Petit- 
house Pel, and there just happens to be 
loads of footage of her on Venice Beach 
gamboling about among the sandcastles 
with two or three equally mouth-watering 
mega-shikses. Even football —

• cheerleaders get as much camera time as * 
; players, and considering that each cheer-; 
; leader's total clothing is equivalent to; 
; what a player wears on his knee, they I 
,' make the most of it. All of this jackal- '•
• plotted infestation besieges even the; 
; viewer who, to shield his family fromtitil-; 
; lation, resistscable; ultimately, he gets the! 
'. same hormone massage as the guy who-
• shells out forty dollars a month for the;
• Wank Channel. ; 
; Recently the self-examination shows in ; 
; the afternoon examined the topic of "Is ! 
' Flirting Cheating?" If it is indeed, wives i 
; should make their husbands wear pro- ; 
; phylactics every time they flick on the TV, ; 
;because the girls on these ads selling! 
I everything from jeans and cologne to' 
'• mufflers and Maalox are leading those ; 
; husbands to believe that a hot, firm-; 
; fleshed fuck is just a purchase away, and ; 
I naturally these cavemen respond by whip-! 
'ping out their checkbooks. Of course,; 

continued on page 110 •

"Okay, so if they still wantyoa-to live here, then why do 
they keep pissing in your drinking water?"
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IF YOU ROLL YOUR OWN, YOU SHOULD GROW YOUR OWN THE AMERICAN WAY
Hello, my name is Jeifery DeMaico, President and ,i^. 

Founder oi PYRAPONIC INDUSTRIES. My masters thesis is 
on the cannabinoid prolile. In pursuit of my own masters 
thesis. I generated the most extensive popular UtejaltiTe 
library in the world Then. I generated the mgst-wftensive 
scientiiic bibliography in the woild. 1 thon went into a 
laboratory at a major university in which I designed a 
laboratory grade grovth chamber caiic^ ine ' 
PHOTOTRON •-,

II you read all otj>e populai liieiature, I did, all of thu „ 
scientiiic literaturpvl did, and look ut every apparatus lor 
growing plants/you will llnd one conunon denominator.
Every system/UP TEL NOW, has attempted to re-create ' ' 
Hawaii. I suggest that when you finally achieve the re- +., 
creation of Hawaii, you can do NO BETTER than Hawaii's - '* " 
results. AND WHAT ARE HAWAII'S RESULTS? _.. -=*^'

In fact ydu will grow the plant 6 to 9 months, 6 to 12 feai
toll. In tact you will overage a 6 inch internndal lerigtrv , 
(distance between budding sites). In tad have a 10* rJuav*" & 
ding ratio at the tops ol the plant. In tact, throw awuy9(W' '.*ff. > 
ot the plant toaterial (leaves/shake). Andi ' ' 
START ALL i^VER AGAIN,

Look, the only thing I'm waiting nint 
baby. numbe\one. Number two, Idoii 
my house. Ana.iiumber three, I am not 
ELECTRIC BILL TO PRODUCE THE SUN somewhete in my 
closet- Do not let its pretty looks fool you. Do not led il= *™* 
(34 inches tall x l&Jnches wide) fool you. Do not 
weight at 17 Ibs. fool you. •

The PHOTOTRON 1( ^11 draw S4.00 per month in 
tricily (average). My, system is totally dilierent.

In facl you will grow 6 plants, 3 feet tail in 45 di 
guaranteed, You will maintain a one-inch internodal 
length, guaranteed- That each plant will produce 1,000' ' 
budding sites, FROM TOP TO BOTTOM, guaranteed. And 
there will be 6 plants per individual PHOTOTRON H. \ ~ 
guaranteed. • ^ .

And this is the only system in the world where you can \ 
re-flower and re-bud the exact same plcarf^^^Bfcdays i 
up to nine times per year without killing jHmHEVER. 
Then, you may re-flower and re-bud ta^exacTsame 
plants, every 45 days up to nine times per^ear, while you 
remove from the system every single solitary day. Every J 
day (average 6-8 oz. e^ery 45 days). You remove Irom /j 
the PHOTOTRON 0 ever^ single solitary' day, beginning f \ 
on day 20 tiom seed germination. / I

I personally, guarantee and service back the 
PHOTOTRON II, so do not let its technical nature throw you. 
You will reauire THREE PAGES OF INSTRUCTIONS ONLY. 
Because the system is TOTALLY COMPLETE, You will do 
three f hings -. I. Select your seed 2 Plug the system in. 3 ' 
Water it. /

Then, if you have any questions 0t all, you may call

vjith mon about your business. You c 
PHOTOTRON H. I do not allow any oOTRONS 
fall below SHOWCASE. I have personally guaranteed" 
every PHOTOTRON that has evei been sold. Atid I have 
never had one returned . I am not starring now

"If you do not learn more about plant production than 
you have evei learned 'betoie, I will pay you fi the call ' '

1-312-544-B-U-D-S
9 WITH OVER 35,000 SOLD WORLDW

1Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



Tom Hachtman's Double Takes

BINGSTEEN STATIC CLINGSTEEN RING DINGSTEEN

BUFFALO SPRINGSTEEN

ROBOBOSS
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Sex Guide
continued from page 62

Ten Girls Who Will Positively Go to 
______Bed with You ____
The following list includes women from every pan of the country. They 

have been contacted by us and have been found to be above average in 
attractiveness and, at the moment we spoke to them, not at any obvious 
risk for disease (although we do suggest you and the girl you choose talk 
about this First, as we cannot make any guarantees). The women have 
agreed to allow their names to be used here because all are lonely for 
reasons beyond their control, such as a recent divorce or a scarcity of 
eligible men in their area. We cannot, of course, vouch in any way for their 
sexual performance, only for their eagerness to find a man and please him.

1 . Debbie G.
2. Cindy P.
3. Mary Lou L,
4. Pauline R.
5. Marcia E.
6. Kathy O.
7. Brenda Y.
8. Kirn N.
9. Joan U.

10. SuzanneL.

Queens, New York
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Dallas, Texas
Honolulu, Hawaii
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Springfield, Missouri
Atlanta, Georgia
Bakersfield, California
Portland, Oregon
Boston, Massachusetts

7182^^IS-
305 47I-5TI
21465«4
808 96"-5:-4
61647:--*»
417057-Trf
404 918-11*
805 229-^3
503-287Cm
617 856-5-T:

Saltpeter Lasagna
Even after trying these special exercises to prepare yourself for a lifetime 

of sexual frustration, you may occasionally find that you need still more help 
in coping. For example, you may come across a beautiful woman who ex 
cites you terribly but who informs you, just the instant before you begin the 
sex act, that her previous lover was a bisexual drug addict whom she met 
on her last trip to Haiti. In cases like these, the following recipe will prove 
both helpful, hea[thful, and delicious. ______

'; cup chopped onions 
2 garlic cloves, ininced 
2 pounds ground beef

4 cup oil
1 can tomatoes
2 cans tomato paste 
2 teaspoons oregano

2 teaspoons salt
2 teaspoons saltpeter
1 pound iasagna noodles, cooked
2 cups ricolta cheese
1 pound mozzarella cheese
',: cup grated Parmesan cheese

PREPARATION 
COOK onions, garlic, and beef in oil, stirring

occasionally, until lightly browned. 
ADD next five ingredients. Cover, 
SIMMER for 1 hour, stirring occasionally. 
ARRANGE alternating layers of sauce, cooked Iasagna

noodles, and cheeses in greased shallow baking dish. 
BAKE at 350 degrees for 30 minutes.

YIELD: 6 to 8 servings

FIND-A-WORD G
How many dirty words can you find? MA 
They could he spelled forward, backward, up, ^ " 
down, or even diagonally, lust circle them lo L W 
prove you know them all! E A

L G 
C A 
Q C

A ME
VTOLMNEXLTRV 
OLFONBSTUNUP 
TEGBTNDLCKBY 
OHPBUCKAK 1 YS 
TERV 1 EWSEARB 
SAUORAGAMI LA 
RDLMODNOBO 1 L 
YZSVEDBTDWEL

"When we were first married we could steep on the edge of a sword; now a bed iwoells in widtli is 
loo narrow for us,"

—Auributcd to Solomon

Sexual 
Aids:

How to order them
without embarrassment.

How to use them
without disappointment.

If you've been reluctant to purchase sexual 
aids through the mail, the Xandria Collection 
would like to offer you two things that may 
change your mind:

1. A guarantee
2. Another guarantee
First, we guarantee your privacy. Should 

you decide to order ova1 catalogue or prod 
ucts, your transaction will be held in the 
strictest confidence.

Your name will never (never) be sold or 
given to any other company. No unwanted, 
embarrassing mailings. And everything we 
ship to you is plainly packaged, securely 
wrapped, without the slightest indication of 
its contents on the outside.

Second, we guarantee your satisfaction. 
Everything offered in the Xandria Collection 
is the result of extensive research and real- 
life testing. We are so certain that the risk of 
disappointment has been eliminated from 
our products, that we can actually guarantee 
your satisfaction - or your money promptly, 
unquestioningly refunded.

What is the Xandria Collection?
It is a very, very special collection of sexual 

aids. It includes the finest and most effective 
products available from around the world. 
Products that can open new doors to pleasure 
(perhaps many you never knew existed!)

Our products range from the simple to the 
delightfully complex. They are designed for 
both the timid and the bold. For anyone 
who's ever wished there could be something 
more to their sexual pleasure.

If you're prepared to intensify your own 
pleasure, then by all means send for the 
Xandria Collection Gold Edition catalogue. 
It is priced at just four dollars which is 
applied in full to your first order.

Write today. You have absolutely nothing 
to lose. And an entirely new world of 
enjoyment to gain.

The Xaiidtia Collection, Dept. NLO 688 
P.O. Box 31039, San Francisco, CA 94131
Please send me, by first class mail, my copy of the 
Xandria Collection Cold Edition catalogue. Enclosed is 
my check or money order for four dollars which will be 
applied towardsrny first purchase, (U.S. Residents only).

Name________________________ 
Address _________________ 

City ____________________
State___________. Zip____ 
I am an adult over 21 years of age:

(signature required)

Xandria, 1245 16th Si., San Francisco. Void where 
prohibited by law.
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THIS
GRAY FLANNEL

WHITE BOY COM UP
ON MY LEBANON, STICK
HIS FACE RIGHT IN THE

WINDOW. SKf. "ICE. Y'ALL
KNOW A SMOOTH PLAYER GOT TO
MOVE WITH THE TIMES OR MOVE

ON." SAY. "MY MAN, IBEPLUGGIN
YO 1 ASS INTO A INTEGRATED

INFORMATION
NETWORK!'

SOI
BE CRUISIN

ONBOWfflX, D1G.CHECKIN'
MY BITCHES. SEE IF CHARLENE

BE WORKIN' THE CARS OR
SHE BE JUST DOIN SHIT

WITH SOME PINK-ASS MUSICIAN
IN A DOORWAY LIKE SHE

DO, DIG? AN' THEN
WHAT YOU

THINK?

HE SAY.
"I LAY YD'BLACK

BUTTONAMOOfiWTHAT
LET YO' HO'S DUMP THEY DATA

FROM ANY TERMINAL SOUTH 0' FORTY-SECOND
AN' MAINLINE ONTO YO' HARD DISC STRAIGHT INTO

FORTRAN WITHOUT WO HEX-CODE
BULLSHIT. AND JACK. YOU

BE NETWORKfN
THIS WHOLE

TOW/'"

YOU
SHITTIN- ME. MAN!

BUT WHAT ABOUT THE HUMAN
FFOOH? LIKE, DIG. YO' BITCH

CHARLENE.SHEBEFIXIN'INSOME
ALLEY AN' NOT PLUGGIN 1

IT LIKE A TERMINAL BE DOWN AN'
Y'ALL BE FUCKIN 1 UP YO' PER DIEM BALANCE

WITH INCOMPLETE ASSET
ENTRIES.

WHITE
BOYGOTIT«fO, 

HOME. WE INTERFACE MY 
MAINFRAME WITH Wfflt'S PC-TYRELL 

BE MY CANDY MAN. DIG?-AN' OPEN A
BINARY GATE THAT LINK INPUT TO

OUTPUT LAY A HOURLY PRINTOUT ON
TYRELL'S ASS THAT TELL HIM

WHICH LADIES BE WORKIN' AND
WHICH ONES BE

SHIRKIN'

CHECK IT:
CHARLENE ALREADY BE 

BRINGIN' DOWN FIFTY-DOLLAR 
MO 1 EVERY NIGHT .AN 1 SHE 

STILL GOT DOWNTIME FOR ME TO 
SERVICE HER 
HARDWARE.

I DIG
NO DATA, NO

SMACK THAT A
E-LfC-JRON-IC

INCENTIVE
HEH-HEH.
Itf&WYA!

I HEAR

WANG
WE SPEAK YOUR LANGUAGE.
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Three Men
continued from page 78

George Busk's trophy room.

then and there I would always be the one
to design the cement shoes. I even had 
rival families ask me for advice. Some 
even contracted me to do work for them."

George Bush

As with all our 
men of the eight 
ies, there is more to 
George Bush than 
meets the eye. 
George is an ac- 
complished 
hunter. And ac 
cording to this lit 

tle Theodore Rooseveit, are those chick 
ens ever scared! That's right, George 
hunts chickens.

"It's not as easy as it looks," says 
George. "True, they're locked up in their 
coops. But they run real fast. It took me 
days before I bagged my first kill. Even 
then I had to switch to an elephant gun. I 
killed four with one shot, while crippling 
two. But now that I've reached a certain

level of expertise, I'm back to using a 
chicken rifle."

George doesn't hunt chickens for their 
meat. He prefers bologna. It's purely for 
sport. The excitement of the chase. That 
magic confrontation between man and 
chicken.

"It comes as a complete surprise to 
them. They're just hanging around, lay 
ing eggs, eating seed. Then BOOM! I 
come running in, blasting away. Who says 
chickens don't fly."

George advises all prospective chicken 
hunters to be very careful to hit your tar 
get cleanly. Avoid merely winging it. "A 
wounded chicken," warns the vice presi 
dent with the air of one who knows, "is a 
dangerous chicken. They go right for 
your ankle as if it were the winner of the 
Miss Fat Worm contest. Sometimes they 
break the skin—then you've got trouble. 
No, hunting chickens is not without its 
hazards, which is why I love it. I enjoy 
walking that fine line between life and 
death."

Asked if he ever considers going after 
bigger game, such as lions or bears, 
George shakes his head. "That's for wus- 
sies. Everyone does that. Although I have 
thought about going after calves. But one 
step at a time. For now, I'll stick with the 
feisty chickens." •

LQSTERBOOK
{Important: Include $2.00 
|for postage and handling.

Foreign postage: $4.00 
NATIONAL LAMPOON 
155 Avenue of ihe Americas 
New York, N.Y. 10013
YES, please send me the Rambo HI 
Posterbook

Name. _________________

Address , 
City, __ State. Zip,
Please allow A to 6 weeks for delivery
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[Erogenous Zone
-.continued from page 54

No recreation will distract the 
Worker from the cause of the 

Proletariat!Here a "Worker Girl," 
fully trained not only in Sexual Arts 

but in Agricultural Macro- 
Economics, alerts her client to rice 

market fluctuations.

Like the eager Worker, you shall look 
closely at the chart! See, when we 
read the inscrutable message of 
history, the Eternal Dialectic of the 
Class Struggle calls forth the New 
Sexual Revolution! Increases of 
national sexual urge, by driving the 
rural Laborer to greater frenzies of 
energy, raise our production of the 
life-giving grain.

(10
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I **
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1
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*i*«ts
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Stnsxy

From the New Erogenous Zone 
spring a new industry to firm up the 
sagging Chinese economy. Already 
the handcrafting of such clever 
vibrators, penetrators, and 
fellatiators as we have seen here 
towers to be our second-biggest asset!

Chinese Sex Will Liberate the World!

The Great Leader wrote, "The Capitalist Roaders speak of sex as a Way of 
Liberation, while in fact exploiting it as a weapon of subjugation." In place of 
sex, the Great Leader instructed his followers to wear pajamas all day and 
sing hymns about gasoline generators.

But now the New China knows that Western sex advances can be turned to 
the fulfillment of Socialism's destiny in freeing the Earth. Just like cola 
drinks and rock music. Lustfully, the West thrust its advances into the 
prostrate China...but now China, like the revolting concubine, severs those 
advances from the sleeping West and wears them as its own, ever singing the 
anthem of the New Erogenous Zone, "As the Hill of Progress Is Steep to 
Climb, Now We Are Joyous to Have Reached the Hump!"
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In order to further expand our list of satis 
fied customers, we've cut out the middle 
man to bring you a most unusual offer. We 
are willing to give you the hottest collection 
of videos ever assembled for an unbeliev 
able 16 each, plus shipping costs! This will 
entitle you to receive regular discounts on 
new hardcore releases and specialty videos 
from our giant catalog. This offer comes 
with now strings attached, and no threaten 
ing letters In the future. So stop paying top 
dollar foryour XXX entertainment, and start 
buying direct from the manufacturer!

YOU'LL RECEIVE THESE
42 HOT STARS...

SAMANTHA STRONG 
KEISHA
RACHEL ASHLEY 
LEAH LYONS 
BARBI DAHL 
SAMANTHA COY 
CRYSTAL HART 
CAROLYN CHAMBERS 
LACEY LOGAN 
ONA ZEE 
HONEY WILDER 
JESSICA WYLOE 
KRISTARA8ARRINGTON 
BREEZY LANE 
TRACEY ADAMS 
JEANNIE PEPPER 
STEPHANIE RAGE 
SEKA 
MADINA 
ALEXIS PARKES 
JOANNA STORM

MARILYN PALMER 
PENNY MORGAN 
BEVERLY GLENN 
SHARON MITCHELL 
SUNNY DAYE 
GINGER LYNN 

ALEENA FERRARI 
SHERISLOAN 
DANA LYNN 
BRIANNA STARR 
KAY PARKER 
TIFFANY WILDE 
TIFFANY CLARK 
MELLISA 
PATTI PLENTY 
MAGGIE THAMES 
FRAN'KI LEE 
ROBIN CANNES 
CONSTANCE MONEY 
DONNA N. 
VIPER

BONUS!! i
VHEfl

FREE!!! 
H you Oitlar within 
to nert 30 daysjl

DYES!! Rush my 42 Videos! 
TunderslanrJ thai if my order 
is placed wilhin X days. I 
receive tie BONUS video 

___ abolutely FRE!! 
I've enclosed $25 final's U plus 59? each lor shipping). 
Canadians add $10, remit to US funds only, 
torttaOIBeCTVIDEO, DEPT Y168 
PO BOX 12007, MEHRIU.VILU, IN 46411

Name____________________

Address. 

City__

Slate/Zip__________

Signature: _________ 
[_] I am over 19 years of age.

SUPERSlftRS

pi TRACEY I"! PEMNY ~n ALEEFA n
U LJ U FERRARI U PLENTVSTRONG -CHAMBERS

BEVERLY n DANA Q MAGGIED KEISHA D

BRWNNA Q FRANKI 
STARR LEE

LEAH D HONEY 
LYONS "-1 WILDER

JOANNA Q KAY D ROBIN 
STORM PARKER CANNES

Why buy generic videos wilh dated stars, grainy pictures and dubbed sound 
from some of those California Scam outlils? Our videos are brand naw wilh 
tha exact stars lhat youchoose in explicit, uncansored hardcore-also, every 
60 minute tapeis recorded in super HQ High Resolu lion color, complete with 
sync sound and musical score. And, wilh due respect !o yourpriwacy, every 
thing we ship to you is plainly packaged and securely wrapped, without the 
slightest indicationof its contents snowing on tha outside, SO ORDER NOW!

VIDEOTAPE!!!

we'll include ilFteewhen
you order all 42 

SUPERSTAR videos!

OUR SATISFACTION
GUARANTEE:

You must be completely
satisliadstLsand back for a

ptompt and courteous credit
toward lutura purchases.

P ANY12FOHS15 
nANY23FOR $25 D ALU2JUSTS32

POSTAGE AND HANDLING: 1 TO 12 Videos, Add$2 
23 Videos, Add: S3.00 / ALL 42 Videos, Add S5.00

Send To: VIDEO BONANZA, Deptvus 
PO Box'S', Michigan City, IN 46360

Rushttemsindicated.lendase I ... —PLUS P/H
DCASH D CHECK D MONEY ORDER

...as paymerU in lull. Canadians remil in US funds only.
No foreign CODs. D Send COD, I enclose $8 extra plus P/H

PLEASE SPECIFY: DBETA D VHS 
D I am over 19 years ol age and request Ihs maleria!. 
D ADD $2 tor insurance and First Class Handling

Name.

Address/ApW. 

City«talB/Zip.

Sign/Age/B'Date_
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TTream Life
continued from page 71

really happened, Chesapeake," he said. 
"In fact, the very most I'm guilty of is not 
trying to wake up."

Chesapeake stared at him as if trying to 
see something other than the obvious. 
Bennington sensed this and tried to help, 
tried to push the truth to the front of his 
face.

"Oh,"she said very slowly. "Well, that 
makes everything all right, then."

Bennington smiled and nodded. He felt 
himself grow with strength and cunning.

Bennington did not see Chesapeake after 
that afternoon, and soon he began stand 
ing on the corner of Tenth and Main, 
moving his fingers about in his pockets. 
Sometimes, while fondling the women 
walking toward him—their skirts blown 
tightly against their moving thighs, faces 
pink with exhilaration, hair mussed—he 
would forget his task. He would begin to 
question the validity of his perceptions. 
After all, he thought, even if I ani aware of 
my dream life, that awareness itself must 
be a part of the dream. And then his fin 
gers would tire and he would decide to go 
home.

One afternoon Bennington did not go 
to the corner of Tenth and Main; he went

to Long John Silver's to rob them of the 
cash taken in from the noon rush. I will 
take the money and enroll at Beloit Vo- 
Tcch, he decided. I will learn to weld.

Bennington stood at the counter beside 
an elderly man with large gray gums who 
was complaining that the eggs tin his 
Chiller salad looked plastic.

"You expect me to eat these?" he asked, 
pointing to the eggs and licking his gums.

"1 assure you, sir,"Darren, the assistant 
manager, chuckled, "they're quite edi 
ble." And he picked some lint off his navy 
blue vest as if the matter was closed.

Bennington waved a finger and Darren 
turned to him, apparently grateful for the 
diversion.

"What do you want?" he asked.
"Your money!" Bennington screamed, 

in a voice higher and louder than lie 
would have liked. All movement in the 
restaurant ceased, and everyone seemed 
to crouch a bit, arms spread from their 
sides, as if the floor had suddenly moved.

"Now!" he said. "Get it now!" He 
thrust his empty hands into his pockets.

"Okay, man," Darren said. "Take it 
easy." And he began pushing handfuls of 
bills into a takeout sack. Bennington no 
ticed that Darren had grown fatter, that 
his hips were high and wide, like his own 
aunt Sylvia's, and that he was wearing a 
thick horsehair watchband.

"Hurry up," Bennington said.
The old man with the gray gums stood 

motionless, staring at his plate.
"Here," Darren said, and he handed 

the sack to Bennington.
"Thanks," he said, and he turned and 

strolled out of the restaurant. Bennington 
was halfway down the gangplank when 
the door behind him was thrown open 
and a skinny kid with a kerchief and an 
earring and a namctag on his striped jer 
sey came galloping out and threw himself 
at his legs.

Bennington hit the wooden slats hard; 
he felt the kid crawl a long the length of his 
body, pulling himself forward with the 
strong leech-like grips of his hands. Bcn- 
nington did nor resist. He knew that it 
was not necessary. He lay there, pinned to 
the gangplank, listening to his attacker 
breathe.

After a few seconds Bennington turned 
his head to face him and saw him there, 
straddling his hips, grinning. According 
to the tag on his jersey, his name was 
I.eon.

Bennington stared at the kerchief 
wrapped around his small almond- 
shaped head and die gold loop earring 
clipped to his white lobe and thought—as 
he lay there—how much I.eon looked like 
an actual pirate, atop his booty, overcome 
by mirth. •
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PRODUCT BARGAIN BONANZA
Unisex sports apparel from world-famous

authentic styling and fit and brilliant, eye-catching graphics

TS 1030—National Lampoon Black Sox TS 1043—National Lampoon's Vacation TS 1035—National Lampoon Frog Polo Shirt. 
Baseball Jacket. Famous saiiiiesquc jacket with Sweatshirt. Starring Many Moose on the from. Sam Gross's double-amputee frog is featured above 
real cotton lining. $33.95 1 16.95 'lie left nipple on this fine product. In white, blue,

camel, green, gray, or yellow $ 14.95

TS 1089—National Lampoon's Vacation TS 1031—National Lampoon's Vacation TS 1044—National Lampoon's Vacation 
T-shirt. With the Walley World logo. $7.95 T-shirt. With Many Moose on the front. $7.95 Sweatshirt. This time with the Walley World logo.

$16.95
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TS 1087-Overslze Heavyweight
T-shirt. Politencssman. In one of his

S
rnost famous adventures, loo percent 
cotion. 110.95

TS 1052—National Lampoon 
Mona Gorilla Oversize 
Heavyweight T-shirt. Mom Gorilla 
with her college and graduation date. 
100 percent cotton. 110.95

TS 1064—National Lampoon 
Sports Sweatshirt. With our inter 
nationally renowned double-amputee 
frog over the left breast. $22,95

TS 1061— National Lampoon 
Dirty T-shirt. For the slob in the
family, tt already comes with si;iins, 
footprints, you name it. White. $7.95

TS 1032-N»tkmal Lampoon Hat.
Son of like a baseball cap, but belter. 
*6.95

TS 1027—National Lampoon 
Black Sox Softball Jersey. The
kind the 1919 Chicago White Sox 
wort after they threw the Series. 
S8.QO

TS 1041-"! Got My Job Through 
the Nattonal Lampoon" T-shirt.
And youcan buy thisshiri ihrough the 
National iMMpmm as well. 16,95

TS 1050-Authentic Football
Jersey. 100 percent nylon-mesh 
authentic football jersey. White. 
$26.95

TS 1019—National Lampoon 
MOM Gorilla T-shirt. Ah, yes. The
divine Miss Mona, $4.95

TS 1053—Oversize Heavyweight
T-shirt. Ed Subit/ky'.s risque comic 
strip with a great punch line. 100 
percent cotton. S10.95

TS 1045-Acra Hooded Sweat 
shirt. Made of 5» percent Creslan* 
acrylic fiber/50 percent cotton, with 
hood. * 18.95

TS 1046—Acra Sweatshirt. Same 
specs as the hooded shirt but without 
the hood. 13-95 
TS 1048-Marathon 80 Shorts.
100 percent nylon tricot running 
shorts with inside key pocket, $9.50

TS 1034—National Lampoon 
Sweatshirt. Available in navy with 
while lettering, white with red 
lettering, and gray with black 
lettering. I1J.95

TS 1049—Authentic Football 
Jersey. Made of 50 percent nylon 
plaited/50 percent cotton. S 20.95

TS 1039-"Save the Frog" GJow- 
ln-the-Dark Polo Shirt, too percent 
cotton $10.95

TS 1036—National Lampoon 
Football Jersey. With the famed V 
neck coveted by persons with 
triangular heads everywhere. $13-95
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TS 1028-Natlonal 
Lampoon's Animal 
Mouse Baseball Shirt.
Will) 3/-i-lcngih sleeves at 
a i/4-length price. S8.00

TS 1058—National Lampoon's European Vacation
T-shirt. No T-shirt collection would be complete with 
out a picture uf (he "pig in the- poke" that got the 
Grlswokh to Europe. $6.95

TS 1038—National Lampoon 
Frog Sweater. There's that damn 
double-amputee frog again. This 
.time on a handsome sweater. In 
blue, camel, gray, or black. (20.95

TS 1029 --National Lam- 
poon's Animal House T-shirt.
With pictures of Hluto, Otter, 
and the rest of the hoys on the 
front J5.95

"IBM'S 
NOTfUNNV

TS 1026-Natlonal Lam 
poon "That's Not Funny, 
That's Slchl" T-shirt. Hoy,
does thai double-amputee frog 
get around. Here he is again.

TS 1060—National Lampoon 
Moose Polo Shirt. Features Many 
Moose above the left nipple. In 
while, blue, or yellow. SI4.95

TS 1066-True 
Facts T-shirt.
With George
Washington on 
the front, MI au 
thentic 'Iriic Fact 
on the hack. Four 
different True 
Facts to choose 
from! $10.95

TS 106S-Trot« and 
Bonnle T-shirt. America's. 
favorite dog-and-teen team 
Jump off the pages of this 
mag and onto your hack. 
S7.95

TS 1063—National Lampoon 
Moose Sweater. Same as the Frog 
Sweater, only with our moose. In 
gray of black. S20.95

(A) WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS, MONTANA— 
Four riflemen firing a ceremonial salute at a 
military funeral accidentally shot the 
minister. —San Francisco Chronicle

(B) MANCHESTER, IOWA—To deter wandering
in the halls, authorities at West Delaware 
High School required each student on his 
way to the bathroom to wear a toilet seat 
around his neck. — Washington Post

(C) After an eighteen-month study, the British 
Academy of Science recommended to Par 
liament thai British rock stars be prohibited 
from selling their semen to commercial 
sperm banks. —UMKC University News

|D) A local citizen was arrested and charged
with public indecency after he allegedly
was observed placing his male organ in a jar
of slaw dressing at the local supermarket.

—Dtm>ners Grow (Illinois) Reporter

TS1019 $4.95 _S_M_L
TS1026 $6.95 _S_M_L
TS1027 $8.00 _S_M_L
TS1028 $800 _S_M_L
TS1029 $5.95 _S_M_L
TS1030 $33.95 _S_M_L
TS1031 $7.95 _S_M_L
TS1032 $6.95
TS1034 $13.95 _S_M_L_XL

	COLOR _____ 
TS1035 $14.95 _S_M_L

	COLOR _____ 
TS103S $13.95 _S_M_L

TS1038 $20.95 _S_M_L
COLOR _

TS1039
rsioii
IS1043 
TS1041 
TS1045 
TS1046 
TS1Q48 
TS1049 
TS1050 
TS1052

$10.95 _S_M_L 
$6.95 _S_M_L 
$16.95 _S_M_L_XL 
$16.95 _S_M_L_XL 
$18.95 _S_M_l_XL 
$13.95 _S_M_l_XL 
$9.50 _S_M_L_XL 
$20.95 _S_M^L_XL 
$26.95 _S_M_L_XL 
$10 95 _S_M_L_

TS1053 $10.95 _S_M_L_ 
TS1057 $10.95 _S_M_L_ 
TS1058 $6.95 _S_M_L_ 
TS1059 $7.95 _S_.M__L_ 
TS1060 $14.95 _S_M_L_ 

COLOR____
TS1061 $7.95 _S_M_L_XL 
TS1063 $20.95 _S_M_L

COLOR _____
TS1064 $22.95 _S_M_L_XL
TS1065 $7.95 _S_M_L_XL
TS1066 $10.95 _S_M_L_XL

A_B_C_D_

Indicate Iho product! you wisfi it purchase, enclose ctieck or money order, place in envelope, and sand to:
NATIONAL LAMPOON, Dept. 688,155 Avenue of the Amaricas, New York, N.Y. 10013.
Please enclose $2.00 for postage and handling for each order; New York State residents, please add
8'-'4 percent sales tax. Add $1.00 extra per item for foreign orders.

ed and circle size.

Name (please print) ____ 
Address __________ 
City_____________ 
I have enclosed 3 total of $_

.Zip.

II you don'lwam 1o cul up this publication, print 01 type all nscessary information on a separate piece ol paper and sennit along wild youi check or money order.
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Wet Nurse
continued from page 60

running a sponge up and down my bare 
chest, teasing it with suds, and I was al 
ready going crazy. Of course, I was afraid 
to make any kind of move. For all I knew, 
she could have been the mayor's or the 
police chiefs daughter.

Then she gut up and softly closed the 
door to my room,

She put a finger on those full, quivering 
lips as if to say, "Shhhhh. We have better 
things to do than talk." Then that long, 
undulating body approached me again. I 
didn't have to do anything. Her own fin 
gers unbuttoned that fabulous blouse, 
slowly, top to bottom, each freed clasp 
revealing more and more of her superb 
alabaster breasts. Finally I could see the

red tips on the ends, shining like beacons. 
1 felt my body start to respond, and the 
part of me between my iegs felt even 
longer and stiffer than the cast next to it.

To try to describe her waist, her hips, 
her ass would be like trying to explain 
sight to a blind man. I was breathing so 
heavily now that the pressure of each 
breath sent a spasm of pain through my 
leg. But in some crazy way, the pain made 
it even more exciting.

1 couldn't believe what happened next. 
No woman had ever done anything like it 
to me before. I figure she had to have 
learned it in medical school—it had to be 
some kind of ancient sexual secret passed 
down by doctors from generation to gen 
eration. Maybe it originated with the 
Arabs, centuries before Columbus even 
discovered our prudish land of America.

Wherever she learned it, wherever it

came from, now I was about to be the 
lucky recipient!

We were both naked now, and the 
throbbing presence between my legs felt 
so alive that 1 was in ecstasy before she 
even began. My eyes focused hard and 
fast on her two palpitating lips. First they 
kissed my good leg up and down, me 
thodically and expertly. Then they did the 
same up and down the cast, and now she 
was sweating all over and moaning like. 
there was no tomorrow. Finally, at last, 
those lips took aim at the part of me that 
was dying most for them.

Let me give you all the details. I renew it 
in my memory a thousand times a day and 
maybe, if I describe it carefully enough, 
you can almost feel that it happened to 
you too.

First those soft, full lips lowered them 
selves over continued on page ) 10
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VIDEO CLOSEOUT
56 full length, hot, sexy, sizzling features for $8.88 each

XVX-910 Getting Off starring Desiree Cousteou, 
John Leslie, Serena, 90 mm. (pictured above) 
XAT-121 Like A Virgin II starring Bunny Bleu, 
Christy Canyon, S. Mitchell, 90min. (piciured above) 
XHC-102 Taxi Girls II starring Karen Fox, Shanna 
McCullum, Rambone, 90 min. (pidured above) 
XAT-125 Spreading Joy starring Susan Har1, Rikki 
Blake, Tom Byron, 90 min. (pidured above) 
XAT-127 Supermodels Do L.A. starring Bunny 
Bleu, Jerry Butler, 90 min. (pictured above) 
XVX-903 Sorority Madam starring Desiree, John 
Holmes, Bonny Holiday, Kalhy Marsh, 90 min. 
XMS-918 Lust With The Stranger starring Ta- 
mara Longley, Purple Passion, Buck Adams, 90 min. 
XMS-911 Jacqueline's Swapmeet starring Tra 
ce/ Adams, Sheri St. Claire, Shone Taylor, 90 min. 
XMS-919 Group Games starring Karen Summer, 
Tamara Longley, Sheri St. Clare, 90 min. 
XMS-908 Smokey and The Call Girls starring 
Susan Hart, Healher Wayne, Harry Reems, 90 min.
XMS-922 Disco Party starring Rhonda Jo Petty, Ro 
bin Savage, Ming Jade, Mike Ranger, 90 min.
XAT-117 The Pleasure Seekers starring Heather 
Wayne, Tamara Longley, 90 min. 
XMS-924 Black Garters starring Millie Moon, De 
sire Elms, Mike Ranger, 90 min. 
XMS-903 Oral Delights starring Seka, John 
Holmes, Annette Hoven, 90 min. 
XMS-602 The Virgin Goes Wild starring John 
Holmes, Hillary Summers, Maria Torluga. 
XMS-6Q5 insane Lovers starring Michele Lake, 
Herschel Savage, David Rudy, Karen Golars.
XMS-607 Sex Pageant starring John Holmes and 
a collection of bountiful beauties.
XMS-608 Perverted Wives starring Christy Can 
yon, Heather Wayne, Bunny Bleu, SheriSt. Claire. 
XMS-904 Missy Beethoven In Bach starring 
Jacqueline Lorraine, Paul Thomas, 90 min. 
XMS-905 Let's Get Physical starring Sharon 
McCuilough, Pamela Mann, Paul Thomas, 90 min. 
XGT-144 Long Microphone starring Lisa and 
David in a network sex spectacular. 
XHC-107 Sugar Pussy Jeans starring Gai! 
Force, Sade, Racquel Reos, Tiffany Price, 90 mm.

Plus...

3 FREE 
Gifts

with any erd*r!
Whol a bonus! You gel 
no* 1, not 2, bul 3 sexy, 
super-sensuous sur 
prises FREE. We can't tell 

you whal they are, bul they're from our torrid, 
throbbing treasure chest of books, toys and 
sex goodies—all guaranteed to bring you to 
your boiling poinl. Any order gets all three 
FREE. So order NOWI

XAT-112 Seduce Me Tonight starring Victoria 
Dane, Jenny Michaels, Debbie Gentry, 90 min. 
XVH-246 Wild Girts starring Helen Madigan, Mark 
Stevens.
XGT-121 Bonnle & Wadd starring Serena, Maria 
Tortuga, William Margold.
XGT-120 Dreams Of Pleasure starring Wiisiy 
Down, Shauna Grant, Ron Jeremy. 
XHC-106 Dr. Juice's Lust Potion starring Candi 
Evans, Melissa Mefindez, Ebony Ages, 90 min. 
XGT-113 Rinse & Swallow starring Margery 
Stewart, Tammy Tilden, Harry Reems. 
XHC-108 Women In Uniform starring Melissa 
Melindez, Candi Evans, Jamie Gillis, 90 min. 
XAT-122 Under The Table starring Helgo, Buffy 
Dovis, Kari Foxx, 90 min.
XVX-911 Reflections starring Annette Haven, Kathy 
Thomas, Bunny Holiday, Paul Thomas, 90 min. 
XGT-143 Orgy Of Lust starring Rhonda Jo Petty, 
Danielle, Tara Aire.
XAT-111 I Never Say Nol starring Desiree Lane, 
Lisa Lake, Paul Thomas, 90 min. 
XGA-601 Tools starring Jirn Wilson, Michael, Sieve, 
Phillip (All Male).
XGT-117 Paper Dolls starring Linda Shaw, Cara 
Lott, Tina Marie, Shana, (All Girl). 
XGA-602 Come One, Come All starring gor 
geous men in 3features, 3 ways (All Male). 
XVH-235 The Best Of Stallions starring Super 
Taurus, Bill, Rod (All Male).
XVH-236 Big, Blond and Black starving Daniel 
Holt, Gary, Tony, John (All Male). 
XVH-238 Barroom Buddies starring Mike Win- 
dell, Bubba, Cecil, Rich, Mark, Lau (All Male). 
XVH-224 A Taste Of Sugar starring Serena, China 
Wade, Irene Wells, 90 min.
XGT-236 The Surprised Coed starring Cherry 
Shone and her sorority sisters (All Girl). 
XGT-234 Lesbian Wife starring Roe Ann Daren, 
Brenda Brooks (All Girl).
XGT-245 Lez Love For Sale starring Kathy Dole, 
Ricki James, Jack Craig (All Girl). 
XGT-287 Sex Gang starring Cindy Snow, Paula 
Perry (AH Girl).

XGR-105 Girlfriends starring Rachael and her fe 
male lovers (All Girl).
XVX-605 The Milkmaid starring Debra Donovan, 
Sandy Olson.
XVX-606 Three Cheers (or B.J.U. starring Linda 
Lovewhip and her lady friends (All Girl). 
XVX-908 Intimate Couples starring Rikki Blake, 
Angel West, Herschel Savage, 90 min. (piciured below) 
XVX-902 High School Memories starring An 
nette Haven, Jamie Gillis, 90 min. [piciured below) 
XMS-916 Bare Elegance starring Crystal Breeze, 
R. Bolla, Slevie Taylor, 90 min. (pictured below) 
XVX-907 Sweet Alice starring Seka, John Holmes, 
Desiree Cousleau, 90 min. (pictured below) 
XAT-126 Spermbusters starring Ginger Lynn, 
Healher Wayne, Ron Jeremy, 90 min. (pictured below] 
XAT-124 Surfslde Sex starring Sharon Mitchell, 
Tiffany Blake, Peler North, 90 min. (pictured below] 
XAT-109 Pleasure So Deep starring internalional 
cover girl Lauren St. Germain. (piciured below] 
XVX-905 Daughters of Emmanuelle starring 
Rhonda Jo Petty, Ron Jeremy, 90 min. (pictured below) 
XVX-909 Virgin Dreams starring Jean Jennings, 
Gloria Leonard, Terri Hale, 90 min. (pictured below)

Video Liquidators, Dept. MQF819,225 W. 34 St., Suile 918. 
N.Y..N.Y. 10122
Sirs: I have enclosed my check. M.O.. Visa. M.C. 
intormalion. Please rush me the items marked below 
under a 30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. (State 
residents add sales tax.)

NOTICE: SIGNATURE REQUIRED FOfl ORDER TO BE SHIPPED 
I declare ">at I am an aduli. 31 years ot ago or over I am purchasing 
those squally oriented materials tot my private use in my own homo 
and mil nol soil Itic material 01 lurrash il to minors. I Uelievo IlliU my 
community's standards, as well as the U.S. Constitution, allow an 
adult oilizen to view 01 road anything, including sexually explicit 
malarial.

Please indicate 1 J VHS or H Bela
Item*

Ifyou'VD ordered. 
Chech hereto net 
3 FREE gifts

Item #

#3908

Ordered

Stale

P8H 
$3.00 ea.. 
4 or more

Total

Void in Delaware. Indiana, Mississippi, Utah, outside U.S. and whore 
irohiblted by law.

Mr Mrs.

question aboul your order phone # 
(mm. charge order 525.)
I'lM.C. FlVisa Exp.date ————————————————

Bank or Org.
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NST
continued from page 45

Now, after taking NST, I'm my 
own man. I'll take on anybody. Little 
girls, priests, ex-convicts. If you 
don't believe me, come to Brooklyn, 
and I'll beat you up.

—Norman M., Writer, Brooklyn

1 used to have serious anxiety at 
tacks. 1 couldn't deal with anything! 
If the dry cleaner ruined my suit, 1 
had to check into a hospital. If a 
waiter screwed up an order, I was too 
intimidated to say anything.

Those days are long gone! Now as 
soon as something bad happens, I 
throw a fit! I run in place and scream 
at the ceiling. I break windows. Life 
is a gas. I'm a wild dude.

—Howard C., Ex-sportscaster, 
New York City

All my life I was envious of guys 
who had a great laugh. I never could 
laugh well. Now, after taking the 
NST seminar, I have a great laugh. I 
roll my eyes, open my mouth wide, 
and roar. Sometimes I even stick my 
tongue out.

—Donald T., Owner, 
New York City

The Last Detail

Oh yeah. You're probably wondering 
how much this shindig is going to set you 
back. Now hang on to your hat, babe, but 
for a measly little old ten grand you can 
complete a NST seminar. That includes 
the liquor, the hotel bill, and the ever- 
loviri' company of yours truly!

After you've completed the seminar, 
you'll be a new man, though a slightly 
hung-over one. Your boss will demand to

know where you were, and your wife will 
scream her head off about how the money 
could have gone for a new carpet or some 
thing. But don't worry about any of that 
crap, babe. You'll know how to deal with 
it. You'll look them straight in the eye, 
cock your head, and smile, then say: 

"Hey babe, Jack sent me." •

Zen Bastard
continued from page 13

the way I am." So it really seemed per 
sonal. But she was only the runner-up to 
the Pet of the Month. Even while I was 
stroking myself, 1 thought, "Too bad, this 
is only sloppy second."

Q. Is that what made you feel sad?
A. Oh, no. It was this [reading]: "Actu 

ally, it was through Penthouse that Kris- 
ta's interest in medicine took its current 
direction. 'I was dining with Bob Giic- 
cione and Kathy Keeton at their house,' 
she says. The conversation turned to po 
tential cancer cures being blocked by the 
PDA. It grabbed my heart, and I decided 
to work toward changing things.' Last se 
mester, however, after appearing in Pent 
house, her premed studies were inter 
rupted by a role in a horror movie. Krista 
is now weighing offers from several 
agents." Isn't that a shame? If Krista had 
not posed nude for Penthouse and then 
gotten a part in a horror movie, who 
knows, she might have discovered a cure 
for cancer. Or maybe even a cure for 
AIDS. That's truly sad.

Q. Yes, it is. One final thing, Onan. 
What with all your precautions to make 
certain that the kind of sex you indulge in 
is indeed safe, wouldn't it be tremen 
dously ironic if you got AIDS from a mos 
quito?

A. That's a myth, that's not true.
Q. What, are you saying that mos 

quitoes don't transmit the AIDS virus?
A. Only if they share needles. •

Editorial
continued from page 96

promises of brand loyalty being rewarded 
with sexual pleasure are as old as advertis 
ing itself, but with cable blazing_the trail, 
and print perfume ads featuring fragrant 
naked orgies, Standards and Practices is 
slowly growing calluses, and unbashed- 
ness increases daily. Not since I posed for 
Playboy have 1 seen such exploitation, 
.such degradation; not since I bared my 
long, luscious legs and firm, curvaceous 
hips and slim, tapered waist and then my 
gorgeous breasts, which are soooo, soooo 
sensitive to a man's touch....

Oh God, who am I kidding? I love sex, 
any sex, all sex, oh anything to do with 
the male anatomy, any male anatomy, all 
male anatomy, I live for it...and the fe 
male anatomy, any part of it, because it 
reminds me of my own, being touched, 
caressed, fondled by a man. ..oh, I get all 
squirmy-feeling and itchy just writing up 
those surveys, using those sexy words... 
penis.. .vagina... erection., .ejaculation 
.. .moisture... insertion .. .aroused... 
oooh,I let each word play deliciously over 
in my mouth, mtnmm, ooooh, I just re 
membered, I've gotta go, I'm having din 
ner guests and I've gotta go clean the 
/ucchini. Meanwhile, you read the maga 
zine, maybe some of the photos and arti 
cles will key into your sick pig animal 
frothing hostile hateful male sexuality 
thought processes, oooh, st-e you later, 
mmmmm... _

Cover: What can you say about Carol Alt 
that's printable in a family magazine like 
ours? Nothing! Carol appears on our 
cover with the blessing of her husband, 
New York Rangers star Ron Greschner, 
who assured executive editor Larry 
"Ratso" Sloman that he would high-stick 
him till his face looked like Jason's from 
Friday the 13th if we made fun of his wife. 
Ratso assured Ron that we would never do 
something like that and then arranged for 
the magazine to ship while the Rangers 
were playing in Vancouver and Carol was 
in Italy, shooting her latest movie.

By the way, the image of Carol that gra 
ces our cover is just one of the magical 
shots of Ms. Alt-Greschner from the ses 
sions for Carol's forthcoming 19 89 calen 
dar, published by Looking Good Calen 
dars, available at fine calendar stores 
everywhere. Besides Carol and Ron and 
her attorney, Steve Gutstein, and the cal 
endar photographer, Kal Yee, we'd like to 
thank the guys at Big Wong's, the best 
restaurant in Chinatown. And a special 
thanks to Bob Hansson for his hand- 
wrought limerick in Connie Condom's 
Last Hurrah. R.I.P. Connie. R.I.P. Drink 
ing Tips.
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SPECIAL BOOK 
BARGAINS!

Order Now! Save up to 400% over original published price!

S54860. COUPLES IN
LOVE. By Peter Barry. Eiplicil 
full-color photo essay cap-

mems of several young 
coupler on a quesi for The

Sale to Aduhs Over 21 Only
9Vt x nw. Pub. QI 114.95.

Only $7.»B

460734. HOW TO KEEP YOUR WOMAN HAPPY IN BED.
By CE BERTALOT An amusing, sometimes hilonous guide 
through ilie minefields ot IOVB. pocked with original, ihoughr 
provoking ideas lor the man who thinks lie knows ii oil but 
knows Phere must be more 8*S * 11 Ong Pub oi 11995

Only $7.98

4S2S10. MOVIE TRIVIA MANIA. By ihe Editor at Con-
miner Quid*. 500 Photos A least of lacis and fun lor movie 
lansi Filled with qui/ies. best and worst movie Irsis. owurd 
hsis, a look bellind-ihe-scenes of the all-time greoi movies, 
little-known lads about the siars, boioffice figures, more 38d 
pages 8^0 , IOW Softbound Pub ai 19 95 Only $4.98

624796. GREAT SEX. By Alexandra Penney. From ihe author 
of ihe bestsellmg How to Make Love (a a Man. An erotic 
guide for the 60's Explores the ale si techniques lor enhanced 
sexual enioymeni For Sole to Adults Over 21 Only Pub ot 
SI695 Only $4.98

604647. ORGY: An Erotic Experience. Picnc Cummer's lull

of booutilul (jooplo lasl in tlic lOpturc- ol unmhilnlod bvemokiiiy. For 
Sale 10 Adulls Ovci 21 Only Puh 01 S24.95 Only $9.98

105500. ENCYCLOPE 
DIA OF LOVE AND SEX.
With 265 vivid illus., 173 in 
lull-color. Incredibly compre-

every aspect of lovemaking: 
66 explicil chapters on posi-

play, group 5ex, ieliibes, mole 
and female orgasrrt. rnastur 
bation and fonfasy, genital 
size, homoseiuolily, etc. 8'/; 
x Ml/5. For Sale lo Adults 
Over21Only.

Only $12.98

623838. EXPLORING SEX. Frank, uninhibited eel ablation ot 
erolic love. Explicit. draWngs and photos in bolh color and b&w give a 
delicious array ol ideas lor gluing pleasure to yourself and your lovor. For 
Sate to Adults Over 21 Only. Pub at $24-95 Only S1S.9S

549973. THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF GIRLIE MAGA 
ZINES. By M Gobor First ond only comprensive h.slory of 
girlie mogoiines liom Notional Police Gaialte to piesenl 
day publicaiions such as Playboy ond Penthouse Feaiures 
175 provocative .llus . over 100 .i> I'v.ng color, me! pm-ups, 
photos, drawings, advertisements For Sale 10 Adulls Over 21 
Only 9*12
Special Offw with Each Order of $10.00 or More. 
Pub at S2S 00 Only $13.98

180162. THE TRIVIA ENCYCLOPEDIA. By F L Worth Wrial

What's ihe name of Tonic's horse' The answers to iliese and 
hundreds of olher questions aboi/i sporis, movies, comics, 
music, TV, lodio. and mucti more are all to be found in ihis 
loscmoting book you vvon't be oble lo put down Whai's Ihe 
order of colors m a package ot 5'flavor Life Savers' Pub ai 
1795 Only $4.98

S

144352. THE PIN-UP: A MODEST HISTORY. By M Gobor 
Erotfc look inlo'heliimasy world ol pm-ups Features hundreds 
ot full color ond b&w portroiis ol $e* gods and goodesses in 
repealing poses Themes ind homosejcuolilyr bondage ond 
olher feiishes. For Sale 10 Aduhs Over 21 Only O»g Pub ai 
S2000 Only $10.98

400669. MADEMOISELLE MADEMOISELLE. By Jell Dunas. 
lhe photographer ol Captured Women. 55 Full-Color Pnolos One ol 
ihe world'smosi widely published orolic phologi-apfiors eihiBiis a slun- 
ningpontolioolliismoslOaiJlingcomposbiions. For SalaioAdulls Over 
21 Only. $\lt 1 13. Pub ai S2V 95. Onl» S14.BB

496399, TECHNIQUES OF MAKIHQ LOVE. By R Baker and K
Connolly Brealhiakirg color pholos ina a wiso and supporlive lent 
combmu lo make ihis a unique manual o' sehual techniques. Learn ihe 
line an ot ero1icism—timv lo give and get ihe ultimate in pleasure. For 
Sale to Adulis Over 21 Only Pub. at Sii.95. Only S7.9B

121234. PIN-UP. A cliffy 
mgly visual Inp lo o world 
ol gorgeous women Jap 
anese rnasier-ariisl Ho- 
jime Soroyoma draws sexy 
women magnidcenily This 
beauiiful an book conioins 
eighiy-one pages of pm-ups 
It's large size. 9 » 12. ond 
printed on (me cooled paper 
The book will grace your cof 
lee table or make o wonder 
lulgifi $34.95

305939. THE Pit E SIDE NTS: TIDBITS AND TRIVIA: R«viiad
Ed. By S Front ond AD AAel-ck Fully Illus Packed wiih ihe 
kind ol siartlmg 'jifooboul our nor ion's feeders ihot you never 
fieard in hisrory class Which president had to borrow money '0 
get 10 his mouguroiion' Which president enjoyed skmny 
dipping^ Discover ihe human side of ihe men we chose lo run 
our couniry fl&B i 10'-! Ong Pub m Paperback ai 19 95

This Hardbound Cd. Only $1.98

462044. KAMA SUTRA. Transl. by W Thorn. 320 full-color 
illusirolions ond ihe first complete English leu of theceniunes- 
old Indian guide lo se-uol pleasure. For Sole to Adulls Over 21 
Only. -164 pages. Only $17.93

SJ4879. SEXUAL POSITIONS. By G W.lson.PhO 224 full

provide o graphic celebration oi Ihe |oys of lovemakmg For 
Sale to Adulis Over 21 Only 9 < HVa Pub ol S24 95

Only $12.98

S44336- 101 REASONS NOT TO HAVE SEX TONIGHT. By
I M Poieni. MD 50 I.ne Arl Illus Hilarious compilation of 
excuses tor not hovmg sex on any mghi ol ihe week Incl 
explicit diagrams of posilions not 10 hove sen m. whot to wear, 
eat. and lislen 10 while noi having sex. plus Or Polent'sgaltery 
ot nan.erode on A rore gem of o book Sotrbound

Only $2.OS

554852. TECHNIQUES OF 
SENSUAL MASSAGE. U) I
FildL-r.min Ovc-i 175 Full-Cold. 
Pholos. Slcp-by-ilcp inslruclions

soge.Foi Sole la Adulls Over 21
Only
9ljill'? OnlyS7.98

w

460106. TOUCH OF 
LACE, by Peter Barry. Sensu 
ous full-color porlroits oi

orray ol lacy (rills. 9.11 I/I. 
Only $9.98

391775. THE VISUAL DICTIONARY OF SEX. Dr E Inrnmer, 
Medical Editor-in-Chef 400 Photos and Illus nearly 1,000 
sexual concepts, terms, and praciices. Incl lechmques ond 
posiiions, group sex. slang words and phroses, deviations. 
more For Sale lo Adults Over 21 Only 336 pages 7Vi , IQi/a. 
Or.g Pub ai!2500 N»w, <ompUu«d. Only $13.9*

44612X. ART OF SENSUOUS PHOTOGRAPHY. Top glam- 
our photographer Peter Bany reveals ihe secrets ot sensuous 
photography Explicit full-color photos throughout For Sale lo 
Adulis Over 21 Only. 9 * 11VI. Only $6.98

448998. THE ILLUS 
TRATED BOOK OF SEXUAL 
RECORDS. By Gl S.mons. 
Over 200 Photos and Illus 
Completely accurate, up-ro- 
dale, ond totally bizarre i Au- 
iheniic reports of everything 
Irom A i m recorded sex 
history Entertaining bits ol 
se< 'rrfric cover such iiems 
os ihe worlds rnost prornis

iransvestites, bestoitended 
orgies, the first sex aid in

Adulls Over 21 Only
Only $5.98

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!
; HARVESTER A.A.
• 155 Avenue ol'ihe American 
I Now York. NY 10(113

• Please send ne live book batatas arcted Selow.
. Add il.OO pet took tat postage and handling.
' Enclosed tind S.

68H

336367. THE CLASSIC BOOK Of DIRTY JOKES: An «t do to 
Am*rlcand—With a Niw Foreword by AI GoldfUin. The
original, tomous. bawdy coileciion o1 erolic anecdotes, consid 
ered by many lobe ihe f'rsi American book ol truly duty jokes 
Published anonymously m I92B ond now a rare, valuable 
book For Sale 10 Adulls Over 21 Only. Special Only $3.98

• only Payable lo Harvester AA 
. Sales fai For delivery m N.YC . add 8M% For delivery elsewhere add 
• local sales tai

• 196399
391775

mm
'. 160106
1 554879

446 12X 105500

623B3H 144352
604G4/ 336367

549972 448998

462044 121234

(please print]

180162 400669

452510 460734
i!i4S5! 38M29

544326 554860

; (address]

'.

; (city) (state) (zip)
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CLASSIFIED ADS
TERM PAPER

ASSISTANCE

A Winner 
HANDS DOWN !

The largest selection of 
FIREWORKS at low, discount prices!

Get your FREE Slue Angel catalog 
1-800/BLU-ANGEL (USA) 

1-800/258-2643 (USA)
Mention 

Code NL58 
for faster

BLUE 
ANGEL

BLUE ANGEL
P.O. Box B6,Dept,NL53, Columbians, Ohio 44408

CHBLE TV
The best buys & warranties 

for DECODERS
& CONVERTERS

start with a FREE catalog
^i M.D. Electronics
o 5078 So. 108th Ste.115A
3 Omaha, NE 68106
1-800-624-1150

NEW
VARIABLE RATE BONDS 

MAKE ITSMARTTO .* >

Take • ^

Void wtiere prohibited bylaw. No sale or distribution ol fireworks 
or pyrotechnic devices toCA addresses; (Ireworksanfl pyrotechnic 
devices are illegal to possess in CA.

BflR-noculorS
l.onh like

16
al bi 

of your fa
ulars but hold 
ilc beverajje.

SKM) SI 2. 95 pi us $a.OO shipping <•>
STAIHl'MCOXCEPTS

EMJX 5943 
MAKLB»K»,MAl)17Sa

RESEARCH 
PAPERS

StND $2 FOR 368 PAGE CATALOG 
Order .oil free 1-800-331-9783

Berkeley Research
2385-A Ocean Ave., S.F., CA 94127 

(415) 586-3900

HOW TO GET 36 CONDOMS FREE. 
DETAILS, RUSH $1.00 (DEDUCTIBLE). 
ALLSWELL, 5178 WEST 20TH STREET. 
#NU88, LOS ANGELES. CA 90016-1339.

WORLD FARTING CHAMPIONSHIP!
Outrageous comedy cassette. "Too Loud " Jones 
vs. "The Wooshin' Russian." $6.95 plus $1.00 
P/H to: Spelierberg, Box 2119, St. Thomas, 
U.S.V.L 00801.

THE ADOLF HITLER 
WORLD TOUR

SEND $2 FOR CATALOG
LISTING 16,278 RESEARCH PAPERS, or

CALL TOLL FREE 800-351 -0222
IN CALIFORNIA (713) 477-6126 

Research Assistance 113!? Idaho Ave «06LE Los flngefcs C ft 90025

BLACK ON WHITE, SCREENED HIGH 
QUALITY AMERICAN MADE 50/50 T- 
SHIRT. T-SHIRT - $10.00, LONG-SLEEVED 
T-SHIRT $12.00, SWEATSHIRTS $15.00. 
SPECIFY S, M, L, OR XL

'ADD $1.50 SHIPPING AND HANDLING 
PER ITEM. TENNESSEE STATE 
RESIDENTS ADD ?'/,% SALES TAX. SEND 
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO C & S 
PRODUCTIONS. P.O. BOX 90006, 
CHATTANOOGA, TN 37412, ('POSTERS 
$6.00)

"SUPPORT SAFE SEX"

36 OUTRAGEOUSLY FUNNY, PLAYFUL, 
NAUGHTY GREETING CARDS. ("UP 
YOURS," "I AM DELICIOUS," "HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY, YOU HORNIE LITTLE 
DEVIL," etc). $1.25/each; 10 or more 
$1,00/each: all 36/$30.00. Send $1.00 for sam 
ple + FREE BROCHURE. NAUGHTY 
NONSENSE, P.O. Box 1790, Brookline. 
MA 02146.

ASIAN WOMKN DESIRE ROMANCE!
O\ (.'I'suns. iillnictivi.1 Oncnliil ladies si't-k 
fniTidshi|). iiijiri-i;i«v. Sl'NSIIINK INTERNA 
TIONAL COKKKSI'ONDKNCK, IK-pt. T/.. 
UON ^fiO, North Hollywood, CA S)l(il),'J.

FREE 5(JNGUiSSES«^25HIRT5loxiEoHOiMUTY WHITE corn*
SPICIFY

S 
M 
l_ 
XL
AND 
KSCN

/WLTI-COLOBEDSlXSCKINSTSHRTKSSStttfBas 
"PIECE AGi:Mll)S"PO.EOXi33.COOGEEECH20H.SrHIEXAllSrMUA.

p*o
KWR 

JINMIS

OFFICE HUMOR
A collection of cartoons, memos, 

quotes & quips 
$^.95 Postpaid,
MAGRAMID
P.O. Box 1241 

Frankfort, Kentucky 40602

VCR VEGETABLE?
VCR VEGETABLE

I don't go out 
I atay In all day 
Went video movies 
And watch them play
Birds are singing 
What do I hear? 
The sun is shining 
What do I care?
Bloody war movie al nine am 
Western shootout at noon 
Don't ask me out (or lunch 
My paranoia is on zoom
Love story at six
Sex cassette at nine 
I don't need to socialize 
My VCR IB line
I'm a VCR vegetable 
Just going blind 
I'm a VCR vegetable 
Losing rny mind
VCR vegetables 
Will rule the world 
VCR etiquette 
Be kind rewind

Copyright 1986 Matthew I. Brennar

Remind you of anyone? 
Buy it /or yourself or someone else, 

T-SHIRT royal blue with gold ink. $10 Specify size. 
POSTER 11" x 14". Poem suitable for framing $4 
Send check or money order to: 
VCR Vegetable, P.O. Box 1927, New City, N.Y. 10956 
N.Y. resident add mailing sales tax. 
Retails Sales Inquiries Welcomed,

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



IFIED ADS

THE MORE YOU KNOW 
THE BETTER IT GETS
For A Motorcycle RiderCourse Near You, Call:

800-447-4700
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION

HOW'S MY DRIVING? CALL 1-800-EAT 
SHIT!! QUALITY VINYL BUMPER STICK 
ERS $2.00 EACH/3 FOR $5.00 TO: B.SKLAR, 
P.O. BOX 384, NARBERTH, PA. 19072. 
WHOLESALE INQUIRIES WELCOME.

Ladies, Dazzle the Imagination
Free catalog. Stunning Silver and Turquoise 
Jewelry. Act today! Sunset, Box3326P. Wayland 
Square. Providence, Rhode Island 02906.

PSYCHEDELIC cloth POSTERS and 
SHIRTS tie-dyed with an original 3-D silk- 
screen design on each. 30 x 30 poster $8.00, 
locker size $4.00, T-shirt $19. Add $1,50 
shipping to: SHIRT DESIGN 24^2 Chatham 
Rd., Aurora, IL, 60506.

Personalized Bumperslickers! $3.00. 
2/$5.00. 4/$10.0fl. 10/$20.0fl. 50/$75.00. 
Personalized License Plate Frames'.
$10.95. 2/$19.95. Add $1.00 postage. Gary's 
Gifts, HONDalorCourt. Wwdbury.N.Y. 11797.

Small 
colleges 
can help 

YOU make
it big.

Just ask: Ronald Reagan, Presi 
dent of the United States, Eureka 
College, IL; Plerson Mapes, 
President, NBC Television Net 
work, Norwich University, VT; 
Robert Noyce, Vice Chairman of 
the Board, Intel Corporation 
and Microchip Inventor, Grln- 
nell College, IA; Red Johnson, 
President, Borg-Warner Corpo 
ration, Milllkln University, IL.

A small college can help you 
make it big, too. To learn more 
about our small independent col 
leges, write for our free booklet. 
Send your name and address to 
Council ol Independent Colleges, 
Box 11513, Washington. D.C. 20008.

T-SHIRTS
MiiduiK- W;ish;ibk> &

l)rv;ibk-
$17.00 i $2.(IO|)(isl- 
jijii- i li;indlhi)i- for 
oarh orck-r. Add $1.1)0 
t'Nira pur iU'iii lor I'or- 
i-ijiii orders. Siaii1 
sixc. S-M-l.-Xl,, your

(i IVacon Si fee! 
n. Ma UJI7I

Allow 1-li weeks lor deliver v

II- YOU DON'T KNOW ItV NOW 
DON'T ASK!

Omcoluic RoiL'ni on 
Pink or While 
100';;. Cotton 
Beely-T' %1 
Si/cLorXL 
(Specify color 
;md M/C)

SendChttkor M.O. 
lor $l!.95io:

PKT PROJECTS, INC. 
DK1T. NL-2 
I'.O. BOX 40167 
MKMI'HIS, TN. 
38174-0167

Allow 6 wks./Comm'l oixlcrs avail.

X-RATED MAGIC, DISGUSTING GAGS. 
HYPNOTISM, PYROTECHNICS. SMOKE. 
BIZARRE BOOKS; REVENGE. LOCK- 
PICKING, NUDISM. FREE CATALOG 1. 349 
EAST COOKE RD.. COLUMBUS. OH 43214.

THE

MAKE A PARTY MORE FUH, OR 
BUV SOMEONE A CHEAT GIFT! 

This popular traditional game is now available in a 
complete kit, including otlicial rule book, glass with 
marked drinking levels, and a comical towel lor those 
inevitable spills.

THE ULTIMATE 
SOCIAL SPORT!

Stnd tl.fl piu> 12,00 dilpplng ind hindllng lo IPM, 
P.O. Boi 5Gfl, CKrut Hilghli. CA 95621 lo ractlv* 0 
"OFFICIAL QUARTERS GAME'. Includ* mum idd>«*

6 CELEBRITY CONDOM 
GREETING CAR!

Send Cfteck or Money Order fo:
HOT SPOTS USA. INC. 

P.O. Box 24192 Green Bay, WI 54324

INGENIOUS DEVICE (SHOE MIRROR) helps you 
look up women's skirts! Outrageously funny at parties! 
Only$4.00eacli. "N.W.E.," P.O. Box 406, Continen 
tal. OHio 45831.

RESEARCH PAPERS
^J HOT LINE

SEND $2 FOR CATALOG
OF 16,000 TOPICS OR CALL TOLL FREE

80(^621-5745 FOR INFORMATION
IN ILLINOIS CALL (312) 922-0300 

Auttwrf Ftewarctx Hm, 600-L.407 S, Dearbon', Ctifcago, IL 60605

t-s, Mercedes, Porschf, etc. direct from 
Government, Sti/.cd in drug raids. 
Available your area. Save Sthousands*. 
216-453-3000, 1-xt. A81V2.

Otutr in quid* 

•Cilllarnli idd "OUAnTEH3 NOT INCLUDED"

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
Want to reach 2,895,000 hot 
prospects? Well, we've got 
them. Rates are just $4.00 per 
word, one time, twenty-word 
minimum, standard type. P.O. 
Box is two words; phone 
number, city, and state are one 
word each; and zip code is free. 
One-column-inch display ad 
is $200, one time. Check must 
accompany order. Call or write: 
Howard Jurofsky 
National Lampoon 
155 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, N.Y. 10013 
(212)645-5040.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



"We've made more than 
a couple of singles 
into couples."

THOUSANDS 
OFHOTTAMAIES 

AT WUR FINGERTIPS 
WITH OUR SIZZLING 
SUMMER LISTINGS!

Sterling Passaic, 
Executive Director, 

Tri-State Total Singles Network

I AM A STRAIGHT WHITE MALE and I want 
to have sex with a man but only once or twice 
1or experirnenlal/anistic purposes and S tion'l 
want to kiss you and you better not be a fag 
got because they disgust me and if I find out 
afterward that you're some homo pansy 
queer boy I'll bash in your pecker-sucking 
face and kick you off the goddamn roof. Box 
638L.

LADIES: HANDSOME IMMIGRATED EAR 
NEST GENTLEMENS crave to make inter 
course with you and your equivalent swaying 
brunette friendlies when you touch our large 
purple wood poles. Urban/suburban loca 
tions a must. Boxes 782G.

GLAMOROUS FORTUNE 500 CORP, 43 yrs 
old in exc shape, sks educ SWF, 22-30. w/ 
min 1-2 yrs exp, fr Ing moonlit nts, intrstng 
confabs, buffet dinners, endless wkends, 
Ing-trm cornrnitmnt. All mjr bnfts. Hvy client 
contact. Type 50. Steno a +. Exc growth 
opp'ty. Box56lG.

FLABBY BUSINESSMAN, 48, realistically 
expects that putting an ad in this column will 
increase his chances of meeting a lusty nu 
bile blond SWF languages student, 18-21, 
who will want to eat a pile of whipped cream 
off his tiny boner and adoringly use her 
tongue to clean the viscous yeasts out of his 
fat-distended navel. If you are that girl, please 
send photo and breathy letter to Box 111N.

SIKH SEEKS SIKHS FOR SICK SECTS 
SEX. Serious replies only. Box 980W.

PETER PIPER SEEKS A PECK OF PICK 
LED PEPPERS. No druggies, fatties, or bee 
keepers. Box 573H.

MARES EAT OATS. AND DOES EAT OATS, 
and little lambs eat ivy. What's your bag? 
Send photo, letter to Box 346B.

How would you like to marry an OBESE 
FUZZY-FACED ESKIMO QUADRIPLEGIC 
DWARF-WOMAN? I know I've got to be 
somebody's fetish but nobody's come for 
ward yet. If you're out there somewhere, God 
bless you. and please write me at Box 529V, 
no photo or letter necessary.

I WANT A MAN WITH A SLOW HAND/I need 
a lover with an easy touch. No jells. Box 
743G.

VERY HANDSOME CELEBRITY TV HUNK 
who stars as muscular, well-endowed detec 
tive in prime-time show seeks discreet en 
counters with pretty white girls. Because I'm 
very shy about publicity I will be wearing a 
facial and body disguise when we meet, so 
you won't recognize me, but after we finish 
having sex at your house I promise I'll take off 
my disguise and give you an autograph. Ut 
most discretion required, please. Box 777G.

HOT HORNY STUD WITH 'VETTE seeks 
chick with butt that just won't quit for mean 
ingful relationship. I like cars, Monday Night 
Football, pina coladas. beers. B.J.'s before 
dinner, and volleyball on the beach. If you 
want your box to be happy, write to mine, 
782Y.

GREAT DANE WITH HUGE CRANK seeks 
long-legged, compatible purebreds for hot, 
lucrative breeding. Box 738P.

SEEKING AN ADORABLE GREEN-EYED, 
brown-haired Abyssinian, missing since Feb.

JO. Answers to "Taffy." Large reward for live 
return. Box 582H.

SENSUOUS, INTELLIGENT, AFFECTION 
ATE WOMAN, great sense of humor, attrac 
tive in an unconventional way, seeks (Edi 
tor's note: Guys, just between you and 
me, if I was a single guy looking for a hot 
time, I'd steer clear of this one. From what 
I've seen of women who describe them 
selves like this, atl the Spanish fly in Am 
sterdam couldn't get you desperate 
enough to hoist a hard one over this beast. 
In fact, I remember getting a letter from a 
guy who'd set up a date with a woman who 
described herself this way in an ad, and 
boy, was this guy pissed off, said he and 
just about any other red-blooded guy on 
earth would rather spend the evening with 
his face buried in Claude Akins's ass- 
crack than they would across the dinner 
table from her. I told him there was no way 
we could screen out all the dog wrap that 
takes out ads here, but for you reading this 
now, I can tell you to beware of this breed 
of adjectives. In fact, it could be the same 
gal he wrote me about, in which case, de 
finitely steer clear, unless you're blind, in 
which case she might not be bad, since he 
said she had good skin and offered him 
fellatio. Anyway, guys, sorry for the inter 
ruption. Read on. But I think you'll do bet 
ter trying the blonde in the other column, 
even though she has scraggly black pubes 
and smells like wet raisin bran.) cheerful, 
successful man for good times, dinners, pos 
sible marriage. Send heartfelt letter to Box 
729H. (Editor's note: Sorry to cut in again 
but I gotta tell you, if they don't ask for a 
photo, it usually means they're reluctant 
to send you one, and you know what that 
means.)

RETIRED GREEK GAMBLER WITH 
JEWtSHY SURNAME, 70, seeks to disprove 
public misconceptions by having sex with a 
colored gal who's got two heaping helpings of 
massive, Southern-bred buttock swelling up 
out of her huge sweet haunches. Box 363B.

ATROPHIED, SCAB-ENCRUSTED BEHE 
MOTH seeks part or parts in Broadway or off- 
Broadway productions. Box 283Y.

HANDSOME PRODUCER SEEKS CLEAN 
SHAVEN NEGRO VERSION OF NORMAN 
FELL for off-Broadway production, quiet din 
ners. AFTRA scale paid always, clean and 
discreet, Box 568W.

TALL, GENTLE SWM, 40, seeks to start 
Hilaire Beiloc fan club in Fieldcrest area. Also 
to swap Batman and Bruno Sanchez comix 
and all trading cards, intact gum a must. Box 
730H,

GUY, 28, wants to get a motel room and do it 
with five or six incredibly gorgeous women at 
the same lime lor a weekend. Send phone, 
photo to Mr. Passaic, 155 Sixth Ave., 10thFL, 
New York, NY 10013.

tf you crave the recipe (or Sterling's Cele 
brated Sizzling Hoi Tamates, send a check 
for twenty-live cents or a photo, any photo, 
to; Foods of Passaic, 155 Avenue ol the 
Americas, 18th Floor, New York, N.Y. 10913. 
Please specify hat size with each order.
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